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So much
to do, so
little time
In one weekend, Atlanta will host
the AIDS Cure Project Art Show, the
Gay and Lesbian Business Expo, and
the AIDS Walk.
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by PAMELA EVANS
The last calm moment for Amanda Bearse in the
past year may have been when the "Married...With
Children" star made the decision to come out during
an interview with The Advocate. Since then, the
part-time Georgia resident—the only open lesbian
playing a regular role on network television—has
been caught up in an exhausting swirl of attention
and requests from the media and the gay and lesbian
community.
Speaking from a car phone in Los Angeles, where
she is filming the ninth season of the Fox sitcom,
Bearse summarizes her coming out and its aftermath: "It's certainly been quite a year."
After going public about her sexuality, Bearse
suddenly found herself an unofficial spokesperson
for the gay and lesbian community. People looked to
her to understand and perhaps emulate her courage
in coming out. Partly because she is a lesbian who
looks like the girl next door, partly because she is a
success in her chosen field, Bearse became an overnight role model to show off to non-gay family and
friends.
Bearse understands this desire to let America see
gays and lesbians as non-threatening, "regular" human beings. "Research has proven it's easier to discriminate against the unknown," Bearse says. "People
are fearful. That's what homophobia is about. When
you become more familiar, I think it's harder to

discount us."
Bearse's latest incarnation as role model comes
with her job as national chairperson for National
Coming Out Day (NCOD) on October 11. NCOD, in
its seventh year, is a day when gays and lesbians are
encouraged to be honest about their sexual orientation to family, friends, and co-workers.
"I'm the poster child," laughs Bearse, referring
to NCOD's print ads. In them, the performer states,
"I'm not a straight person, but I play one on TV. And
that's just where acting belongs—on television or in
the movies, not in real life. That's why I stopped
acting and came out."
Bearse considers her role as national chairperson
as yet another chance to be more visible to non-gay
America. "It's taking one more baby step toward
making the world safer for all of us," she says.
Included in her activities during NCOD is the job
of hosting "Out There II," the second annual gay
comedy special airing on Comedy Central October
11.
"It was fun," Bearse says, "although they scared
me to death! I'm one of the few people doing sitcoms
now who is not a stand-up comic, and I did read the
Advocate review that said I'm not as funny as Lea
DeLaria. Well, I'm not. I mean, it's not my gig, but I
had a really good time and it's a very strong show,
CONTINUED ON PAGE 15
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Join with thousands of Georgians as we walk to raise
money to fight AIDS and support people with AIDS.

SUNDAY* OCT 16*1994
A TEN KILOMETER FUNDRAISING WALKATHON
BEGINNING AND ENDING AT PIEDMONT PARK
TO REGISTER CALL

404*876*WALK

Anne Calamuci
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Southern Voice
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News • Talk Radio
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AIDS Legal Project • AIDS Research Consortium of Atlanta
AIDS Survival Project • Atlanta Buyers Club
Atlanta Inter*aith AIDS Network
Good Samaritan • Jerusalem House • Our Common Welfare
Outreach, Inc. • Positive Impact, Inc. ■ Sisterlove, Inc.
and other AIDS service and education providers.

Woo Art
International
Created and produced by
Cralg Miller, Richard Zeichik
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AIDS Survival Project executive director quits
Departure is amicable, key
staffers say; national search
for a replacement begins
Atlanta—Mark King has resigned as executive director of AIDS Survival Project,
becoming the second director at an Atlanta
AIDS service agency to resign in recent
weeks.
King, whose last day was Sept. 30, had
been at the helm of the agency since May
1993, and presided over its shift from the
Atlanta chapter of the National Association
of People With AIDS to AIDS Survival
Project.
Lola Halpen, vice-president of ASP's
board of directors, said that King's resignation reflected a solidification of the
organization's focus.
"[King] has truly accomplished what he
set out to do," Halpen said. "He set out to
give us greater visibility in the community
and more financial security. And he has done
that. That basically leaves the agency with
looking at what we need to do next."
Halpen said the agency will, in the future,
put more emphasis on advocacy for people
with HIV/AIDS.

Mark King "accomplished what he set
out to do," said ASP's Lola Halpen.

Jeff Graham, formerly the ASP's program
director, has been named interim executive director.

"This organization really is in the lead in
advocacy," she said. "We have never left it."
King, who worked with the Shanti Foundation in Los Angeles before moving to Atlanta, said that his departure was an amicable
one.

"It's been brewing collectively—me included—for a long time," he said. "I think I
was the man of the hour a year ago when
AIDS Survival Project needed to blow its
horn and get on its feet. All of those things
have been accomplished. I'nyiot the man of

the hour anymore."
King acknowledged that advocacy was
not his strong point, but added that in the
future he will "do everything I can to continue supporting the organization."
During his tenure at AIDS Survival
Project, the agency began the financially successful Who's Dining Who fundraising
project and took a lead role in the advocacy
and protests over the home detention of John
Kappers, now ASP's board president, when
DeKalb County officials learned he had multiple-drug-resistant tuberculosis.
King is uncertain of his future plans but
said he intends to remain working in the HIV/
AIDS field. Additionally, he will continue
serving on the Ryan White Planning Council
and as a member of Mayor Bill Campbell's
HIV/AIDS advisory board.
Jeff Graham, a longtime member of ACT
UP/Atlanta and currently the Project's program director, has been named interim executive director while the board carries on a
nationwide search for a new director.
"This organization is very committed to
providing the best services for persons with
HIV," Graham said. "[AIDS Survival Project]
is still here and still very strong."
KC WILDM00N

Savannah churches push for Cobb-style resolution
Savannah—Another Georgia county has
begun grappling with the issue of Cobb
County's now infamous "family values" resolution, as some Chatham County churches
have sent letters to the county commission
asking them to pass an identical resolution
for their county.
Several Chatham County commissioners
have already spoken out against the resolution in local media, but Savannah gay and
lesbian leaders aren't taking any chances.
"When we were battling Wayne County
[a nearby county that is the only other locale
known to have passed a Cobb-modeled resolution], we were told it would never be
brought up in Chatham," said Mark Krueger
of Savannah's First City Network. "Now it
has."
"For us to assume our opposition is just
going to back down is a bad assumption,"
added Lawrence Marley, another First City
Network member.
Five of Chatham's nine commissioners
must vote to pass any measure that comes
before the board; three, including Commission chair Joe Mahany, have spoken out
against it.
"Religious law and civil law are two different things," said commissioner Patrick
Shay. "I must separate those religious views
from my capacity as a commissioner. I'm
elected to up hold civil law, not religious
law."
"We'll certainly let the churches speak,
and those who oppose [the resolution], and
then we'll vote," Mahany said. 'The thing
has no practical effect, no force of law. But
theoretically, in my opinion it puts the government squarely into an activity that is none
of our business."
Mahany said that the churches have every
right to oppose homosexuality on religious
grounds, but that their opposition should be
limited to within the church.
"We've got a lot of other things going

on," he said. "I'm hoping my commission
will not pass that resolution."
Adding some fuel to the anti-resolution
flame may be Savannah's only remaining
Olympic venue. The Atlanta Committee for
the Olympic Games, which has already pulled
a preliminary volleyball venue from Cobb
County because of the original resolution,
recently moved beach volleyball from Tybee
Island in Chatham County to Clayton County,
leaving the Olympic sailing venue on
Georgia's coast. ACOG officials, while not
committing to pull that venue from Chatham
if the commissioners pass the resolution, did
express concern that the county's officials
were considering it.
"We would obviously look at it at the
relevant time," said ACOG press manager
Jayne Pearce. "Hopefully they won't feel the
need to do this."
Jon-Ivan Weaver, a co-founder of the successful Olympics Out of Cobb Coalition,
pledged his support to Savannah's efforts.
"Olympics Out of Savannah sounds fine
with me," he said. "We'll help them however
we can help them."
Mahany contended that the resolution and
the Olympics were "totally unrelated," but
did say that "if ACOG were to pull the sailing event because we passed a resolution like
that, then shame on us."
Mahany could not speculate how sentiments were running on the commission, saying that "you never know what nine people
with diverse constituencies are going to do."
The effort to bring the issue up in Savannah began on Sept 7, when Rev. Terry L.
Johnson of the Independent Presbyterian
Church in Savannah sent out a letter to other
churches announcing that his church had sent
"a letter of encouragement" to the Cobb
County Commission. Johnson also said he
had sent a letter to the Chatham County Commissioners asking them to do the same, "and
by doing so, stand shoulder to shoulder with

[the Cobb Commissioners]." He asked that
other churches consider doing the same.
Letters have begun arriving at the
Chatham County offices, largely from members of the Independent Presbyterian Church
and the Mustardseed Faith Center. The letter
writers say they are seeking to prevent government from allowing health benefits for
employees' same-sex partners and allowing
schools to mention homosexuality in anything but a negative light.
"I think we are calling for a distinction
between what is moral and what is immoral,"
Johnson told the Associated Press. "It's not

asking for a change, it's asking that change
be prevented."
The resolution could come up as early as
October 7 at the Chatham County Commission meeting. First City Network is preparing their response, but Marley said that building a cohesive opposition from a large number of community members is a difficult task.
"We're having a hard time getting people
to oppose it," he said. People are not wanting
to sign their names. But I think this is going
to encourage the churches, especially if people
stay in the closet."
KC WILDM00N

Hollywood Hots raises $1,750 (or local AIDS organizations
Veterans of the pre-"don't ask, don't tell" military went to their closets and got out
their old uniforms to show support for the Hollywood Hots annual AIDS benefit, held
Sept. 10 at the Heretic. This year's USO (Universal Survival Objective) theme was a
drag tribute to the variety shows of World War II and included over 30 performing
"glamour goddesses." The benefit raised $1,000 for Jerusalem House and $750 for AIDS
Survival Project. Hollywood Hots presented checks to the two organizations on Oct. 1.
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Gays work to re-elect Robb
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728-0100
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Paging!
PageMart's Personal Paging
Program means accessibility for
you, your spouse and your children.
Call today and ask how PageMart's
Personal Paging Program can give
you peace of mind!

Call PageMart
Today!
416-8300

Richmond, VA—While U.S. Sen. Charles
S. Robb's position favoring gays in the military may have hurt his image among some
voters, it has helped him with others.
Lesbians and gay men in Virginia and
across the nation are working to re-elect Robb,
whom they regard as a leader who has the
courage to condemn discrimination against
gays despite the obvious political risks.
The Human Rights Campaign Fund, a national gay political action group based in Washington, has made Robb's campaign against
Republican nominee Oliver North one of its
top priorities.
'The radical right views Chuck Robb's convictions on lesbian and gay equality as a weakness, and will attempt to use this against him
to defeat him," executive director Tim
McFeeley said in a letter to members. "We
need to prove that Chuck Robb can beat the
radical right this year in Virginia."
The fund has contributed the maximum
allowable $10,000 and several members of the
fund have held private fund-raisers, McFeeley
said.
David Mixner, a gay-rights leader from
California, mailed an appeal to several thousand lesbians and gay men nationwide soliciting contributions for Robb.
"We see Ollie North as encouraging hate
and intolerance," said Adam Ebbin, chairman
of Virginia Partisans, a club for gay and lesbian Democrats. "Robb has said 'Hey, these
people exist and they have a right to exist.'"
Robb, a marine commander in Vietnam,
has spoken out for efforts to include gay men
and lesbians in the military, provided they don't
engage in behavior that is disruptive or hurts
morale.
North, a marine who also served in Vietnam, has been a strident critic of gays in the
military, sending out fund-raising appeals that
described President Clinton as "the point
man...for the radical homosexual lobby."

Campaign aides to Sen. Charles Robb
say the incumbent is not retreating from
his support for gay rights.
Robb's campaign staff has offered Robb's
position as evidence that the incumbent Democrat is willing to take a stand on matters of
principle.
"He's going to do what he thinks is right,
whether or not it's popular," Robb spokesman
Bert Rohrer said.
On the campaign trail, Robb doesn't address gay issues directly but occasionally mentions "human rights." His campaign literature
doesn't mention lesbians and gay men in the
military.
But gay and lesbians activists say they understand why Robb has not been more outspoken in recent months.
"I don't expect to hear a detailed analysis
of his support for us," said Carl Archaki, a
member of the Richmond Democratic Committee. "What he has done is admirable."
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Greenville residents continue fighting
home for people with AIDS
Greenville, SC—A Greenville city board
has placed another obstacle in front of a group
home for people with AIDS and other terminal illnesses that has been trying to move into
a downtown neighborhood.
The Greenville Zoning Board of Adjustments and Appeal changed the classification
of Stephen's House from a multi-family dwelling to a convalescent home Sept. 23. The new
classification will require Project Care, which
runs Stephen's House, to reapply to the board
before opening, chairman Neil Rabon said.
Zoning administrator Kim Jones originally
ruled the home was a multi-family dwelling,
and could open in a Greenville historic district.
Attorney Robbie Childs argued for the
changed classification.
"This has nothing to do with whether the

people there have HIV/AIDS or cancer," Childs
said. "It has to do with the planned use for the
premises."
In August, neighboring residents complained about Stephen's House moving into
their neighborhood and attempted to block it.
Project Care president Joey Hudson said
the Sept. 23 ruling will not affect the scheduled October opening of Stephen's House
"We're not on hold," Hudson said. "We're
going to continue with our plans."
Project Care director Judith Ewing said the
city residents' fight against Stephen's House
is very frustrating.
"I've seen so many people die in isolation," she said. "I don't want people dying like
that."
ASSOCIATED PRESS

NC Pride PAC to hold political workshop
Greensboro, N.C.—N.C. Pride PAC for
Lesbian and Gay Equality will host a one-day
conference called "Organizing for Change: An
Educational Workshop on the Legislative Political Process" on Saturday, October 15, at
the Bur-Mil Club in Greensboro.
"This workshop is a key piece of the overall strategy to educate and empower our community," said Pride PAC Executive Director
Derek Charles Livingston. 'Tor gays and lesbians to achieve our rights, we have to be
knowledgeable about the system and be pre-

pared to make it work for us."
The workshop is designed to teach lesbians, gays and bisexuals in North Carolina about
the Genera] Assembly, lobbying as a constituent, mobilizing local communities around gay
and lesbian issues, and building bridges to
supportive communities.
"Organizing for Change" is open to all
residents of North Carolina and the cost is
$5.00, which includes lunch. To attend, contact NC Pride PAC at (919) 829-0343.
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for an end to the radical right's campaign against gay men and lesbians. "We're living in
a period now—and I don't like it
any more than some of you—where
we're seeing religion trying to creep
back into politics," the former senator told an audience at the Working
Toward Hate-Free Communities
conference in Arizona Sept. 23.
Goldwater praised Thomas
Jefferson for "keeping religion out
of our consitution and out of our
political lives, and we should be
forever grateful to him for it." In a
recent Washington Post column,
Goldwater called for passage of the
proposed Employment Non-Discrimination Act and wrote, "It's
time America realized that there
was no gay exemption in the right
to 'life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness' in the Declaration of
Independence."
Testimony Hints Jealousy Was
Motive FOP Lesbian Murder:
Glenda Johnson testified during the
murder trial of her former lover,
Penny Brummer, that Brummer had
never accepted Johnson's lifelong
friendship with the victim, Sarah
Gonstead. "[Brummer] said that she
felt we were spending too much
time together," Johnson said. Country club Republican Barry Goldwater, un
Brummer is accused of killing
expected spokesman for gay rights.
Gonstead with a single shot to the
back of the head around March 14
and leaving her body in a wooded area in the town of Cross Plains, Wis. The trial is being
held in Madison.
Gay Cop To Return To Work: Springfield, Mass., will rehire a gay policeman, settling his
claim that he was barred from returning because of discrimination. Michael Carney, who
worked as a city policeman from 1979 to 1984, was dismissed during a departmental drug
scandal but was never charged with any wrongdoing. The state Supreme Court later
ordered his reinstatement, but he had another job at the time. When he reapplied in 1992,
he was turned down. Carney lodged a complaint with the Massachusetts Commission
Against Discrimination, and the commission found probable cause in March to believe
that he was discriminated against. The settlement was announced Sept. 22 The city is not
admitting discrimination under the terms of the agreement.
Church Bars Gay Chorus From Auditorium: A Lutheran minister in York, Pa., has
refused to allow a traveling chorus of gay singers to perform a holiday concert in his
church. The Rev. Gordon Ross, pastor of St. Matthew's Church, said the Harrisburg Men's
Chorus adds a political undertone to its concerts by advertising its sexual orientation.
"We're not trying to be tough on homosexuals or lesbians," Ross said. "That's not our
purpose. But what they want is contrary to the teachings of our church." The chorus, which
has performed at Carnegie Hall, has tentatively arranged to have the December concert at
St. Luke's Methodist Church, whose pastor, the Rev. Richard Ryan, said they are "great
musicians." "As for their lifestyle," Ryan said, "it's not my place to judge them."
Judge Booted From Civil Rights Cases: A veteran federal judge who has offended just
about everybody has agreed to stop taking civil rights cases after a Circuit Court of
Appeals Council began investigating disciplinary complaints against him. U.S. District
Court Judge A. Andrew Hauk of Los Angeles has referred to lawyers for a victim's family
as "boobs;" said that women have historically been under the hypnotic control of men
"especially where sex is concerned" and that they "have their monthly problem, which
upsets them emotionally;" and complained about "all these faggots from Cuba we're
letting in" during an immigration case. Following the Judicial Council's investigation into
complaints about the 82-year-old Hauk, a legal newspaper reported that Hauk was "very
penitent" and said he had "promised to be careful to avoid such conduct in the future."

The Winning Combination:
Acura and Acura Garland
In the most recent survey of new Acura owners in the
Atlanta area, a dealership that is barely two years old was
number one. The highest ranking for professionalism during the
sale and the highest customer satisfaction level for after-sale
service went to Acura Carland.
Thanks, Atlanta, for your vote of confidence.

Vandalized Statues Restored At Stanford: Four months after Stanford University
athletes vandalized a sculpture entitled Gay Liberation, the restored statues are back in
place and almost as good as new. On May 16, white paint was poured over the four statues,
and a bench was wedged between two male figures. Six student athletes were punished by
the school but still face vandalism charges in the case. Two football players accused of
participating in the vandalism, outside linebacker Jason White and backup quarterback
Mark Butterfield, were suspended for three games by Coach Bill Walsh.
Eight Arrested For Baseball Bat Assault: Eight men were arrested in West Hollywood,
Calif., after they allegedly used baseball bats and a golf club to assault two men walking
on Santa Monica Boulevard. Witnesses reported the incident as an apparent gay bashing
attack as the men walked near cafes in an area populated by many gay residents, said Lt.
Brad Welker of the L.A. County Sheriffs Dept. Three adults and five juveniles were
arrested shortly after the attack. The adults were booked for investigation of civil rights
violations and assault with a deadly weapon; the juveniles were released to their parents.
The investigation is hampered, however, because no victims have come forward.

ACURA
Acura Carland
Satellite Boulevard at Gwinnett Place • 623-9211
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AIDSWALK Gay & Lesbian
ATLANTA Business Expo!

ZO% OFF

ANY ORDER!
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The Biltmore Suites

Jacuzzi Suite Special - $199.00 for 2 night stay
Utilities, Covered Parking, Standard Cable TV, On Site Laundry Facilities
• Certain restrictions may apply • 1, 3 and 6 month leases
404/874-0824 (800) 822-0824
30 Fifth Street NE Atlanta, GA 30308

ffoijfth
luesday Lesbian & Gay Issues
a lesbian organization
promoting social and
bus^ess networking
presents...

with Teresa Nelson—
Head of ACLU Georgia
Doors open 6:30 pm
Program at 8:00 pm

Tuesday, October 25th
"A Women only event pie:

Colony Square Hotel • Cash Bar Avail. • Hors d'oeuvres
Members $10.00, Guests $13.00. $2.00 late fee for any reservation
received after Fri., Oct. 25, 5:00 p.m. Parking w/validated ticket $2.00

Call 662-4353 for further information

Houston man awarded $100,000
in HIV discrimination case
Houston, TX—A $100,000 settlement to a
Houston man denied dental care because he
has HIV should serve as a warning to anyone
practicing AIDS discrimination, a Justice Department official said Sept. 23.
In a settlement signed by U.S. District
Judge Vanessa Gilmore Sept 22, Castle Dental Center admitted it violated the Americans
with Disabilities Act when it told Harrison J.
Totten it would no longer treat him.
A similar case is pending in New Orleans
against Dr. Drew Morvant.
Totten, 30, will get $80,000 in compensatory damages from Dr. Jack Castle, owner of
the dental center. Castle Dental Center and its
management company, Family Dental Services
of Texas, Inc., each will pay $10,000 in civil
damages.
Irene Bowen, a deputy chief in the Justice
Department's civil rights division, said Totten's
case was the first federal case settled regarding AIDS discrimination by health-care providers.
The New Orleans suit claims that Morvant
unlawfully discriminated against patients
Ismael Pena and Russell Hodgkinson, and
failed to modify policies, practices and procedures to give HIV-positive patients equal access to dental care.
His attorney, Stephen M. Pizzo, has said
that Morvant never refused treatment to either
patient, but referred both to specialists.
Pizzo was out of town Sept. 24 and unavailable for comment. He has described
Morvant as the victim of a political attack by
the Clinton administration.
"It is unfortunate when a law-abiding dentist, trying diligently to provide good care to

patients, falls victim to such a political attack," he said.
Bowen warned that those practicing AIDS
discrimination could ultimately pay for their
actions. The Justice Department is vigorously
enforcing the Americans with Disabilities Act,
she said.
"We will go for compensation against
individuals...whether it's something that can
be assessed as a particular monetary amount
or whether it's an emotional, which was the
case here," she said.
Totten's suit alleged that after getting
braces, he was treated at the center until it
learned he had tested positive for HIV in the
spring of 1992.
"At that time, Totten allegedly received a
letter stating 'Due to the recent discovery of
your health problems, Castle Dental Center
has decided to cease providing you with orthodontic treatment,'" the department said.
Federal law prohibits discrimination against
people with disabilities in places that serve the
public. Under the act, testing positive for HIV
and having AIDS are considered disabilities.
Totten's attorney, John Paul Barnich, said
the $100,000 settlement is "more than just a
slap on the wrist."
"The message I would like to go out is that
if people are going to be intentionally ignorant, we're going to make it as painful as possible," Barnich said.
Bowen said it is difficult to know just how
much discrimination is occurring against AIDS
victims nationwide, but added that her office
is now investigating another 20-30 incidents.
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Jury awards $600,000 to Georgia
native misdiagnosed with HIV
Miami, FZ^-Vernelle Lowder gave up her
children, moved back to her Georgia hometown and made plans to kill herself after being
told she had HIV. It was all a mistake.
A Dade Circuit Court jury has awarded
$600,000 to Lowder, 49, for pain and suffering after her 1990 AIDS test was misread.
"It's horrible to go through something like
this," Lowder's attorney, Steven Mitchel, said
Sept. 22. "This is just about as bad an event as
can happen to someone."
The jury decided Sept. 16 that the state
Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services should pay $390,000. Under state law,
HRS is required to pay $100,000, the maximum allowed under Florida's cap of damage
payments by government agencies.
Dr. Homer L. Kirkpatrick, who gave antiAIDS medication to Lowder, settled for
$250,000 on the eve of the trial. Jurors said the
clinic where the test was conducted was blameless.
Lowder went to the Family Health Center
in Hialeah for a checkup in November 1990.
She decided to be tested for AIDS because she
had received a blood transfusion in 1980.
The blood sample was forwarded to an
HRS clinic for testing.
After being told she was HIV-positive,
Lowder took medication prescribed by
Kirkpatrick for several months that made her
nauseous and weak, her attorney said.
Although HIV cannot be transmitted by
casual contact, Lowder gave legal custody of
her children to her mother—who would wash
her daughter's dirty dishes with bleach. Finally, she returned in October 1992 to her
hometown of Waycross, Ga., where her attorney said she planned to kill herself when the
disease made her seriously ill.

The ruling "rewards ignorance," said attorney Chip Rowan.
But at an AIDS hospice clinic in Waycross,
she was retested and learned she was HIVnegative.
Chip Rowan of Atlanta's AIDS Legal
Project said the recent ruling would be detrimental to other legal cases involving HIVrelated discrimination.
"We see in our employment discrimination cases people sometimes raising these irrational fears," Rowan said. "This [ruling] gives
them the opportunity to think there may be
some credence to those irrational fears. It's
rewarding ignorance."
HRS attorney Steven Hyatt said they would
challenge the ruling. Lowder is also challenging it,-saying the clinic should also have been
found responsible.
KAREN TESTA
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Gay and lesbian journalists
converge on Minneapolis
Minneapolis, MN—Four years ago, says
Leroy Aarons, most gay journalists were "still
in the closet or just peeping their heads out."
Now, the National Lesbian and Gay Journalists Association (NLGJA), which Aarons
founded in 1990, has 1,000 members in news
organizations across the country.
Nearly 400 of them attended the group's
national conference Sept. 22-25 in Minneapolis, at which U.S. Surgeon General Joycelyn
Elders was a featured speaker and openly gay
Rep. Barney Frank also appeared.
While last year's gathering was held in
New York City, Minneapolis was chosen this
year to help attract journalists from smaller
communities, said Aarons, who worked for
the Washington Post in the 1960s and 1970s.
The theme for this year's conference was "Out
on Main Street."
Minnesota is one of eight states with a gay
rights law, but Democratic gubernatorial candidate John Marty commented, "Some people
call Minnesota a progressive state. If it is, I
worry about some other parts of the country.
In the panel "Gay Rights and the Religious
Right," Marty affirmed the right of ultraconservative elements to be involved in political
process but declared, "They don't have a right
to use the church as a tax shelter for political
lobbying."
That thought was echoed by openly gay
Rep. Barney Frank, who told a luncheon crowd
that one reason why the fight over gays in the
military was lost was that "a million people
went to Washington to march, and less than
five percent told their congresspeople what

they thought on this issue."
U.S. Surgeon General Joycelyn Elders addressed the convention Sept. 23 on the topic of
homophobia and the alarming rate at which
gay and lesbian teenagers commit suicide.
"If we are beginning to lose 5,000 of our
young people," Elders said, "that is a major
public health problem." She asked journalists
to be advocates by shedding light on the problem.
The conference included an ethics seminar, a discussion on homophobia in sports with
California psychiatrist Dee Mosbacher, a panel
on news coverage of health issues and another
on the career effects of being openly gay.
Minneapolis Mayor Sharon Sayles Belton
gave the welcoming address Sept. 22. Comic
Kate Clinton appeared Sept. 25.
Robles said her only disappointment was
that no discussion between gays and political
conservatives took place at the meeting. Allen
Quist, Gov. Arne Carlson and Tom Prichard,
executive director of the Minnesota Family
Council, all turned down invitations to participate in the panel "Gay Rights and the Religious Right"
The NLGJA's main purpose is to support
members in working toward fair coverage of
gays, to help create hospitable work environments for gay journalists and to encourage
members to act as resources for their news
organizations, Aarons said. He founded the
group while working as the executive editor of
the Oakland (Calif.) Tribune.
BARBARA HAUGEN
Steve Warren contributed to this story

BAD
HAIR DAY
With its rack-and-pinion steering, rally-bred suspension and
legendary turbocharged engine,* the Saab 900 Convertible
is specially formulated for flyaway hair. See us for a test drive.
* The 900 Convertible is also available without turbo.

Hix Green SAAB
Volunteers at the NLGJA convention assemble information packets to be given to
participants at the Hyatt Regency Hotel in Minneapolis.

Anti-gay language struck from education bill
Helms threatens to filibuster
bill that includes Kennedy's
amendments instead of
homophobic provisions
Washington, D.C.—h. House-Senate conference committee concluded work Sept. 28
on the final version of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act, and rejected antigay provisions sponsored by Sen. Jesse Helms
(R-NC) and Rep. Mel Hancock (R-MO).
Those provisions would have deprived local school districts of control over their curricula and penalized communities that included
curricula that depicted homosexuality in other
than a negative light. Instead, the committee

adopted amendments offered by Sen. Ted
Kennedy (D-MA) and Rep. Jolene Unsoeld
(D-WA).
"The federal government has no business
dictating how local schools will address specific issues in the classroom," said Daniel
Zingale, public policy director for Human
Rights Campaign Fund. "The conference committee has voted to keep the federal government off the backs of the nation's schools."
Zingale noted that Helms has threatened to
filibuster the education bill, and House Republicans could also try to kill the bill when it
comes to them for a final vote. "They're threatening to hold the entire education bill hostage
to their agenda, withholding $10 million in
funds desperately needed by local schools,"
he said.
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Why we need Lesbian and Gay History Month
by RODNEY C. WILSON
When I told my parents the truth, my
mother said two things which I have never
forgotten. Her immediate reply was, "Son, I've
known for years." Later, she said to me, "If
you had died while you still kept your secret, I
had already planned to come to your apartment alone and find anything that would have
told people you were gay. I would have destroyed that information; I would have kept
your secret for you, and only you and I would
have ever known."
What nearly became my lot has been that
of millions who died before they talked. Writing in "Borrowed Time," Paul Monette asserts
that "most of...gay history lies in shallow
bachelor's graves." And Lisa Duggan has written, "When, as a Lesbian, I turned to history to
help me understand...the lives and resistance
of the women before me, I found that history
almost entirely unrecorded."
My mother's words, like those of Monette
and Duggan, are about one thing: history. In
particular, their words offer insight into the
intentionally obscured and distorted history of
gay, lesbian and bisexual people.
It has always been the case that the stories
of those left out has been a history ignored or
suppressed: someone, somewhere, has always
seen fit to take a big eraser to the facts of their
lives and destroy the evidence pointing to that
of which society did not approve. Whether it
be archivists who keep selected letters behind
locked doors, wives who burn the contents of
their husband's safety deposit box, publishers
who in an 800-page American history textbook provide no evidence that gay people have
ever existed in the "New World," or mothers
who keep secrets for the sons they love, gay,
lesbian and bisexual people have been hidden
from history, as the title of one book puts it.

Desiring to turn a spotlight on the dark,
cobweb-filled corners of gay history, I began
to think of the need for Lesbian and Gay History Month in the fall of 1993. In January, I
was moved to action after reading a letter to
the editor in Newsweek. Adam A. Sofen, a
ninth grader in Woodland Hills, Calif., wrote,
"I see my school celebrating the achievements
of women and African-Americans, both important and wonderful topics, yet I see no similar programs to educate students about the less
visible homosexual community."
Adam, of course, is right; only in a few
places across the country is lesbian and gay
history part of the school curricula. Unfortunately, while our history is part of Pride month
in June in a few cities (e.g., New York), the
much-needed work in June does not answer
the needs of the school calendar (August to
May).
Meeting the demands of the academic calendar is crucial if we are to educate the next
generation of political and social leaders about
our lives and, more important, provide for gay
and lesbian students a connection to the past.
With these thoughts and Adam's observations
in mind, I wrote the proposal to declare October National Lesbian and Gay History Month.
LGHM has already been endorsed by several organizations and individuals across the
country, including GLAAD, Project 10, HRCF,
National Coming Out Day, historian Martin
Duberman, and many others. Chicago's Gerber/
Hart Gay and Lesbian Library and Archives,
under the direction of board president Kevin
Boyer, is serving as the institutional nexus of
National LGHM. We now are prepared to embark upon a new way to make certain the
world is no longer allowed to censor our lives
and ignore our past.

With Stonewall 25 just completed, we must
begin to plan events for this October: film
festivals, lectures, history conferences, publication of gay and lesbian history, oral history
projects, historical theatrical productions and
gay-themed Halloween parties (Who wants to
be Sappho? Who wants to be Alexander the
Great?). On and on go the possibilities.
In high schools and colleges across the
country, I urge my teacher-colleagues to determine how to bring gay and lesbian history
into their schools for special commemoration
this October, just as we honor the special celebration of Native American Heritage Month
in November, Black History Month in February, and Women's History Month in March.
Jonathan Katz, author of "Gay American
History," wrote, "Knowledge of gay history
helps restore a people to its past, to itself... .The
study of the gay past raises the question of
whether this society can accommodate the demands of America's dispossessed for power
and control over the machinery by which they
make their lives."
It is my hope that Lesbian and Gay History
Month will add to our efforts to gain control
over our own lives. The sacred past, I believe,
is the only foundation upon which a people are
able to build a secure future of peace and
justice with themselves and their fellow human beings. With this in mind, let us proceed
to the first annual National Lesbian and Gay
History Month!

believe this one applies: It only takes a few
bad apples to spoil it for the rest of us. Who
are these people, anyway? And what is a lesbian avenger? To avenge means to punish one
who has wronged oneself or another. Well,
this community sure is being hurt by a few.
So, on behalf of those who simply want respect, equal rights, and to live our lives peacefully, I say quit punishing this community with
your behavior! Grow up! Get a life! If you

want to help the gay and lesbian movement, I
have a few suggestions: 1) Stay at home. 2)
Please stay away from the news media 3) Get
therapy. 4) Do some volunteer work for one of
the many AIDS organizations that need help.
In closing, if I have offended anyone, I
hope so because some of you people have
definitely offended me.
Vicki C.
Decatur

Rodney C. Wilson teaches American history at Mehlville High School in St. Louis. He
is a master's degree candidate at the University of Missouri-St. Louis.
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Take it back to
the bedroom
After having been out of the closet for the
past 20 years, I'm about ready to move to
Cobb County and go back in hiding. I've
watched our gay and lesbian community grow
and gain more respect over the last few years,
only to witness a decline within our community as the direct result of a few radical groups
who seem to want to sabotage the progress
we've worked so hard to obtain.
What in the world is going on? Was there a
contest at Pride this year as to who could maintain an erection the longest? What was with
the few lesbians parading around with dildos
strapped on? Was that supposed to be cute, or
were they simply part of the same contest?
Well, nobody got my vote, and this kind of
behavior certainly didn't fill me with pride,
only disappointment.
And what about the action at Rhythm Fest!
Women f ing in front of the stage, and security did nothing. Did these people realize
there were children in attendance, not to mention women who still respect sex as a private
and personal matter. I don't care what anyone
does in the privacy of their home, tent, etc.,
but come on! If this kind of behavior is making me sick, no wonder society is having
trouble supporting us. Security at Rhythm Fest
should have thrown cold water on the two and
told them to take it home. It only takes a few
displays of this kind to ruin everything the
serious gay and lesbian organizations have been
working for.
I've always disliked trite sayings, but I
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How I beat the end of summer blues
Don't get me wrong—some of my best
friends are Virgos. But the time of year when
they celebrate their birthdays, late August/early
to mid-September, has never been my favorite. The calendar says summer's ending, but
the Southern weather never pays much attention to seasons. The skies are getting darker
earlier, and society in general is cranky—vacations are ending, nothing but work looms
before us, and the soothing cool of autumn is
still a month away.
So when seasonal negativity swirls around,
I look for diversions to take my mind off the
ever-racheting tensions. Here are this year's
ten choices, some national some local, some
gay some not, some representing the presence
of good things, others the absence of bad. I
salute their ability to take my mind off all the
crap.
1. & 2. R.E.M. & Michael Stipe. I know
R.E.M.'s new album "Monster" didn't debut
until after Virgo was gone, but just the prospect of a new R.E.M. album on the horizon
brightens my mood. I've followed the boys
from Athens since before my coming out, when
friends from Montgomery introduced me to
alternative music at 688. One song in particular, "Don't Go Back to Rockville [And Waste
Another Year]" buoyed me through my "Gosh
it's hard to make it in a new city" phase.
"Monster" itself is superb, continuing
R.E.M.'s trademark cryptic lyrics and expressive melodies, and personal commitment to
activism and expanded consciousness. And
hooray for lead singer Michael Stipe, who addressed his sexuality in a recent Newsweek
interview in an equally inclusive manner. He
talked about how he sees any sort of sexual
label—gay, straight, bi—as limiting of human
expression. Perhaps it's time we considered
that being gay isn't the only way to change
society.
3. "The X-Files." There is no more intensely wrought TV show than this increasingly spooky paean to the things our government won't tell us. Every show covers a sealed
FBI file that is unsolved because it's a government experiment gone awry or because previous agents didn't consider a paranormal solution.
From identical serial murders 30 years
apart, to entire teams of loggers disappearing
from the forests of the Pacific Northwest, to
this year's season premiere with alien first
contact, agents Mulder and Sculley fight monsters, mutants, insect larvae and other FBI
agents with equal ferocity in their effort to
prove that "The truth is out there." Watch it

with the lights out—if you dare.
4. Steam. Scott O'Hara's quarterly porn
magazine is one of the smartest publications to
hit our publication-ridden community in quite
a while. Steam's format is mock scholarly journal, with page numbers running consecutively
from issue to issue and covers that list article
titles Reader's Digest-style, like "How I Spent
My Summer Vacation," by the Itinerant
Cockhound, "Looking for Sex in Croatia and
Slovenia," "My Favorite Gloryhole" and "Why
Does a Straight Man Visit Adult Bookstores."
O'Hara's send-up of academic journals (which
I spent far more time reading in grad school
than laboratory rats can withstand) tries to make
writing about sex at least look respectable, and
is a hoot.
He also editorializes against censorship,
which is rampant in the sex-negative culture
we live in. Writing about sex with substance,
style and humor that doesn't lose its erection
quotient should be supported.
5. The Flying Biscuit Cafe. Serving the
most reasonably priced creative cuisine in Atlanta, this trendy lesbian-owned restaurant is
defining the concept of New Age comfort food.
Blackberry barbecue chicken (free-range, of
course), sea bass with a roasted green chili
chutney, four mushroom pasta, yellow tomato
gazpacho and consistently amazing polenta are
only some of the highlights of meals I've had
at this wonderful eatery. When you go in, ask
when they're going to serve the lemon shaker
pie again.
6. The firing of Ralph from Ben Hill.
WGST-AM refuses to say what line Ralph
crossed that cost him his job, but it certainly

'Angels' on agenda

Letters to the Editor
The Atlanta Constitution

Letters to the Editor
The Atlanta Constitution
Goodbye, Alliance Theatre. Your agenda
has gone beyond my comfort level and my
appreciation level. Sure, I understand the
playwright's need to record and interpret the
experiences of his existence. I also understand
the artistic director's need to present his audience with diverse experiences. But here I sit,
frustrated, bewildered and insulted by this everwidening river of homosexual self-glorification and the repackaging of God as an entertainment vehicle.
Must the only remaining focus be to eradicate all focus? If so, then the state of intelligent commentary is truly breathing its last
breath.
Eddie Ross
Marietta

I'm beginning to understand why the Cobb
County Board of Commissioners voted to enact their hate-filled resolution attacking the
homosexual community after reading Mr.
Ross' letter in this morning's Constitution.
I don't understand why people think that
there is an "ever-widening river of homosexual
self-glorification" when it's certainly not glorifying to be a homosexual in the Atlanta metropolitan area, the State of Georgia, or the
United States.
The Atlanta gay/lesbian community is not
a hate group! We stride to achieve equal treatment under the law in a nonviolent manner to
receive the same respect in our community
that people, like yourself take for granted. Attitudes such as yours only breed an angry,
violent and militant environment.
Well, maybe people have the perception
that it's glorifying to live each day in fear
knowing that someone might take your life

wasn't his anti-gay rhetoric, which spouted
from his radio microphone every chance he
got. I'd have pulled the plug the night he
viciously trashed out-lesbian radio voice Alicia Banks after she sat in for him during a
previous suspension. Whatever the cause, anything that takes a WGST homophobe off the
air is all right by me. (Now if that roving
Talk Show Host Neutering Truck could just
drop a net on Sean Hannity...)
A question, though: Why can't they put a
liberal—like budding young host-in-waiting
Mike Rose—in Ralph's old slot? He's a refugee from WRFG, and I always enjoyed his
weekend folk-music show when I ran across
it. It might be a refreshing change to have a
true alternative voice on WGST.
7. Famous newly out people. My soul is
soothed to see our ranks grow, and this month
we added to our self-acknowledged community pianist Michael Feinstein and Republican Wisconsin congressman Steve
Gunderson. Now, rumor watchers will not be
surprised by these outings. And for many of
us, the first instinct is anger—we feel the
urge to yell at these people, "Where have you
been?"
But the logic, not to mention karma, of
yelling at someone who finally did what you
want them to do is not especially productive.
Miss Manners, I think, would counsel us to
think of our community as a big party that
we're all hosting. As good hosts, we should
not yell at our new members, but welcome
them, and start catching them up on what's
they've missed. And an occasional, politely
phrased "What took you so long to get here?"
would not be inappropriate.
8. & 9. "The Adventures of Priscilla,
Queen of the Desert" and "Absolutely
Fabulous." Camp humor lives in this marvelous drag movie and this British import TV
show that would be drag, except its stars are
actual women who just happen to look as bad
as the drag queens in "Priscilla."
10. October. My frustrations with September and Virgo may simply result from the
fact that my favorite month, October, Libratime, comes right after it. Kicking leaves, the
Alabama State Fair, hot apple cider and Halloween are some of the childhood memories
that autumn evokes for me, and as far as I'm
concerned, it can never get here soon enough.
And if those don't sufficiently distract
you from the yuckiness of late summer, then
just remember—we're only a month away
from mall Christmas decorations!

just based on the fact that you're a homosexual. Maybe they see losing your job, without regard to performance, simply because
you're a homosexual as glorifying? It may
also be that since the gay/lesbian community
do not have equal rights as a human beings,
this is somewhat glorifying?
Talk about frustration. Why are people trying to tell a whole segment of our community
how to live their lives? Surely, "the state of
intelligent commentary is truly breathing its
last breath," but not in Atlanta; Marietta maybe.
Did the play "Jesus Christ, Superstar" use
God as an entertainment vehicle? Did "The
Ten Commandments" use God as an entertainment vehicle? Maybe 'The Greatest Story
Ever Told" was used purely for entertainment?
Get real, Mr. Ross, you may want to look
inside yourself to find out why you feel you
should play God when the Bible says "judge
not, lest you be judged"—of course, it may be
purely for the entertainment value.
Tony Venegas
Atlanta
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GLAAD
News
by CARL LANGE

Mazda Feels Right
What slick new magazine has a lesbian couple embracing and a gay couple
in its first few pages of advertising?
"Urban Fitness." This new publication
"aimed primarily but not exclusively
at gay men and women," is chock full
of major corporate advertising. The first
two pages feature a Mazda car advertisement with a lesbian couple in an
affectionate embrace with the slogan
"MAZDA...IT JUST FEELS RIGHT."
Mercedes-Benz features a gay couple
as does an advertisement for the California based Coast Mountain Sports.
"Urban Fitness" addresses issues
of sports, travel, health, fitness and
fashion that according to the editor does
not dwell on "sexually explicit, political, or radical lifestyle choices." While
the publication is predominantly white
male, there is a "Woman 2 Woman"
section but unfortunately little representation of people of color.
Send supportive comments and suggestions to Jim Herman, publisher/editor-in-chief, Urban Fitness, Suite 2200,
1420 Fifth Ave., Seattle, Washington,
98101; phone 1-800-460-0629; fax
206-224-2880. Write:
Kazuo
Sonoguchi, CEO, Mazda, PO Box
19734, Irvine, CA 92713. And the
agent who placed the Mazda advertisement is Alex Jones at Culver City
Import Group (Mazda) at 310-2045810. Coast Mountain Sports has received more response from their ad
than any other. They may be reached
at 604-731-6181.

Sony Censors
Owners of the big electronic billboard in Times Square have refused to
air gay public service announcements.
The Sony Video 1 billboard has rejected two paid public service announcements submitted by video artist
Edgar Barens. Entitled "Why Not
Love?/Get Used To It," the spots denounce violence and promote acceptance of gay love by contrasting shots
of two men fighting with images of the
same two men kissing. Edgar Barens
was informed by Sony 1 Video Network Account Executive Tom
DeTulleo that the spots were "too controversial" and "could be construed as
pro-homosexual."
Express your billboard-sized outrage to Evelyn Ackley, NY Bright
Lights Corp., Sony, 1 Sony Drive, MD
1E6, Park Ridge, NJ 07656-8003, tel.
201-930-6426.
We welcome and thank you foryour
contributions to this column. For more
information about GLAAD/Atlanta
write PO Box 55111, Atlanta, GA
30308; phone 404-876-1398; fax 404876-4051 {internet: glaadatl@aol.com.
This column is a product of the Gay &
Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation/
Atlanta, Inc.
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I hen you're taking multiple medications, you need a pharmacy

that does more than just deliver to your door. You need one that picks up
the phone. Anytime you have questions to ask.
That's why Stadtlanders Pharmacy developed our Pharmacists
Respond" hotline. It's staffed by pharmacists with extensive knowledge
of HIV/AIDS. It's confidential. It's free. And it's just one of the many
specialized services that sets Stadtlanders apart from other pharmacies.
You see at Stadtlanders, we believe there's much , more to
providing HIV care than supplying medications.
That's why we employ a staff of caring,
licensed social workers. It's why we publish
LIFETIMES2 magazine. It's why we provide wellness
programs like our HIV Nutrition Guidelines. And it's
why we established The Stadtlanders Foundation
and sponsored the mile-long rainbow flag to
support AIDS service organizations nationwide.
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If your pharmacy doesn't deliver all of this, maybe it's time you
contacted one that does, just dial 1-800-238-7828. We'll be glad to pick
up your call.
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#

©1994 Stadtlander Drug Co., Inc.

Living
with
AIDS
should not he
a financial
challenge...
Coping with a personal crisis
should at least he on your
own terms.
Selling your life insurance
policy can help reduce
financial stress and allow you
to regain control of your
personal affairs.
We can help.
Normally, we offer 60 to
80% of the face value
of the policy.

INVESTIGATIONAL PROGRAM
FOR PEOPLE WHO ARE
HIV POSITIVE WITHOUT SYMPTOMS

A

HIVcauses progressive loss of immune function over a long
period of time. Treatment with newer therapies may reduce
disease progression.
Upon accepting our offer, your
money will be placed in an
escrow account* specifically
created for you. The full
amount will be sent to you
no later than 48 hours after
receiving proof of the requested
changes to your policy.
At Individual Benefits, Inc.,
we care how you feel about
us Please call (anytime):

(800) 800-3264

INDIVIDUAL

BENEFITS
• A Viatical Settlements Company •

616 Guilford College Road, Suite A, Greensboro, North Carolina 27409

IF YOU or someone you know is HIV-infected and without
symptoms and would be interested in participating in a
research study involving an investigational treatment for
HIV, we may be able to help you.
Currently there is a nationwide research study involving
more than 30 centers. The product under investigation may
help you maintain your immune system longer.
Those who qualify for entry into the program will have study related
medical costs covered. Some qualifying criteria are:
— You are at least 18 years of age.
—■ You are HIV positive.
— You do not have any current symptoms.
— Your CD4 count is between 100-400 cells/mm5.
— If female and of childbearing potential, you must be
practicing effective contraception.
For additional qualifications and further information, you can
call the following toll free number at any time: 1-800-584-6866.
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Why AIDS drug development
and research have failed
Politics and business
combine to slow progress
and frustrate those in need
by JOHN S. JAMES
The recent Yokohama conference was
badly reported in the press. Behind the gloom
and doom on AIDS treatments, much valuable science was overlooked. AIDS research
is improving, and good work is finally being
done; but drug development, a very different
process by different people, is still a disaster.
Why?
If you ask scientists, most will say that
the lack of treatment progress results from
the biological difficulty of the problem, of
controlling the HIV virus. This is true—but
not the whole story. There are political reasons why it has been difficult or impossible
to successfully raise the alarm. And the same
political obstacles are stopping progress today.

How Progress Happens
Almost all medical advance in the past,
and still today, comes not from rational calculation or design but from the unexpected,
the unpredictable, the unknown. And the unknown first comes into view without a major
corporate, professional or political constituency behind it. But today, the process of mainstream drug development creates such high
barriers and obstacles—regulatory, financial,
legal and other—that only the largest companies, with a major corporate commitment,
can progress over them.
This means that the new ideas and information that come to doctors, scientists and
others through accident and chance observation—the very ideas and information that feed
medical progress—usually cannot go anywhere. No matter what their intrinsic merit,
they cannot move at all to build the credibility required to crank up the very expensive
processes required today before the first human test. There is no path which leads over
the barriers. So they are stuck forever.
Hundreds of entirely reputable ideas wait
like this, frozen on display in peer-reviewed
journals, or out of public sight in a scientist's
or doctor's mind or in unpublished work.
Eventually, a tiny handful may be picked up
by a well-financed corporate development
project. But because of the great role of the
unexpected in medical research, there is no
reason to think,that these lucky few are the
cream of the crop. Instead, they are essentially selected at random, based more on patents, contracts, deals and personalities than
on perceived merit (however unreliable even
the latter is).
As a result, the world has appallingly few
shots at a significant treatment improvement.
What is needed is a rational development
path for the hundreds of other good ideas and
proposals, so that they can begin the process
of establishing their credibility, if they merit
it. Many different possibilities would then
have a chance at development. Eventually,
the best of them could move into formal clinical trials.

AIDS Politics:
The Unholy Alliance
It's no accident that this reform was not
accomplished long ago.
Start with a big picture, beyond AIDS,

beyond medicine. In any public-policy arena
where regulation is involved, there is usually
an ongoing battle between two superpowers,
big business and consumer protection. And
public policy is determined by where the battle
line between them ends up being drawn. This
battle is the normal and usual process by
which we as a society balance different risks
and different benefits against each other.
In drug development, for AIDS or for
other diseases, this battle proceeds, as elsewhere. But unfortunately, there is one key
place in drug development where the battle
does not work as it should, and instead produces pathological results. And this key place
is the unexpected, the creative the chance
observations, the new ideas—which proceed
from the unknown, and form the river which
feeds most of the potential for advances in
treatment development, as discussed above.
In this one key area (which is unimportant for the present, but centrally important
for the future), big business and consumer
protection are not in conflict but instead work
together—an unholy alliance against new
ideas. For very different reasons, both of these
superpowers want the barriers and obstacles,
which any forward movement must cross, to
be set as high as possible. Consumer protectionists want high barriers to protect the public against dangerous products and unscrupulous companies; big business wants high barriers to protect itself against competition by
small business. Big business can pay almost
any price—and later with a monopoly of an
essential drug, raise prices as high as necessary to get the money back and more.
Whether a potential advance is a major
corporate development project with tens of
millions of dollars behind it or an accidental
observation with no constituency yet, doesn't
matter—both are treated equally. But the multimillion dollar corporate effort can (with sufficient merit) overcome the barriers and prevail, while the new idea which has had no
chance yet to build a constituency or financial support is stopped cold, usually forever.
This problem has not been solved because
both consumer protection and big business
have such a pervasive influence throughout
the AIDS research and service communities.
Almost everybody who is professionally involved worships at one or both of these altars. Big business funds thousands of projects
by scientists, doctors and service organizations—as it should (and small business, incidentally, funds almost nothing in comparison).
The end result is that treatment progress
is seldom allowed to happen outside of big
business control. And big business had no
interest in AIDS until A2T made money, and
is losing interest now as ddl, ddC, and d4T
are unlikely to ever repay their development
costs. The result? Near-guaranteed stagnation, which is what we have today, and have
had since the beginning of the epidemic.

New Viral Tests Offer Hope
A partial escape from the bleak drug development and political landscapes depicted
above comes in the form of new viral blood
tests, much more accurate than the ones used
before, which have recently become available to physicians.
These tests are important because they
can indicate quickly (within a month, and
possibly within days) whether a particular
antiviral treatment is working for a particular
patient. It doesn't matter if the treatment is
mainstream, such as ddl, or "alternative," such
CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

Two For One!
fhree For Five!
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See the Difference in Personalized Eyecare.
Contact Lens Specialist • General Vision Care • Surgical Evaluations

Dr. Alan Hymowitz

239-0292
Conveniently located in Lenox Square Mall next to Lens Crafters

{PEtlMEU* OB/^y* crfuodatES, <P.G.
jLeslie Anne Pope, DO
Bernard Greenberg, MD

Charli Vogt, CNM
Alan Poirierance, MD

Our staff of three board-certified OB/GYN physicians and
a certified Nurse-Midwife is dedicated to providing friendly,
accepting, thorough, unhurried gynecologic and obstetric care.

Conveniently Located at 1-285, Exit 29 • 493-9191

Being Alive Can Be Scary
And it can be hard work. But it's better than any of
the alternatives.
We'd like to use our expertise to help you be as
healthy and strong as you can be.
It isn't easy. But it can be fun. And it's a whole lot
better than the alternatives.
Call us. Today is a good day to take another step.

13 Corporate Square
Suite 107, Atlanta
325-2273
STOSH OSTROW, M.D.
General Practice
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AIDS on the rise in Southeast Asia;
China to begin education efforts
DDICTION
RECOVERY RESOURCES
OF DECATUR HOSPITAL

COMMON
A Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Affirming Program

Chemical Dependency
Eating Disorders
Nicotine Too!
Nurses In Recovery
Sex Addiction
We stand ready to support and assist
you as a lesbian, gay, or bisexual member
of our community, because we affirm
you as an equal member of society.
We have PRIDE in presenting you
with a creative, quality choice
for treatment and recovery.

New AIDS cases and HIV infection are
rising in Cambodia, Malaysia and Vietnam, a
World Health Organization official said Sept.
22.
Meanwhile, China—after years of believing AIDS hits only foreigners and fringe
groups such as drug users—is starting an educational campaign to stop the spread of the
disease among its 1.2 billion people.
Southeast Asia must give greater urgency
to fighting AIDS because HIV is rapidly
spreading in Asia, Dr. Han Sang Tae, WHO
director for the Western Pacific, said in a
report.
Between 1985 and 1987, about 3,000 new
HIV cases were reported in the region, with
Australia accounting for 90 percent. But between 1988 and now, HIV cases in Australia
have declined.
"In sharp contrast to this, an increase has
been noted in the annual reported incidence
of HIV infection for the region as a whole.
These increases have been dramatic in Cambodia, Malaysia and Vietnam," Han said.
His report was prepared for the 45th session of the WHO regional committee, attended by 30 countries.
The Chinese campaign will employ television, newspapers, magazines and exhibitions to spread information about AIDS, the
magazine Outlook Weekly said in its latest
issue.
The report, based on information provided
by the research department of the State Council, or China's Cabinet, noted what it said
was an alarming lack of public knowledge
about AIDS.
It cited public health workers in several
cities who said that while most people had
heard about AIDS, few knew how to avoid

becoming infected with HIV>
"Many people think that if you don't visit
prostitutes, you can't get the disease," the
report said. "And some prostitutes believe
that if you don't have contact with foreigners, you can't get AIDS."
The plan represents an abrupt change from
current policies, which have avoided widespread testing and educational programs because officials didn't believe the disease
would strike the general Chinese population.
Outlook Weekly strenuously criticized
that viewpoint, saying that it handicapped
efforts to prevent the spread of AIDS and
other sexually transmitted diseases.
The number of people testing positive for
HIV in China rose to 1,435 by the end of
July, including 1,174 mainland Chinese, according to official figures. The others, foreigners or Chinese from overseas, are generally expelled from the country after testing
positive.
Experts estimate that the number of people
actually carrying the virus may be eight times
the official figure. And they warn that AIDS
infections could exceed 253,000 by 2000
without more preventive measures.
Outlook Weekly said China would draw
on the experiences of other countries in establishing its new AIDS prevention policies.
The central government plans to
strengthen its anti-AIDS program and spend
more on studying and preventing the disease,
the report said.
The new policies apparently also are
aimed at minimizing the costs of caring for
AIDS patients, which the report said ranged
from $7,500 to $10,000 per person.
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Catholics wage condom battle
1-800-783-7318
404-377-5768
450 North Candler Street
Decatur, GA 30030

w
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GOOD FRIENDS

Boston—A Roman Catholic group began First Amendment religious freedom rights,"
a poster campaign Sept. 23 opposing condom Doyle said. "Government is taking sides on a
distribution in schools.
moral and religious issue."
The Boston chapter of the Catholic League
The posters, which also will be placed in
for Religious and Civil Rights arranged for transit systems in New York and Washing200 posters with its message to be displayed ton, depict a teacher telling students to abon the Red, Orange and Blue lines of the stain from smoking, drinking and using drugs,
greater Boston subway system.
but offering a condom to one who wants to
"The League just wanted to present an have sex.
alternative point of view to the seeming lock'This makes sense to the Condomaniacs
step on the opposite side," said C.J. Doyle, and the Surgeon General, but it sounds like
the League's national director.
nonsense to us," the poster says.
The AIDS Action Committee has used a
"The Catholic League should make up its
series of posters on the Massachusetts Bay mind if it's pro-life or not," said AIDS AcTransportation Authority subways to urge use tion Committee spokesman Thomas
of condoms to stop the spread of AIDS.
McNaught. "If it is, it should stop blocking
"We view advocacy of condoms by gov- health efforts to prevent the world's most
ernment agencies as a deplorable policy, an deadly disease."
attack on the family and a gross violation of
ASSOCIATED PRESS

AIDS drug development
Continued from page 11
as Chinese herbs, if the virus in the blood is
reduced, the tests will show that.
This means that certain new treatments—
those in actual use by people with HIV, or
which can be prescribed by physicians or
otherwise obtained—now will have a path to
begin to build credibility. In the past it has
been necessary to crank up an expensive and
cumbersome trial before there was any credible data suggesting measurable benefit in

people. Now, the data can start with one
person's decision to use an unproven treatment, not for research but for their own medical care. If the early data is negative—the
usual case—the patient can drop the treatment quickly, and perhaps try another. And
if the data is promising enough, formal research can follow.
John S. James writes the syndicated
"AIDS Treatment News"
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Exercise reduces breast cancer
risk in young women, study says
Los Angeles—Young women who exercise four hours a week can cut their risk of
breast cancer by 50 percent to 60 percent
compared to their couch potato friends, according to a study.
"Four hours of exercise per week is not
difficult," said Leslie Bernstein, a professor
of preventive medicine at the University of
Southern California School of Medicine and
principal investigator of the study. "Even one
to three hours of physical exercise per week
reduces a woman's risk of breast cancer by
about 30 percent."
The findings appear in the Sept. 21 editions of the Journal of the National Cancer
Institute.
They were drawn from detailed surveys
of 1,090 Los Angeles County women 40 and
younger—545 with newly diagnosed breast
cancer and 545 without the disease. The study
analyzed exercise habits since they began
menstruating.
The study tells women they can take some
responsibility for their health by engaging in
individual or team sports, dance or exercise
classes, swimming, jogging, or working out
at the gym in their child-bearing years.
"This is the kind of prevention we need.
This is lifestyle changes instead of drugs,"
said Dr. Susan M. Love, director of the University of California, Los Angeles, Breast
Center.
Promoting exercise in young women "will
not only prevent breast cancer, but osteoporosis and heart disease," said Love, author of
"Dr. Susan Love's Breast Book."
Bernstein, a researcher at the USC-Norris
Comprehensive Cancer Center, said the results intensified her concerns about how sedentary American girls have become. A 1990
study showed fewer than 40 percent of high
school junior and senior girls were enrolled
in physical education classes; only 20 per-

Exercise "is the kind of prevention we
need," said breast cancer specialist Dr.
Susan M. Love.
cent of that group participated in rigorous
activity three or more times weekly.
The researchers hypothesized that exercise may protect by altering the production
of the ovarian hormones estrogen and progesterone during menstrual cycles. Other research
has shown that vigorous athletics can delay
the onset of menstruation and halt ovulation
in some young women. A woman's cumulative exposure to the sex hormones is believed
to be associated with breast cancer risk.
Love suggested other mechanisms may
be at work.
"It may be that [exercise] decreases body
fat and increases muscle mass. We know
women with a higher percentage of body fat
have a higher incidence of breast cancer,"
Love said. "We don't know estrogen causes
breast cancer, anyway."
JANE E. ALLEN

Saturated fat linked to ovarian cancer
Washington, DC—Scientists have uncovered the first strong evidence that saturated
fat, the culprit behind heart disease, also raises
the risk of ovarian cancer.
A study in the Sept. 21 edition of the
Journal of the National Cancer Institute says
women were 20 percent more likely to get
ovarian cancer with each 10 daily grams of
saturated fat they consumed.
The good news: Just two small servings
of vegetables a day helped women lower that
risk.
"That's fascinating data," said Dr. Daniel
Nixon, an expert on nutrition and cancer at
the Medical University of South Carolina.
"Cancer of the ovary was suspected to be
diet-related for a long time but it's been hard
to prove."
"We need to do more research," cautioned
study author Dr. Harvey Risch of Yale University. But, he said, "If I were female, I
might change my diet anyway."
Ovarian cancer strikes 20,000 U.S. women
a year and kills about 12,500, mostly because
there is no good way to detect it early.
The main risk factor is exposure to the
reproductive hormone estrogen. Women who
have multiple pregnancies or use oral contraceptives, which both inhibit estrogen, are at
lower risk.
Risch and colleagues at the University of
Toronto compared the eating habits of 450
Canadian women newly diagnosed with ovarian cancer to 540 demographically similar,
healthy women.

For every 10 grams of saturated, or animal, fat a woman ate per day, her risk of
ovarian cancer rose 20 percent. Conversely,
women who lowered their saturated fat consumption by 10 grams a day experienced a
20 percent drop in risk.
The average North American consumes
about 30 grams of saturated fat a day from
meat, cheese, butter and a variety of other
foods.
But every 10 grams of vegetable fiber
added to a woman's daily menu lowered her
risk of ovarian cancer by 37 percent, the study
found.
That's a major decrease, Risch notes. Each
full-term pregnancy a woman experiences
lowers her risk by about 20 percent, and each
year of oral contraceptive use lowers it by 5
percent to 10 percent.
If Risch's findings are confirmed by a
pending Australian study, the big beneficiaries would be high-risk women, who are childless or forego oral contraceptives.
But doctors say women don't need to wait
for confirmation—changing their diets can't
hurt.
"There's more and more evidence that
grandmother was right—eating a diet high in
fresh fruits and vegetables and low in fat is a
good thing for a variety of illnesses and now
it may be beneficial for ovarian cancer too,"
said Dr. Michael Thun of the American Cancer Society.
LAUREN NEERGAARD

VIATICAL
ASSISTANCE
CORPORATION

m

We assist those living with HIV/AIDS and Cancer by helping
them sell their life insurance policies; turning the policy into an
investment vehicle. Dignity is a right, not a privilege. Call for a
free brochure and information packet. Ask about our community
involvement. We truly care about you!

800-892-1280

800-892-1282

Member, National Association of People With AIDS,
Founding Member, National Viatical Association
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LAMBDA Apothecary
Invites You to Visit Our New
Location at:
Rio Shopping Center
with CONVENIENT Elevator Access!
595 Piedmont Avenue, NE • Atlanta, GA 30308 (next to Lettuce Souprise You)

• We will Beat or Match any Cash
Prescription Price (Ad or Receipt is
Necessary for Price Verification).
• Emergency Service Available.

Hi-Tech Medical Supplies
and Equipment.
Prescription and IV Drug
Compounding Available.

• Insurance Assignment - We Bill
Your Insurance Company for
Prescriptions.
• Free Delivery Available/UPS Carrier.

Phone: 404/875-9717 <|p Fax: 404/875-1754
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Stop By, Send Us a Fax or Give Us a Call Today!
gRgRP

Uvunoer's £)au
Service
WCelebrating the 26th Anniversary
ofthe Universal Fellowship of
Metropolitan Community Churches.

Saturdayy October 8, 7:30pm
at All Saints MCC, 575 Boulevard

Guest Speaker:
The Reverend Jay Neely,
Coordinator ofthe Gulf Lower
Atlantic District.
Mass Choir with representatives
of the three Atlanta MCCs.
All Saints MCC • 575 Boulevard SE • 622-1154
Christ Covenant MCC • 798 Rays Rl, #100 • 297-0350
First MCC • 1379 Tullie ReL • 325-4143
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I'M NOT A STRAIGHT PERSON.
ROT I PLAY ONE ON TV.

FOREST

Come see the
forest through
the trees.

And that's just where acting belongs—on television
or in the movies. Not in real life. That's why I
stopped acting and came out. I told people I'm a lesbian. More and more gay men and lesbians are _^
rinding out how great it feels to tell someone i
they care about.
, ,

I We are people
friendly

National Coming Out
Day is October 11

* Washer/Dryer
connections: coming
' Newly renovated
* Large pool with
sundeck
* Walk to Ansley Mall
* Three laundry
facilities
* Convenient Midtown
location
* I and 2 bedroom
garden and
2 and 3 bedroom
townhome
floorplans available

Let's stop acting. Take the step that's right
for you.
For more information about
National Coming Out Day, to receive
The Guide to Coming Out: Living
Powerfully and Truthfully,
or to order official Keith Haring
National Coming Out Day merchandise, call 1-800-866-NCOD.

■IPAIGN FUND

National Coming Out Day is a
project of the HfiCF Foundation

SHOCKING GRAY •

OUTFORCOOP
Continued from page 1
and I'm very proud of it.
"Not only am I doing something I've never
done before, which is to stand up in front of an
audience not as a character," she adds, "but
also there's the talent that's involved and these
people who are living presently in their lives."
Bearse hopes the comedy special will reach
non-gay people just as the show did last year.
"That's what we're hoping for, so that someday we won't have to use 'gay' as a handle.
It'll just be about talented people doing what
they do."
The 35-year-old Bearse was born in Florida,
although she is quick to say her family has
been connected to Georgia and Atlanta for
generations. The family moved to Georgia in
time for Bearse to begin first grade in Sandy
Springs, although another move back to Florida
kept the family there until she graduated from
high school. While she was in college, her
family again returned to Georgia, first to Atlanta and then to a small town called Young
Harris.
After college, Bearse eventually wound up
in New York in 1979, where she decided to
test her acting abilities seriously. "I figured if
I went to a professional school in New York,
they'd either tell me, 'Honey, you need to go
on back home,' or encourage me to continue
the acting pursuit," she explained.
Before agreeing to the Advocate interview,
Bearse had been in the public eye for some
time. Her career took off in 1981 when she
landed the role of Amanda Cousins on "All
My Children." She also appeared in various
films, including "Protocol" and "Fright Night."
More recently, as one of the stars of
"Married...With Children," Bearse met with
such success that she became a prime target
for the tabloids. Two years ago, they began
publishing articles about her attempts to adopt
a child with another woman. She chose not to
respond publicly to the articles at that time,
but when the Advocate opportunity came
along, she was ready to go public.
"When [The Advocate] called, they didn't
even know about the tabloid stories," Bearse
says. "They didn't even know about my daughter. They were calling because they wanted to
put out an entertainment issue like they do
every fall, and they wanted a gay person who
was in the industry.
"Of course, we have some wonderful gayfriendly high-profile celebrities who were very
interested in being on the cover and having
that cover story," she continues, "but they
wanted a real-life homo, so when they called,

that's when I seized the opportunity because
that was my community and that was the forum that I chose to speak about myself in."
Bearse says her decision was made easier
due to the financial success she has obtained,
which granted her the opportunity to make
choices that for others might feel too risky.
"I've been afforded the great good fortune to
have success, mosdy through 'Married...With
Children' and having such a long run on that
show, and the reality that I had a job to go
back to," she explains. "But even then it was
just necessary. It was a very integrated decision, a spiritual decision, as well as an emotional one."
Another factor for Bearse in her decision
to come out was her 13-month-old daughter,
Zoe. "I want my child to be raised in a family
where there is no shame and there is no duplicity," she says.
A recent end to her five-year relationship
places Bearse in the position of handling yet
another issue facing many gays and lesbians—
having children and then divorcing. In this
case, Bearse and ex-lover Amy will share
parenting responsibilities for Zoe as they carve
a new kind of relationship with each other.
Although she admits the end to her relationship has been difficult and that it involved
many factors other than Bearse's public coming-out, Bearse is resolved to work through
the hard times. "Amy's and my life together is
not over because of Zoe," she says. "And
there's a peace around that."
Amidst acting and parenting duties, Bearse
hopes to spend as much time as possible in
Georgia with her parents, who have been extremely supportive of her decision to come out
and who continue to provide a safe haven for
her and Zoe in Young Harris, where Bearse
has built a house close by her parents' home.
Bearse also maintains ties to Georgia
through close friendships in Atlanta, particularly with the owners of the Flying Biscuit, a
popular woman-owned restaurant in Candler
Park. "Have a biscuit for me," she says, "and
tell the girls I'll see them at Christmas."
In the meantime, Bearse is aware that another celebrity will need to come out soon,
since her own visibility will eventually wane.
"I will continue to do the work and find the
places where I can contribute," she says, "but
my presence will lose its effectiveness. I will
become commonplace. It's really so important
for new people to keep making that statement
and forging ahead.
"Out There II" airs on Comedy Central
October 11 at 9 pm EST.
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4041875-4702
1616 Piedmont Ave. NE
Atlanta, GA 30324
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Life Insurance
Disability Insurance
Supplemental Health
Insurance
Whether you are in preferred
health, have a serious illness, or fall
somewhere in-between, we offer solutions to your insurance-related
problems!
Preferred health qualifies you for
the lowest rates and highest benefits.
We offer insurance to those who
have commonly found it impossible to
obtain. Whether you haveCancer, Diabetes, HPV, MS, Drug
Abuse, Alcoholism, Overweight, or
other problems.

Give us a call
to see if you qualify
M. Bryan Freeman

pi BENEFITS
^•AMERICA
3109 Maple Drive, Suite 404
Atlanta, GA 30305
404/233-5411 • 800/777-8878

MK

COME HOME TO
YOUR EROTIC BODY
ATLANTA
Oct. 29,30

Experience erotic

For information
and to register, call:

sacred, energizing

John Ballew

(404) 659-5175

energy as playful,

and transformative.

BODY ELECTRIC'S

CELEBRATING THE BODY EROTIC

IF YOU ARE LOOKING TO BUY OR SELL A CONDOMINIUM,
CLUSTER OR TOWNHOME IN ATLANTA...
CALL OUR TEAM OF EXPERTS!
VAJI1U.U
2140 Peachtree Road, NW • Brookwood Square, Suite 325
STORE
Atlanta, Georgia 30309 • Fax: [404] 355 5341
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WOULDN'T YOU RATHER
STAND OUT IN A CROWD?
YOU ALREADY KNOW THAT TRONCALLI
sells only the finest automobiles. Nissan, Infiniti, Mitsubishi, Saab,
Lincoln-Mercury ana Jaguar. These names mean QUALITY.
What, then separates us from other dealers selling the same cars?
PEOPLE. When you visit one of our dealerships, you will be greeted,
not hassled, by a friendly professional. After you 've made your
purchase, you'll feel confident that we haven t forgotten about you. And
should your new car need servicing, our courteous service team will
make sure you re satisfied. That s how we stand out in the crowd!
TRONCALLI NISSAN
1625 Church Streel • Decalur • 292-3853

TRONCALLI SAAB
11507 Alpharelta Hwy. • Roswell • 475-0030

TRONCALLI INFINITI
1625 Church Streel • Decalur • 292-6930

TRONCALLI LINCOLN-MERCURY
11507 Alpharelta Hwy. • Roswell • 475-0030

TRONCALLI MITSUBISHI
1625 Church Street • Decalur • 294-0040

TRONCALLI JAGUAR
11507 Alpharelta Hwy. • Roswell • 475-0030

IIS
SUPERSTORES

THE FACE OF TODAY'S
PERSONALS IS CHANGING.
)fa&i§iie£&> fo && asisi&essice^

$20 Advance Tickets on sale at Revolution, Brushstrokes,
Physfkos] Qutwrite Books and all CO Exchange locations.
|||i||Phe support of the following sponsors as of September 28
THE ELLIOTT & JUDITH N.
COHEN CHARITABLE FOUNDATION
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And you'll be surprised at the kind of people you meet.
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To place your own ad fill out the order form and mail it to
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IT'S ABOUT WORKING TOGETHER
293

PHARR

Southern Voice personals are filled with new, exciting people every day.
People from all walks of life, with one thing in common.
They're looking for someone like you to share a smile...and possibly a life.
You'll find them in Southern Voice personals.

ROAD

•

816-5455

To listen and respond to ads, call

1-900-370-4099

Call costs $1.50 per minute. Must be 18 or over. Touch tone phones only.
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AT&T reaches out with "Gay
Issues in the Workplace"
Is corporate America on the way to becoming the next gay-friendly haven? Judging from recent efforts in diversity management at AT&T, that answer could be a surprising "yes" in years to come.
On Friday, October 7, AT&T's gay and
lesbian employee resource group, LEAGUE,
will host a workshop on gay issues in the
workplace by Brian McNaught, a preeminent trainer in the field.
While such a workshop is nothing new
for LEAGUE or for AT&T, this one is different because it is being offered at a low
price to key personnel at other companies in
the Atlanta business community. LEAGUE
hopes that by reaching out, it will pass along
ideas from AT&T's unique platform to embrace employee diversity.
"I think there is a definite price we pay
by staying in the closet," says Kelly Thomas, an AT&T human resources manager
and steering committee member for
LEAGUE/Atlanta. "There's a mental health Workshop leader Brian McNaught "has
price. And ultimately our company pays for a great story to tell," says Kelly Thomas
any costs that are associated with our decline of LEAGUE.
in health. Having an environment that permits people to be themselves means having a
"There have been lots of little anonyhealthy environment."
mous things," Thomas says. "Some people
With a non-discrimination policy in place will put up Bible verses next to our posters.
since 1975, AT&T has one of the oldest Some will call us and leave harassing mespolicies in which sexual orientation is ex- sages on our E-mail. But for the most part, I
plicitly mentioned. Still, as Thomas points think people adhere to [AT&T's] policy
out, the frontrunners regarding gay issues in called The Common Bond, which is a statethe workplace have been smaller companies ment of our values, and one of them is relike Lotus, which has domestic partnership spect for the individual."
benefits in place.
This is where education comes in. Per"But P m very proud of AT&T for having haps LEAGUE'S most effective tool is the
a sexual orientation policy for 19 years, and Brian McNaught workshop. McNaught is an
I'm very proud of the fact that we have an Adanta-based writer, sexuality educator and
employee resource group for gays and lesbi- trainer who consults with corporations, unians," she adds. "When I tell my friends what versities and public officials on gay, lesbian
AT&T does for me as an out lesbian, they're and bisexual issues in the workplace.
McNaught, who regularly presents at the corall very envious."
LEAGUE (which stands for LEsbian and porate level, has worked through LEAGUE
Gay United Employees) was founded in Den- for several years presenting workshops at
ver in 1987, and has since mushroomed into AT&T.
"We keep having him back because he
a national organization made up of many
local chapters. LEAGUE/Atlanta formed in very clearly makes an impact on people with
1992 and, with 70 members, is currently the that workshop," Thomas says. "He has a great
third largest chapter. Besides serving as a story to tell, he has a dramatic story to tell.
support group for gay and lesbian AT&T People come away enlightened and educated,
employees, a main function of LEAGUE is which is what we want to do."
For the workshop on October 7, LEAGUE
to educate the rest of the workforce. To do
so, it hosts regular workshops, and members is reaching out to employees of other comoften speak on gay and lesbian issues for panies in Atlanta, such as BellSouth, CNN,
and General Electric. LEAGUE targeted hustaff meetings.
"Some of the members, as a result of man resources employees from other combeing in LEAGUE, have gotten on diversity panies with hope that they would pilot the
councils on the district levels and have actu- workshop and, in turn, want to use it within
ally gotten gay and lesbian issues on the their own organizations. These are also the
agenda and have gotten some surprisingly employees who would most likely be regood results," says Bill Armstrong, a senior sponsible for implementing sexual orientainternal auditor for AT&T and a member of tion policies.
"CNN and BellSouth actually came to us
LEAGUE. "We have raised the issue and
level of awareness of gay and lesbian em- in a couple of cases and said, 'We've heard
so much about your organization, tell us how
ployees."
Although LEAGUE operates indepen- you got started," says Jeremy McClain, andently of AT&T, the company supports the other member of the LEAGUE/Atlanta steergroup in many ways. The steering commit- ing committee. "As we make that change out
tee meets on company time, for example. there in the universe, it makes everything
And the gay group uses AT&T's resources, better. Education is always a win-win situasuch as E-mail and bulletin boards, to pro- tion."
JAMES FITCH
mote its activities. AT&T also contributes
generously to LEAGUE'S workshops and
"Gay Issues in the Workplace" with Brian
conferences. Similar resource groups exist at
AT&T for ethnic minorities and the physi- McNaught will be presented on Friday, October 7, from 1 to 5 pm at the Atlanta Church
cally disabled.
Though LEAGUE has made some great of Religious Science. The cost is $45, with
strides in its efforts, the group's presence all profits donated to charity. For more information, call LEAGUE at 516-1917.
has bothered some AT&T employees.
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If s not the end
of your youth,
it's a place to
put your stuff.

You're young, you're practical, and you have so much stuff
that talk of cargo space excites you. You're reading the right ad.
Our sporty new wagon can hold a 21" television set—with the
back seats up. You know, the one you can buy with all the
money you'll save by getting a Saturn.
M.S.R.P. of the 1994 Saturn SW2 is $12,925 including retailer preparation and transportation.
Tax, license, and options additional. © 1993 Saturn Corporation.

Saturn of Gwinnett
2520 Pleasant Hill Rd.
497-8770

Saturn of Chamblee
5764 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.
451-8188

A DIFFERENT KIND of COMPANY.
A DIFFERENT KIND of CAR.
Part of the Hix Green Family

ehina cabinet \Ud.
DISCOUNT
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ACCESSORIES
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GIFTS

^Q^ltlarita's finest selection of
framed art, crystal, brass,
porcelains, silver, lamps and
more—all at discount prices!

634-8091
Monday-Saturday 10am-6pm
3363 Buford Highway,
in Northeast Plaza
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Teaching
the
Science
of Mind
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Dedicated to providing you with
quality cars and service.
New & Used Cars • Full Service
Parts • Body Shop

Find a God who
believes in you
—just as you are.

Find a church
that welcomes you
—just as you are.

Dr. Kennedy Shultz, Pastor
Come to the Atlanta Church of Religious Science
Sundays at 10:30 a.m.
Richard H. Rich Auditorium, Woodruff Arts Center
Wednesdays at 7:00 p.m.
52 Executive Park South #003

6364567

Idrom a letter to Curry Jfonda...
My salesperson, Julie Ellis, was highly recommended to me by a friend who also
enjoyed her dealings with Ms. Ellis. Julie Ellis was professional, courteous, and very
respectfid ofthe presence ofmy female life partner during the sale. Ms. Ellis could relate
to me more comfortably than any other car salesperson ever has.
I appreciated her availability at Curry Honda. During my two days of business at
your dealership, I was aware oftwo other same-sex couples making purchases.
Thank you once again for your dealership's stance to be gay/lesbian sensitive andfor
providing quality gay personnel such as Julie Ellis.
Sincerely,
Laine Peek

ARCHITECTURAL DIGEST readers saw t£ts Qfass
Ceiling Dome and Copper J{eron in color. 7)on '{miss it!
Jnone for our full color 10paqe portfolio.

Jrofessionalservice for uour automotive needs.
JANCJK ARTS, NC.

451-2700

JAMCIK DESIGN HOUSE
404-875-4905
ATLANTA
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A place to call home
After death threats and the
burning of their smalltown home, a gay couple
finds a new start in—of all
places—Valdosta
by KC WILDMOON
The year 1993 wasn't a very good one for
Roy Kirkland and Doug Sebastian. After five
quiet months at their home in Willacoochee,
a small south Georgia town 30 miles west of
Tifton, July brought a month-long stretch of
harassment. It escalated from a vandalized
mailbox to a cross burning in the yard to
death threats on their answering machine,
and ended on August 29 when the entire house
went up in flames.
But "the boys," as they are affectionately
known in their new home in Valdosta, never
gave up. They lived in hotel rooms, battled
with an insurance company reluctant to settle
their claim, and finally, a year later, found
peace—and acceptance—in a city even deeper
south than the town that had almost literally
chased them out.

A hostile reception

turned, they again found their mailbox vandalized, and something more—a "very vulgar" death threat left by a caller to the couple's
home.
The cross-burning had not been enough
to drive Sebastian and Kirkland from their
home—"We're going to stand up to it,"
Kirkland said—but a direct death threat was
almost too much. Kirkland and Sebastion began weighing the idea of moving away to
safer grounds. But while they discussed their
options, the decision was made for them. On
August 29, the house burned to the ground.
Sebastian was at work that day, and
Kirkland was at home. He said he became
frightened when he heard shouting outside
the house, and he left. When he returned, the
house was gone.

More troubles to come
Authorities never determined the cause
of the fire—reports ranged from faulty wiring in a ceiling fan to something left burning
on the stove—but the result was very, very
clear. Sebastian and Kirkland, who have no
doubts that the fire was arson, were homeless. They sifted through the remains of the
house and salvaged what they could, put their
dogs into a kennel, and returned to a Tifton
hotel room to try to start their shattered lives
over again.
But first came their attempt to settle a

Kirkland and Sebastian, who had
met seven years earlier when both
lived in Atlanta, moved to
Willacoochee in February 1993.
Neither expected trouble when they
moved into the house Kirkland's
father left him when he died in 1992.
After all, Willacoochee was
Kirkland's hometown—his family
lived here, and neither man was unknown to the locals. And neither
was unfamiliar with south Georgia.
Before the move to Willacoochee,
Sebastian and Kirkland were living
in a room in a hotel in Tifton where
Sebastian worked.
They gave little thought in midJuly when vandals struck their mailbox. But a week later, awakened by
Kirkland's brother pounding on
their door, they found that the unthinkable had happened—a cross
had been burned in their front yard
overnight. July 21 marked the beginning of the nightmare.
The couple wondered if there
was a connection between the mailbox vandalism and the cross, and
they were baffled.
Roy Kirkland (left) and Doug Sebastian are "an
"We have a nice house, and it's asset to the neighborhood," wrote one of their
quiet here," Kirkland said at the Valdosta neighbors.
time. "Everybody knows about me,
but I don't think people have seen
claim with their insurance company. Kirkland
us out together much. I wouldn't deny I'm and Sebastian filed almost immediately after
gay, but we're not flaming."
the fire, but from the start there was trouble.
Local law enforcement wasn't much help.
'The first adjuster was typically homophoWillacoochee police told Kirkland to throw bic," Sebastian says, "and the second was
away the cross, saying "The more I stir up even worse. He was shaking like leaf and
this kind of stuff, the more negativity I'll wouldn't even shake hands with us."
get," Kirkland recalls.
After months of haggling back and forth,
Kirkland and Sebastian refused to do away the pair was more frustrated than ever. The
with the evidence of harassment. And the insurance adjusters began asking increasingly
local community began calling the pair's personal questions, such as whether or not
home offering words of support. But a month the pair had a monogamous relationship. They
later, the message on their answering ma- questioned Sebastian's employer, and asked
chine was far from supportive.
Willacoochee residents if they knew the two
Sebastian and Kirkland had taken a trip to
CONTINUES ON PAGE 21
Florida in mid-August, and when they re-

HLM Services, Inc.
IRS problems and collection issues. Accounting and financial
advising for the small business. Income tax preparation.
We service all 50 states.

404-370-0986, Outside Atlanta: 1-800-GAY-TAXS
412 Church St., Decatur, GA

U£e CflriofTerfeciion
in Geffufar Service.
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BRAVO PLUS BEEPER*

$70.95

• Brand New* 36 Memory*
w/light, lock and vibe
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*Plus Activation

Page-Tel Beepers
Handheld Phones
Rentals from $4.95
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• All Utilities Included

• Subject to credit approval
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Dae Com Cellular
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Gay fpaternity Delta Lambda Phi to establish Atlanta chapter
Delta Lambda Phi, a national social fraternity that allows gay and straight men to
join, is starting a chapter in metro Atlanta
this fall. Rush activities will include students
from Georgia Tech, Emory, and Georgia State
universities. If the efforts are successful, the
chapter will become active in spring of 1995.
"We are still in the formation stages,"
says chapter representative John Blair, "but
are already receiving considerable support
from both the community and universities.
Our current focus is on obtaining new members and getting the word out that we are here
for gay students and the community alike."
Organized around the experience of other
collegiate Greek societies, Delta Lambda Phi
has a pledge process, a coat of arms, fraternity pin, national convention and a chapter
program. The proposed local chapter plans to

become campus-affiliated, raise money for
local charities and provide a welcoming social atmosphere for gay men.
"This fraternity is a great way for gay
college students to experience Greek life—
making close friends, participating in the community and partying—without the fear of bigotry usually found in "straight" fraternities,"
Blair says.
Delta Lambda Phi, which maintains national offices in Washington, D.C., and Sacramento, Calif., was started in October 1986through a trust established by three elderly
men. The donors wanted to create a college
fraternity that would not discriminate on the
basis of sexual orientation, and expressed regret that alternative social organizations had
not been available during their formative
years.

In April 1987, trustee Vernon
Strickland initiated the first 24
members into the brotherhood.
Since that time, Delta Lambda Phi
has established more than 20 chapters across the nation, with new
"colonies" forming on many campuses.
Locally, Blair says, "We are
now holding rush parties to get new
members involved. Hopefully, by
the end of fall 1994 or spring 1995
semester we will have enough members to be recognized as a national
chapter."
For information on Delta
Lambda Phi events in the Atlanta
area, call the fraternity voicemail
at 365-5357.
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Mercedes
The Mercedes-Benz E-Class. A full line of exceptional automobiles that can be found
at ATLANTA CLASSIC CARS. From the economical and durable 1995 E300 Diesel
to the pulse stirring E420 V-8, these cars offer unmatched quality and value to every
customer. Stop by ATLANTA CLASSIC CARS and test-drive the refined and comfortable E320 Sedan. Or maybe even an elegant yet versatile E320 Station Wagon. All come
with sunroof, rich wood interior trim, power windows and locks and, of course, Mercedes
reputation for performance and safety engineering. Should you decide to purchase an EClass Mercedes, you'll be immediately entitled to the benefits of doing business with
ATLANTA CLASSIC CARS. So stop by and take a look at the entire line of the
Mercedes-Benz E-Class at ATLANTA CLASSIC CARS, where service is as distinctive
as the cars themselves.

ATLANTA CLASSIC CARS
1655 Church Street
Decatur, GA 30033

ATLANTA'S only
Mercedes-Benz Dealer
Inside the Perimeter

296.1313
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end of August, Kirkland and Sebastian had
finished their renovations and, with the last
of their insurance settlement, bought a secContinued from page 19
ond house to renovate and sell. On August
were gay.
21, they held an open house, attended by
"They wouldn't admit this, but they turned nearly all of their neighbors.
around and started investigating us," Kirkland
"We were the last ones to buy and the
says, and Sebastian agrees.
first ones to hold an open house," Sebastian
"They were investigating to find ways says. "Ninety-five percent of our neighbors
not to settle the claim," he says.
came. We're invited to their houses. You
Finally, they called insurance commis- couldn't ask for any better neighbors."
sioner Tim Ryles, who responded quickly. A
Apparently, the neighbors could say the
letter dated Feb. 4, from insurance commis- same for Kirkland and Sebastian. After the
sion attorney John Kendall, gave the insur- open house, Chancey sent a letter in jest to
ance company until Feb. 21 to settle the claim. neighbors saying they would have to cancel
"Commissioner Ryles is of the impres- their open houses after the success of Kirkland
sion that this matter has taken more time than and Sebastian's, and on the bottom of their
should have been necessary and may have copy of the letter, addressed simply to "The
been unnecessarily delayed," Kendall wrote, Boys," Chancey penned a personal message.
adding that Kirkland and Sebastian's sexual
"Sunday was a 'Class Act' and there is
orientation was "irrelevant to the claim."
no question whatsoever that you guys are an
Ten days later, the claim was settled.
asset to our neighborhood," Chancey wrote.
"I'm glad to have you as a neighbor."

A place to call home
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'94 CAMRY LE
Auto Transmission, A/C,
Power Locks, Power Windows,
P/Steering, P/Brakes,
& Much More.

OUR BEST SELLER
ATLANTA'S VOLUME DISCOUNT AUTOMOTIVE SUPER MARKET!

Starting over
But the entire matter had taken a severe A separate peace
toll on the two.
"We like it here," Kirkland says of the
"We were lost," Kirkland says. "We had pair's new home. "It's not Atlanta, but it's
nowhere to go," Sebastian adds.
nice. It's a hell of a lot better than
A friend in Valdosta suggested that the Willacoochee."
two look there for a new home, and they did,
Sebastian agrees, adding that he is still
but nothing seemed quite right.
wary sometimes of people's reactions.
"There was a higher power helping us,"
"You don't look at people the same way,
Kirkland says with a smile. "We had nobody. when they're looking at you," he says. "You
It was just us and our dogs and our hotel think, 'Did they read the paper? Do they
room. We were crying one night because we know who you are? Will there be any harassdidn't know what to do," he continued. "And ment?' You think that in the back of your
I said 'What about that neighborhood with mind."
those old houses?"
But Valdosta has offered them the kind of
The neighborhood was the newly formed welcome they wish they could have had in
Fairview Historic District, a quaint Victorian Willacoochee.
neighborhood where Valdosta's residential
"We've had public officials tell us unarea first began. The two went back to the doubtedly ignorance reigns in small towns,"
neighborhood, tentatively—after all, they had Kirkland says. "Valdosta is growing, changbeen on the cover of Valdosta's newspaper ing fast. And change kind of pushes ignoduring their trials and tribulations in rance away. We give these people credit beWillacoochee—and found a house they liked. cause they are accepting change and not fightThe owner offered them a deal they couldn't, ing."
with their insurance settlement in hand, refuse,
And maybe the Victorian house Kirkland
and they bought the house.
and Sebastian bought and turned into a showAlmost instantly, they were welcomed. case has a little something to do with it.
The neighborhood had gone downhill in re"We really relate to this house," Kirkland
cent years, but renovations were on their way says. "We just bonded."
up. One of their first visitors as they began
Sebastian nods, standing in the hallway
work on the house was Don Chancey, a decorated with antiques the pair already had
Fairview mover and shaker.
and more found at estate sales.
"Don came over, introduced himself, ran
"[The property] was overgrown," he says.
clip-on lights all through the house, and said "Everyone in the neighborhood knew how
'Need anything? I live right on the other street. dilapidated it was but nobody wanted to tackle
Open house,'" Kirkland recalls.
it."
"We were called the Willacoochee boys
"It's almost like it's grateful," Sebastian
by the neighbors," Sebastian says. "Not only continues. "It's like we know what she's been
were we gay, but we're the browbeaten gays through and she knows what we've been
chased out of town."
through."
That was near the end of April, and by the
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Living up to a higher standard.™
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Families today are as unique as their
individual members. At IDS we realize
that one-size-fits-all financial plan
simply doesn't meet most people's needs.
That's why we've developed financial
planning to meet the specific needs of
both traditional and non-traditional
families. Call today for a free
introductory consultation.
IDS Financial Services Inc.
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Personal Financial Planner
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Episcopal service for people with HIV/AIDS

MIDTOWN TIRE

The Cathedral of St.
Philip, 2744 Peachtree Rd.,
will host a service of Eucharist, prayer and healing for
people with HIV/AIDS on
Sunday, October 9, at 4 pm.
William Fred Scott, artistic
director of the Atlanta Opera, will present the soloists,
including soprano Dawn
Marie, tenor Brad Howard
and baritone David Coobs,
in a recital of American music with selections of traditional folk songs and gospel
hymns.
The Rt. Rev. C. Judson The Rt. Rev. C. Judson Child will be the celebrant at the
Child, Jr. will be the cel- Oct. 9 service.
ebrant at the service. The
sermon, "Even As We Are Healed We Are
All persons affected by HIV/AIDS are
Called To Be Healers," will be presented by encouraged to attend this service of hope and
the Rev. Rand Frew, executive director of healing. Child care will be provided. A reAIDS Action International. Mayor Bill ception will be held immediately following
Campbell is scheduled to be the lector.
the service.

4TH

SALE!
On Selected Passenger, Jeep And Light Truck Tires

Last chance to register before November

lfofvatinec
PEOPLE WHO KNOW

The deadline for voter registration in the
November 8 general election is fast approaching. The closing date for registration is October 11, which also happens to be National
Coming Out Day, so come out and make it
possible for your vote to be heard. If you
have moved since you last voted, you must
re-register at your current address. Voter registration forms may be obtained at all Fulton
County Public Library branches. In addition,

USE VALVOUNE®

FREE Preventive Maintenance Check
(on request)
Lube (where applicable), new filter and up to 5 quarts of
Valvoline Motor Oil. Most Cars. Special diesel oil & filter extra.
Environmental oil disposal fee may apply in some areas.Call for
an appointment.
Offer ends 10/30/94. No other discounts apply

T

TRANSMISSION $£^951
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COMPUTERIZED
ALIGNMENT
$

$29

REG. PRICE $69.95.
I

Replace fluid, pan gasket & niter (If equipped). Special gaskets,
(lifers extra If needed. Most cars/lght trucks. No other discounts
apply. Sale ends 10/30/*!.
_ Limited warranty - 90 days or 4,000 miles, whichever tint,
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OIL, LUBE, FILTER & COOLING
SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
WINTER PACKAGE

$3995!

Lube (wtiere applcable), new liter A up to 5 quoits major
brand ol (brands vary). Most COB. Special dteset ol & liter extra.
Envionmentaf ol cfcposa) fee may apcty some areas. Pressure test cooing
system irarJator cap; Inspect hoses & belts, water pump, fan A fan clutch, hot
water/heater valve V equipped: tighten clamped connections: flush cooing
system; filter, clean, rejuvenate anHfreeze; add up to 2 gallons new antifreeze.
Coofcig Sfitom Service limited Warranty-90 days or 4,000 n«M. whtch«v«r kit.
Otlef ends 10/30/94. No otter dscounts apply. Redeem at DOT tiapaliig Goodveor retaSer.
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CAR OR LIGHT TRUCK
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D CornpuleriwJ wheel ahgnmerrt

D Goodyear batteries

G Compuienwl engine analysis

[ J Complete cooftng & radiator
systems

U Complete engine lune-up
d Belt & hose changeover

fj Windshield wiper service

G Transmission maintenance

D Fuel injection service

D Shocks, struts & springs

D Total lire repair, replacement.
computer balancing & rotation

r 1 Complete exhaust system
LI Disc A drum brake systems

L.

MIDTOWN TIRE
MON-FRI7-7, SAT 8-5
411 PONCE DE LEON

39

t Wn&e\ (most fronl
wheel drive vehicles)

registration drives will be held at the following locations:
• October 7—Georgia Tech, 10 a.m.-2
p.m.; North Point Mall, 4 p.m.-8 p.m.
• October 8—Ansley Kroger, noon-3 p.m.;
Morehouse College, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
• October 9—Ben Hill U.M. Church, 2099
Fairburn, 7 a.m.-2 p.m; Kroger Fountain
Oaks, 4920 Roswell, 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
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BUCKHEAD

CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH

The '95s are here!!

Now you can get
the best for your pet
without leaving the
neighborhood.
SELF SERVICE DOG WASH
QUALITY PET SUPPLIES
DOG TRAINING

Credit Problems OK
PROUDLY & RESPECTFULLY
SERVING OUR COMMUNITY

Mon-Sat 10:30 to 8:00
Sunday 1:00 to 6:00

PONCE DE LEON

892-1595

ACCEPT ALL MAJOR
CREDIT CARDS

1186 North Highland
In Post Office Parking Lot

874-1112

FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE

We make things grow...

S &S
ANDSCAPING
"Serving Atlanta and all surrounding areas"

PtTlWf in-store & in your face!
UWltUU october9'-3:00pjn.at
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Criminal Records!

incomplete Landscape Design,
Installation, & Maintenance
Services include:

New Trees & Shrubs, Sod,
Mulch, Pine Straw, Top Soil,
Hardscapes, Fertilization,
& General Clean-Up

Free Evaluations 508-0724
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"we're nothins without her."

COMPACT DISCS & COMICS
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BIRTHDAYS
Kris Z, "the famous lesbian bartender of
Revolution, turns 27 on Oct. 7.
Happy belated "28th" birthday to Terri
Martin and congrats on her new promotion
from her best friends, Michelle and Renee.
Michelle wishes a special happy birthday
to her wife of 4 years, Renee Hatcher. Renee
celebrated her "28th" on Sept. 25. And
Michelle sends a hearty congratulations to
Renee on her new career.
A happy belated birthday to David Greer
on Sept. 30. Partner Jon Greaves says he
has no idea how David manages full time
school and a part time job, but he knows he
couldn't manage without him.
Yo, KO Hassan! Happy 26th birthday on
Oct3.
Diego Sans celebrated his 47th birthday on
»Oct. 4. ACOG moving the Olympics out of
Cobb County was an early birthday gift for
the OOC Coalition co-founder, and he celebrated on the 4th with partner Jon-Ivan
Weaver and friends.
Happy 37th birthday to Floyd Shocka-LakaBoom Luv (from Mona Love) on Oct. 6.
Ultrahip heterosexuals Pam Moore and
Jeanne G.G. share an Oct. 7th birthday.
Happy Birthday to Kerry D. Hatfield on
Oct. 4 from Mark A. Curtis. Older, bolder
and better, Mark says!

VISITATIONS
Don George, Georgia coordinator of
HRCF's Federal Action Network, recently
took in a medieval banquet at a castle in

Subaru Impreza Sport Wagon

Uptown, but
not uptight

Diego Sanz celebrated his 47th birthday on Oct. 4.
Wales while on vacation. Since Don and
his partner were staying at the castle at the
time, »he pair was placed at the head table.
Don reports that after the trumpet fanfare
signaling their arrival, the couple was introduced as 'The Lord and Lady George."
"Perry and I royally walked to our places
amid the gasps and giggles of the crowd,"
Don said. "I look at it as taking my HRCF
diversity training to an international level."
Camp Sister Spirit's Brenda and Wanda
Henson are in Adanta this week, through
Oct. 9. Meet them at various locations.
When you've got a special occasion,
send it to Southern Voice/Occasions,
PO Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316, call 404/
876-0789, or fax to 404/876-2709. Please
include a phone number for verification.
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CRAIN-DALY
Chevrolet • Geo • Volkswagen • Subaru
Respect for Our Customers/Excellence in Service

Atlanta's Oldest Volkswagen Dealer—
Atlanta's Newest Chevy Geo Dealer
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Making Steps
If all of us work toward a solution, if the
heart, mind and muscle of America, from its
individuals to its corporations, joins this
fight to keep life alive, we will triumph in
our struggle against AIDS.

In The
When knowledge defeats ignorance, when
understanding conquers fear, when hope
subdues frustration, we can declare victory.

Right
We salute the individuals and corporations
of America who commit their strength to this
war. NationsBank is proud to be a sponsor of
AIDS WALK ATLANTA, October 16, 1994.

Direction.
NationsBank
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Have a good gay weekend
by PETER NEWTON
The fourth annual AIDS Walk Atlanta is the culmination
of a unprecedented weekend line-up of important events for
the gay/lesbian community of Atlanta. Friday is the time to
ACT UP with the AIDS Cure Project Art Show. Saturday is
business with the sixth annual Atlanta Gay & Lesbian Business Expo. And Sunday we walk. •
Kicking off the weekend is the opening of The AIDS Cure
Project Art Show, an eight-day exhibition put on by the Atlanta chapter of ACT UP. The purpose of the show is to raise [
awareness of the AIDS Cure Project, a blueprint for creating
radical change within the AIDS research establishment. Thirtyfour locally and nationally recognized artists will present their
work in an attempt to place increased pressure on government
AIDS research.
"Our main goal is consciousness raising," says ACT UP
board member Jeff Graham. "But we also want to jolt people
out of their complacency in the AIDS community."
Calling on the participation of artists who work in all
media, ACT UP Atlanta has launched a new approach to
direct action advocacy in the fight against AIDS. National
ACT UP representatives have spent their share of time at the
bargaining table. And it's paid off. Rep. Jerrold Nadler (D-NY)
and Rep. John Lewis (D-GA} presented a legislative proposal
known as "The AIDS Cure Act" (HR 4370) for increased
research into finding a cure for AIDS. Years of legislative
bureaucracy will most likely pass before the public sees any
real change in the government's approach to AIDS research.
The group's willingness to wait it out in the courts has placed
ACT UP under scrutiny by opponents who say that the age of
radical activism is dead.
Artist Larry Anderson of Atlanta may prove those opponents wrong with his shocking sculptural installation for the
art show entitled, "Hanging On: Waiting for a Cure," which
features a body cast of a friend who is infected with HIV.
"When people hear the word AIDS, they immediately
think of death," says Anderson. "What I tried to do is shift the
focus from death to survival."
Anderson's exhibit is a collaborative effort between him
and a friend who is a true survivor, Kurt Rahn, who was
diagnosed with HIV in 1985. Rahn was the founder of the
Atlanta Chapter of the National Association of People With
AIDS (NAPWA) which changed its name last year to the
AIDS Survival Project.
Ait and politics are joined in the AIDS Cure Project Art
Show as a means of empowerment. Artists as a community
have been hard hit by the AIDS epidemic, just as the gay/
lesbian community has been. While ACT UP has a history of
provoking its opponents into action, the only thing the group
wants to provoke with the AIDS Cure Project Art Show is
thought.
Uri Vaknin, curator for the show, selected the artwork for
the show. One of his aims was to urge the viewer to reexamine
his or her personal commitment to finding a cure for AIDS.
"We can no longer look at AIDS as a manageable disease,"
Vaknin says. "It's an international crisis. That's why I was
looking for work that helped us to visualize the cure as not
some dream to be given up on."

Getting Down to Business
Over 100 men and women from Atlanta's gay and lesbian
business community know that hard work is the answer to
dreams. They will be showcasing their goods and services
Saturday, October 15, at the Georgia World Congress Center
at the sixth annual Lesbian & Gay Business Expo.
"Unlike smaller towns, here in Atlanta there is a unique
opportunity for the gay community and its businesses to become more mutually supportive," says Pat Murphy of Shelton's
Flowers and Gifts. Murphy is also the chairman of the newly
formed Greater Atlanta Business Coalition, whose primary
goal is to promote and assist gay and lesbian owned and
managed businesses.
"I see this organization as a Chamber of Commerce and
the Better Business Bureau for the gay and lesbian community," says Murphy. The exposition itself will feature approximately 20 percent gay supportive businesses, with the balance
of exhibitors being either gay or lesbian. Unable to garner the
major support of a national sponsor for the Expo, Murphy has

Between the
ACT UP art

show, a gay
and lesbian
business expo,
and the AIDS
Walk, the
weekend of
October 14-16
offers Atiantans
plenty of
reasons to get
out and get

involved
had no shortage of local
sponsors, which include
Etcetera, GA Magazine,
LazerAge, and Chapter 2.
Advertisements for the
Lesbian & Gay Business
Expo feature a mock three
dollar bill with George
Washington in lipstick and
the "serial number" I M 1
RU12.
The Expo is the first
major project presented by
the Greater Atlanta Business Coalition, which
claimed responsibility for
presenting the six year old
event after its explosive anThis untitled work by photographer Harriet Liebowitz is one of many pieces in the
nual growth forced the previous presenters, Fourth AIDS Cure Project Art Show.
Tuesday, to abdicate.
the recipient organizations. This year's goal is $1.25 million.
"The Expo got to the point that it was bigger than we
In addition to raising much needed funds, the walk serves an
were," says Fourth Tuesday volunteer Carol Harrison. "We
educational purpose.
had to give it over to the community at large if it was going to
"AIDS Walk Atlanta allows us to reach countless thousucceed "
sands of people of all ages with our message of concern,"
Marketing research almost assures the success of any comHaslam says. "Not only do we touch the lives of those who
pany able to secure the patronage of gay or lesbian customers.
participate in the walk, but we also reach those who sponsor
According to the Chicago-based research firm Overlooked
others to walk, and those who learn of our efforts through the
Opinions Inc., the gay/lesbian population is the largest finanextensive media coverage of the event."
cially untapped market in America. Evidence of this can be
The rewards for participation in the walk are large and
seen in the direct marketing campaigns recently undertaken
small. Turner Broadcasting Systems Inc. has enlisted the work
by several major U.S. companies, including Levi Strauss, the
Gap, and AT&T. The goal at both the national and local levels
of artist Pauli Drisi of Western Costumes to create jeweled
is to attract gays and lesbians who tend to have a high level of replicas of the AIDS awareness ribbon for the top three individuals who raise the most money. Drisi is best known as the
discretionary funds. In Atlanta the average gay household
maker of the famed ruby slippers worn by Dorothy in "The
annual income is nearly $15,000 more than the average houseWizard of Oz." Additionally, Sun Days Tanning Center will
hold, according to Overlooked Opinions.
sponsor a post-walk reception for all participants, which will
also feature a raffle and auction of celebrity-signed memoraCome Out and Walk
When it comes to joining together for a common cause,
bilia to raise funds for the AIDS Walk.
All in all, the collaboration of artists, business partners
the AIDS Walk can boast a participation of nearly 25,000
and fellow walkers that will come together over "Queer Weekpeople in 1994. The fourth annual event, slated for Sunday,
end" proves that Atlantans—whether gay or straight—can
October 16, is first and foremost about teamwork, with more
work together. Certainly the AIDS Cure Project Art Show will
than 650 teams registered with AID Atlanta, the major recipiprovoke plenty of thought. Maybe even prompt some people
ent of proceeds from the walk.
to register for the AIDS Walk. The Business Expo will let
"Once again the Atlanta community has heard the call to
people know what their options are when it comes to spending
action and has come together in force. We should take pride in
their gay dollars. Combined with the participants of the AIDS
the fact that so many teams have formed in the campaign and
Walk Atlanta, everyone involved with this weekend's events
the number increases every day," notes Ted Haslam, chairbring us all one step closer to living the slogan of the AIDS
man of AID Atlanta's board of directors.
Cure Project: Experience a world without AIDS.
The 1993 AIDS Walk raised over $1 million dollars for
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THURSDAY

OPEN SEASON. Thru Oct 30.
SAME presents Sarah Dreher's
tale of ex-feminist activists who
settle down and hire a
rebellious young handywoman.
$10 & $12. with a $9 singles
night Sun. 609-9590.

THE SHAMANIC VOICE.
Nan de Gravelle brings a
sample of the workshops she
conducts for women to Charis,
7:30 pm. Free. 524-0304.
SEX, DRUGS, ROCK &
ROLL. Thru Oct 23. An inyour-face experience, written
by Eric Bogosian, at the 14th
St. Playhouse. Thurs-Sun 8 pm,
11 pm show on Sats. 733-5000.

SISTER'S TIME. An audio
magazine featuring the rhythms
of African women's health. 6-7
pm, WRFG, 89.3 FM.
GAY GRAFFITI. Out and
loud lesbian and gay radio. 7-8
pm, WRFG, 89.3 FM.
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GAY ISSUES IN THE
WORKPLACE. A half-day
workshop with author Brian
McNaught, sponsored by
AT&T's LEAGUE. Atlanta
Church of Religious Science,
52 Executive Park So. $40, $45
at door. 516-1917.
ANIMATED WOMEN.
Animation from a women's
perspective at IMAGE Film &
Video Center. $4 & $5. 8 pm.
352-4225.
DANCES FOR BEACON
HILL. Tonight and tomorrow.
Beacon Dance Co. performs
site-specific dances by five
local choreographers. 8 pm,
Beacon Hill Arts Ctr, 410 W.
Trinity, Decatur. $6. 377-6927.
EITETSU HAYASHI. Tonight
and tomorrow. The internationally renowned Japanese
drummer performs at the GA
Tech Theatre for the Arts, part
of "Close-up of Japan,"
presented by the Mitsui Public
Relations Commute. $18 &
$20. 8 pm. 894-9600.
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EULA MAE'S BEAUTY
BAIT & TACKLE. The
Neighborhood Playhouse
reprises the popular comedy in
the Discovery Arena for an
open-ended run. 430 W. Trinity
in downtown Decatur. $9-$ 12.
Thur-Sat 8 pm. 373-5311.
BETWEEN FANTASY AND
REALITY. Thru Fri. Paintings
by Ling Y. Zhang on exhibit at
Callanwolde Fine Arts Center.
872-5338.
THE ADVENTURES OF
GINOCCHIO. Thru Sun. The
Center for Puppetry Arts New
Directions Series presents this
work from Teatro Hugo and
Ines of Peru. Thurs-Sat 8pm,
Sun 5pm. $14Fri & SAt; $11
Thurs& Sun. 873-3391.
GREATER TUNA. Thru Sun.
ART Station in Stone Mountain
offers the wildly funny stories
of Greater Tuna, Texas, brought
to you by two actors who play
the whole town. $8-$ 16. ThurSat 8 pm. Wed & Sun 3 pm.
5384 Manor Dr in Stone Mtn
Village. 469-1105.
LION IN WINTER. Thru Sun.
Stage Door Players open their
21st season with James
Goldman's timeless classic.
North DeKalb Cultural Ctr,
5339 Chamblee Dunwoody Rd.
$9-$14. Thur-Sat 8 pm. Sun
2:30 pm. 396-1726.
CAT ON A HOT TIN ROOF.
Thru Sun. Neighborhood
Playhouse presents Tennessee
Williams' sexiest drama. $7$12. 430 Trinity PI. Decatur.
Thur-Sat 8 pm. Sun 2 pm. 3735311.
EARTH LINKS. Thru Oct 15.
Children's art from around the
globe at the Arts Exchange, 750
Kalb St. in Grant Park. 6244211.
TWELFTH NIGHT. Thru
Oct 16. Shakespeare's romantic
comedy features a bit of
gender-bending when a
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countess falls in love with
Viola, who happens to be
dressed as a boy at the time.
Thur-Sat 7:30 pm, Sun 6:30
pm. Atlanta Shakespeare
Tavern, 499 Peachtree. $10 &
$15. Tavern opens an hour
early for food and beverage
service. 874-5299.
RUTH ALLISON. Thru Oct
16. Three dimensional paintings
on view at First Existentialist
Congregation.
LEILANITEGER. Thru Oct
20. The Massachusetts-based
photo-artist's work is on
display at Studio Five in L5P.
524-5223.
EMILY WILSON AND
MARY CARMICHAEL. Thru
Oct 21. Sculpture by Wilson
and paintings by Carmichael on
exhibit at the Marcia Wood
Gallery, 1198 N. Highland.
885-1808.
LOCAL SEX, LOVE AND
DEATH. Thru Oct 22.
Exhibition on display at Nexus,
525 Means St. 688-1970.
DON COYOTE. Thru Oct 29.
The Fastest Runner in the West,
presented by the Stage Door
Players Children's Theatre.
5339 Chamblee Dunwoody Rd.
1 pm Saturdays. $6. 396-1726.
MAX AND MILLI. Thru Oct
29. 7 Stages presents a play
written for children,
confronting young people's
fears and rivalries. Tue-Fri 10
am; Oct 22 & 29, 1 pm. $5 &
$7. 523-7647.
THE DIARY OF ANNE
FRANK. Thru Oct 30. The
teenager's WWII diary comes
to life at Onstage Atlanta. ThurSat 8 pm; Sun 5 pm. 420
Courtland. 897-1802.
RUSSIAN JEWELS. Thru Oct
30. A collection of miniature
watercolors by St. Petersburg.
Russia artists Anna Resnick and
Anna Kozhina at BurnNoff
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Gallery, 1529 Piedmont, Suite
G. 875-3475.
CLOUD 9. Thru-Oct 30.
Actor's Express opens its 7th
season, now at its new location
at King Plow Arts Center, with
Caryl Churchill's raucous,
gender-bending sexual comedy.
$12-16. Thur-Sat 8 pm, Sun 7
pm. 607-7469.
VAMPYR.ThruOct31.
Theatrical Outfit opens the new
season with a stylish and
sensual story of vampires
among us. Written by Walter
Bilderback with music by
Phillip DePoy. 14th St.
Playhouse. Wed-Sat 8 pm, Sun
3 pm. $8-$15. 872-0665.
AN AFFAIR TO DISMEMBER. Thru Nov. 2. Agatha's A
Taste of Mystery dinner theatre
sets sail on the Love Boat gone
mad. $33-$38, includes dinner.
Tues-Sat 7:30, Sun 7 pm. 693
Peachtree. 875-1610.
PHANTOM OF THE
OPERA. Thru Nov. 5. The
Andrew Lloyd Webber musical,
brought to town by the Atlanta
Broadway Series. Tues-Sun 8
pm. Sat & Sun 2 pm; special
performances Oct 31 at 8 pm
and Nov 3 at 2 pm. $22.50$47.50. 249-6400.
KEELY AND DU. Thru Nov
12. Theatre in the Square again
raises the ire of Cobb County
with its production of this
drama about two women on
opposite sides of the abortion
issue. Tues-Sat 8 pm. Sun 2:30
& 7 pm. $13-23.422-8369.
UP ON THE ROOF. Thru
Nov 14. The intermittently
intertwined lives of five
members of a harmony pop
group at the Alliance Studio
Theatre. $20 & $26. Tues-Sat 8
pm. Sun 2:30 & 7:30 pm. 7335000.
WILLEM DE KOONING.
Thru Nov 27. A collection of
works by the Dutch born

B

SATURDAY

BRENDA AND WANDA
HENSON. Camp Sister Spirit's
founders appear at Outwrite
Bookstore (931 Monroe) at 8
pm. Free. 607-0082.
1ST E-CONG'S FOUNDERS
DAY DANCE. The Full Moon
Band (featuring Cowboy
Envy's Kathleen Hatfield) gets
you moving at the First
Existentialist Congregation,
470Candler Park Dr. 9-11:30
pm. $8. 378-5570.
ELISE WITT. Local favorite
performs at Decatur's Freight
Room at 9 pm. $5.
SANDRA BERNHARD. La
Bernhard at Buckhead's Roxy
tonight. 249-6400.
RENAISSANCE FESTIVAL.
Thru Oct 30. Yes, it's back
with a new fall festival
featuring Robin Hood and His
Merry Men, Maid Marion and
more. Exit 12 off 1-85 south of
Atlanta. $9.95 + tax; $4.95 +
tax for children. 964-8575.
DAS OKTOBERFEST DER
FRAU BUBBLES. The
American South does the
German South as only 800 East
can, beginning at 6 pm. Atlanta
Dream Hostel, 222 East
Howard, Decatur. 370-0380.
SYMPHONY OPEN HOUSE.
Lots happening all day long at
Symphony Hall, including an
open rehearsal, instrument
demos, chamber music, and a
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American artist, in celebration
of his 90th birthday, at the High
Museum. 733-4444.
ANDY WARHOL. Thru Dec
17. Works by the late artist
from the Wes Cochran
collection on display at the
Marietta/Cobb Museum of Art.
$2,424-8142.
DINOSAURS. Thru Dec 17.
Back by popular demand at the
Center for Puppetry Arts. MonFri 10&ll:30am,Wedlpm,
Sat 11 am & 1 pm. 873-3391.
PUPPETRY OF AFRICAN
DESCENT. Thru Dec 17. A
special exhibit showcasing the
works of African-American
puppeteers. Center for Puppetry
Arts, 1404 Spring. 873-3089.
RIVERS OF GOLD. Thru Dec
18. PreColumbian treasures
from Sitio Conte on display at
the Michael C. Carlos Museum
at Emory. 727-4282.
JOSEPH BEUYS. Thru Dec
30. Drawings, objects and
prints by the German artist at
the High Museum. 733-4461.
MINNIE EVANS: ARTIST.
Thru Dec 31. Works by the
self-taught African-American
artist on display at the High
Museum's Folk Art and
Photography Galleries, Georgia
Pacific Center downtown. 5776940.
WHALES. Thru Jan 8.
Traveling exhibition about the
giants of the deep with five lifesized robotic whales is on
display at Fernbank Museum of
Natural History. 370-0960.
AIDS WALK ATLANTA. Oct
16. A 10K walk to raise money
for AID Atlanta, Project Open
Hand and others. Opening
ceremony at 1:30 pm, walk
begins at 2. 876-9255.
BONNIE RAITT. Oct. 22,8
pm. Bruce Hornsby opens for
the R&B great at Lakewood.
$17 & $26. 249-6400.
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sing-along with Robert Shaw.
It's free, beginning at 10 am.
733-484L
BURIED IN LIGHT. Thru Jan
15. A video installation by
artist Jem Cohen at the High
Museum. 733-4444.
OUTLOOK. Radical talk for
revolutionary intellectuals—
feminist, Afro-centered and
pro-gay radio on AM, with
Alicia Banks. New time: 4 pm8 pm,WIGO, 1340 AM.
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IN THE LIFE. WPBA,
Channel 30, airs a special
edition of the lesbian/gay
variety show, "Stonewall 25:
Global Voices of Pride and
Protest." 11 pm.
ANDY ROSE. Author of
"Twice Blessed: On Being
Lesbian or Gay and Jewish" at
Outwrite. 7:30 pm. 607-0082.
ART TREK. Art Papers
sponsors a tour of studios and
lofts. Self-guided tour noon-6
pm. $12, $6 students. 588-1837.
AIDS: AWAKENING THE
JEWISH HEART. The Atlanta
Jewish Federation sponsors an
all-day conference at the
Greenfield Hebrew Academy.
873-1661, ext 251.
AIDS HEALING SERVICE.
The Cathedral of St. Phillip
offers a service of Eucharist,
healing and prayer for those
affected by AIDS/HIV. 4 pm.
Free. 262-9599.
ATLANTA SYMPHONY. A
free concert in celebration of
ASO's 50th anniversary at
Lakewood Amphithetre. 3 pm.
LES CHANTEUSES
AFRICAINES. The musical
and literary voices of African
women, with host Alicia Banks,
who offers a unique perspective
that includes the lesbian point
of view. 1-4 am. WRFG, 89.3
FM.
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MONDAY

WOMEN SOLO. Thru Wed.
The Factory Theatre presents
two one-woman shows by
Terry Baum and Cassandra
Medley at SAME/OutProud
Theatre at TULA. $7. Show
continues Oct 17-19 at Horizon
Theatre in L5P, and Oct 24-26
at Actors Express. 264-4468.
OUT IN ATLANTA. Atlanta's
local lesbian and gay cable
program, featuring interviews,

news, arts & entertainment and
more. 10:30 pm and again. Wed
5:30 pm. Cable Ch. 12.
DYKE TV. Activist television
from a dyke perspective. 9:30
pm, People TV. Cable Channel
12. Also airs Tues, 5:30 pm.
STILL AIN'T SATISFIED.
Music and interviews from a
lesbian perspective. Cool music
for any queer or interested
other. 7-9 pm, WRFG, 89.3
FM.

TUESDAY
OUT THERE II. Comedy
Central airs the second alllesbian/gay comedy special
tonight, hosted by Married
With Children's Amanda
Bearse. 9pm.
MARGRETHE
CAMMERMEYER. Lesbian
colonel signs copy of her book
"Serving in Silence" at GSU"s
student lounge from 4-6:30pm,
and a lecture and slide show in
the Urban Life Auditorium at
6:30pm.
•CATHERINE V. FORREST.
Author of the Kate Delafield
mysteries at Charis, 7:30 pm.
Free. 524-0304.
THE WILD GUYS. Horizon
Theatre performs a benefit for
the Atlanta Men's Center at
7:45 pm. 1083 Austin in L5P.
888-8911.

SHAWN COLVIN. Folk rock
sounds at Symphony Hall. 8
pm, David Gray opens. $21.
249-6400.
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WEDNESDAY

A RAISIN IN THE SUN. Thru
Nov 13. Kenny Leon and Carol
Mitchell-Leon appear together,
with Esther Rolle and Taurean
Blacque, in Lorraine
Hansberry's treasured
American classic at the
Alliance Theatre. Preview
begin this week, opening night
Oct 19, 7 pm. Other
performances: Tues-Sat 8 pm.
Sun 2:30 & 7:30 pm. $1834.75. 892-2414.
POSITIVE LIVING. This
locally produced show about
people living with AIDS airs
twice every week on People TV
Ch. 12, 2:30 pm and again on
Sat, 10 pm. Also airs on City
Ch. 6, Thur 5 pm.

PICTURED:
ABOVE: Japanese drummer
Eiletsu Hayashi performs at
GA Tech's Theatre for the
Arts Oct 7 & 8.
LEFT: Col. Margrethe
Cammermeyer appears at GA
State University on Oct II.
BELOW: Elise Witt performs
at the Freight Room Oct 9.
Photo by Karin Hertzer
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i world of quality merchandiseat'great prices is yours at Georgia Antique Center &
A\
International Market. This combination seyen-days-a-week antique andgifi center and
<t„m *\ weekend flea market showcases an assemblage of 200 merchants, restaurants and
furniture, jewelry, collectibles, gold, silver, Oriental rugs, pottery, rare coins, books and more. You'll
find one ofAtlantds most varied selections of unique findings from around the world. It's
conveniently located on ike 1-85 Access Road, just north of 1-285. From Atlanta, take
Northcrest-Pleasantdak Road Exit 36 aridgo north on the Access Road.

446-9292
66241-85 Northeast Expwy. Access Rd.
Some merchants open daily; market open
Fri., noon to 7pm; Sat., 10 am to 8pm;
Sun., noon to 7pm
Credit cards accepted by most merchants.
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STEUART SMITH GUITARS LARRY KLEIN BASS
(§>

WITH SPECIAL GUEST DAVID GRAY

(g)

Tue5,Oct II, 8pm
Atlanta Symphony Hall
Good 5eaT5 5TM Available

_ Gifts & Gadgetry
3885 BUFORD HIGHWAY
ATLANTA, GA 634-9463
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Atlanta continues to attract top-rate musicians to its
clubs and concert halls, including Bruce Cockburn,
Shawn Colvin and Sandra Bernhard. Yes, Sandra sings.
This city also allows hundreds of lesser known musicians the chance to be heard. The key is to go out
there and listen. There's even a new play out this week at the
14th Street Playhouse that incorporates actors who are also
musicians—Eric Bogosian's dark comedy "Sex, Drugs, Rock
& Roll." An interesting twist to a night at the theatre.
Canadian Bruce Cockburn (that's COE-burn) was
singing politically-socially-humanly correct songs long before they came and went out of vogue. He has a talent for
versatility by giving a charged political lashing in one song
and telling a romantic personal ballad in the next. One of the
most authentic singer-songwriters around, he may be known
to you as the guy who wrote "Wondering Where the Lions
Are" and "Waiting for a Miracle." Since his mellow '70s hits,
Cockburn has continued to crank out music with a conscience.
He's sure to pack Variety Playhouse, where he appears Saturday, October 8, at 8:30 pm.
That same evening, Sandra Bernhard fans will be
crowding the Roxy's auditorium to get a verbal lashing of
their own. The lip-curling Bernhard makes a departure from
her usual stand-up routine with songs. She'll be singing selections from a new album, "Excuses For Bad Behavior, Part
One," which is a mixture of old stuff other people wrote, new
stuff she wrote and some spoken word improvisation no one
would ever write. In a recent interview in Spin magazine,
Bernhard defends her latest career move by saying, "I've been
a spokesperson for enough famous fucked-up women." She's
been around the block. And here she is getting even more
assertive in her old age. It ought to be some evening. Saturday, October 8.
Shawn Colvin's first album, "Steady On," is a modern
classic in my opinion. Currently, she's on her "Cover Girl"
tour, named after her recent and third album on which she
does, you guessed it, cover tunes. From Richard Thompson to
Sting. When I saw her last year at Variety it was an acoustic
show. She pulled it off without a hitch. She'll play with a band
on this trip to Atlanta. But I've rambled on about her virtues
before. Symphony Hall, Tuesday, October 11, at 8 pm. 7335000.
I recently spent an evening listening to a singer-songwriter
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I had never heard before—Janell Sitton. She is getting
quite the press as one woman who gets around the acoustic
music circuit. But she's not your average traveling minstrel.
Her original songs are too good to be compared to those of any
other woman with a guitar. In fact, it has always bothered me
to read album reviews where the reviewer reduces the artist to
sound-alikes. Sitton, a Missouri native, sings with a rich appreciation of her personal experiences. That doesn't tell you
much of how she sounds. How about a Judy Collins in her
prime/early Emily Saliers/Steely Dan kind of thing going on.
Hilton head, S.C., has been Sitton's homebase for the past 10
years. She will perform selections from her two compilations,
"Hanging in Limbo" and "Slice of the Moon" at two shows in
Atlanta. Saturday, October 8, at Revolution and Sunday, October 9, at Eddie's Attic.
A few other relative unknowns are doing their best to
change that status. Local folk-rockers Plain Jane have been
in the studio working on their first CD in an attempt to redefine what it means to be a plain jane. They rock the Freight
Room Friday, October 7, if you'd like to hear their progress.
Eric Bogosian is a playwright and actor who made a name
for himself on Broadway with his one-man show, "Banging
Nails in the Floor With My Forehead." The title alone with tell
you that this guy's not exactly right. But who is? Another dark

Singer-songwriter Janell Sitton: not just another
woman with a guitar.
and sarcastic comedy of his, "Sex, Drugs, Rock &
Roll" is being produced locally as the premiere of another
season for Theatrical Outfit. After a series of scathing commentaries on modern life, the actors will turn from their monologues to perform a four man rock & roll show. Directed by
Chuck Tedder at 14th Street Playhouse. October 6-23. 7335000.
There'll be lots of lip-synching going on at Backstreet this
Sunday night. That's because there's a pageant going on. Ms.
Hotlanta National, a preliminary of Miss Gay National
Pageant, will include four categories: Interview, Creative Costume, Evening Gown, and Talent. Spend an evening with the
beautiful people. Charlie Brown's Cabaret. October 9 at 9 pm.

Take Pride!
SJmage Ozhoio

1 Hour Photo Process!!!
AI\M*S MY Gay Owned and Operated
Film Lab. Serving Atlanta With The Highest
Quality Processing Available! We Take PRIDE
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Next To Blockbuster Across From Piedmont Park.

985 Monroe Drive ▼ W7

Tuesday: Country Explosion All Night—ALL Country
Wednesday: The Atlanta Tradition "HumpNight"
Beer Bust with DJ SMASH
Thursday: Brian Reid's Free Country Dance Lessons 8pm
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The Amber Richards Show
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Play examines both sides of abortion issue
presented in the play with equal weight, which
gives the drama its impetus. "I think the crux
of this play is that extremes are dangerous,"
Home says, "no matter what the issue. It could
be gay rights. Whatever. Extreme opinions
about any subject can get you in trouble."
The drama was first presented at the
"Keely and Du," currently being presented Humana Play Festival in Louisville, Ky., a
at Theatre in the Square in Marietta, is bound few years ago and has generated a considerto be controversial. The subject is abortion— able amount of buzz ever since. That's when
yet the drama by Jane Martin does everything it first attracted Home's attention.
it can to take no sides in one of the most
"Everyone was talking about 'the abordivisive debates raging in this country.
tion play,'" he recalls. "I assumed it would be
"It's not like the play is innocuous," ex- a hard-hitting, preachy kind of piece that
plains artistic director Michael Home, who is would be very pro-choice. That's fine, but it
directing the show. "There are moments when just didn't interest me. But somebody got me
it appears to be on one side or the other. a copy of it. I read it and was pleasantly
There are times in this play when people are surprised—it shows amazing restraint."
sure it's pro-life, and there are times when
Home took that restraint one step further
they're sure it's pro-choice."
by casting "very likable people in all the
Home is purposely staging the show with- roles," he says. "I didn't want there to be any
out an intermission so people can't walk out clear villains. Shelly McCook [Keely], Bill
in the middle. "I want people to just sit there Hardy [Walter], Martha Hardy [Du], Eddie
and plow through this show," he says. "I want King [Cole]—they are all potentially likable,
them to see all sides, hear all the debates, but they also have a dark side. I don't want
have their sympathies and their loyalties mov- anyone wearing a black hat or a white hat."
ing around so they leave the theater having to
Considering the controversy that Theatre
think about all sides of the issue."
in the Square has generated in its Cobb County
"Keely and Du" is the story of a group of home in the past two years, tackling a play
pro-life extremists who kidnap a young with a subject like abortion does pose some
woman, Keely, who is on her way to have an real security risks for the company. They have
abortion (after her ex-husband raped her). Du received hate letters saying, "We will stop
is the woman who is assigned to hold Keely you from doing this sick abortion play." And
hostage. But in their confinement together, local churches have protested the idea of the
the two women begin to form an odd bond— company tackling a play with this subject.
separated only by their views on abortion.
"There's just no stopping some people
Yet it is the two radical views of abortion, from spreading malicious rumors about this

"KeelyandDu"
may be the latest
controversy for Marietta's
Theatre in the Square
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theatre," says Home.
"We're very aware there
could be protests. Obviously, these people have
not read the play. But they
are objecting because it is
not supportive enough of
one side or the other! This
is mind-boggling.
"If you think about all
the subjects theatre has addressed over the years, if
you start drawing the line
about what could and could
not be discussed, there
wouldn't be a lot of theatre—and very little art,"
Home adds.
Still, the theatre is not
taking the threats lightly.
"We're taking precautions. As the two characters ot the play's title, Martha Nell
We'll have extra security," Hardy and Shelly McCook embody both sides of the aborHome says. "I don't want tion debate.
people to be afraid to come
see the show because they're afraid they're but I won't go into Cobb County these days,'"
going to get shot. It's kind of like the human Home reports. "And I say, 'Who the hell are
rights rally in the square [on August 28]. There you hurting? You're not hurting Gordon
were all these advance rumors about snipers. Wysong or Bill Byrne.' We're not a business
And there was absolutely nothing. The radi- that pays the community a lot of taxes. We're
cal right sometimes attempts fear tactics, as tax-exempt. We just happen to be in Cobb
does the radical left. I would hope people County.
won't avoid this show for fear."
"If the gay and lesbian community really
One dilemma Home's company faces is a wants to thumb its noses at Cobb County,"
nearly defiant lack of support from Atlanta's Home adds, "they will help assure that Thegay and lesbian community. "It is dishearten- atre in the Square flies without us having to
ing when even close friends say, 'Well, I back down one iota."
would have loved to have seen your show,
MICHAEL KAPE
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Caryl Churchill's
raucous, gender-bending sexual comedy

directed by

1T October 30, 1994
Actor's Express at
King Plcrsv Arts Center
Reservations Required
607-SHOW(7469)

Sponsored by

This Production
contains adult language
and situations

Georgia Home Therapeutics sponsors the Actor's Express I994 —1995 season
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When the Shadows Fall
Male survivors of childhood
sexual abuse craft an art
installation depicting horror
and healing
Nestled in a comer of "Local Sex, Love
& Death"—the exhibit currently on display
at the Nexus Contemporary Art Center—is
an installation far different in tone, style,
and depth of feeling than the lighter works
that surround it. Called "When the Shadows
Fall," it is an stark environmental piece that
graphically depicts the horrors of sexual
abuse of males.
"This group of men came to me eight
months ago with a proposal for an installation here," said Nexus curator Julia Fenton
at a symposium held September 22 to debut
"When the Shadows Fall." "And it just so
happened that it fit in very well with the
theme of the show I was already planning. I
was amazed—I am still amazed—at the profundity of the installation they put together.
It is very gripping, beautifully done, strongly
presented statement, as well as being a very
strong piece of art."
The seven artists are all part of The
Survivor's Group, a therapy group for adult
male survivors of childhood sexual abuse. It
is led by Dr. Robert Timms, a clinical psychologist, and Patrick Connors, a certified
massage therapist. The exhibit grew out of a
desire felt by the members—Brian Austin,

Clifton Beasley, Jim Chancellor, Bruce
Griffeth, John Griffith, Philip Savrin, and
Jim Tucker—to teach others about what
they had experienced, as well as how they
had healed themselves.
While the surrounding exhibit of paintings, photography and sculpture is somewhat more diverting and amusing in nature—nearly lightheaded—"When the
Shadows Fall" is shrouded in black (to
replicate the terrors of night), and it is
necessary to carry a flashlight in order to
view the artwork by the seven men.
Once inside, we see the results of anger, abuse, hatred. Holes are punched in
plasterboard where the artists—reliving the
terror they felt—expressed their inner feelings once more. Violent graffiti punctuates the walls. Then there are the drawings—expressive re-enactments of abuses
inflicted on young boys. A giant man with a
huge penis threatens a tiny, cowering child;
a body floats over a sea of discontent, afraid
to alight; a bed in disarray marked by the
words "the skin melts/off the bones/exposed/
to the bedtime air/as the heart/beats/and the
body/oozes/in silence."
All the drawings are stark representations in black and white—good and evil, if
you will—of the fear these men felt at the
hands of a father, a family friend, a scoutmaster, or some other trusted man.
At the opening symposium, after introducing themselves (and explaining who had
raped or sexually abused them when they
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haps to schools to show possible
victims that they are not alone.
However, when one member of
the audience asked if it would be
a good idea to start a group for
sexually abused teenagers, the reaction was not encouraging. "By
the age of 14, it would have been
too late for me," said one of the
artists. "My abuse started when
I was 8. By 14, I had already
shut down."
Another member of the audience asked if the group would
want to take the exhibit to a
group of convicted child abusers. The mood of the symposium—which had been upbeat
until that moment—suddenly
soured. All the rage displayed in
the
artwork showed on the faces
Work by abuse survivor Brian Austin is among the
of the artists. The seven men each
pieces in the Nexus exhibit.
expressed anger toward abusers
were children), the seven artists opened the of all types. "They wouldn' t recognize themdiscussion to the audience. The men ex- selves," said one. "Why show it to them?"
plained how they had all come together in
Moderator Thee Smith summed up the
the group—the only one in Atlanta expressly purpose of the symposium and installation
for male survivors of childhood sexual this way: "We hope you get a sense that
abuse—and how, using the varied talents, these issues can be dealt with in a public
they had wanted to take their experiences to space, that they don't require privacy or isothe world.
lation, that we don't have to be paralyzed by
Bruce Griffeth said, "I want to under- these issues."
score how important the group sharing
Added therapist Robert Timms: "There
[through the exhibit] is to the recovery pro- is no such thing as minor child abuse. Becess. We're taking this one step further. fore tonight, I had never recommended art
We're going public with it. We're not stay- therapy for male clients. I am totally reing within the isolation of a group."
thinking my position."
The group would very much like to take
MICHAEL KAPE
"When the Shadows Fall" on the road, per-
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Gay TV show "In the Life" comes to Atlanta
Public television show
makes its local debut with
"Stonewall 25" episode
"Stonewall 25: Global Voices of Pride
and Protest," a one-hour special installment
of the gay/lesbian public television series "In
the Life," will be broadcast on WPBA Channel 30 on Sunday, October 9, at 11 pm. The
airing marks the first time that the two-yearold series has been seen in the Atlanta area.
The episode, a co-production of "In the
Life" and WNYC in New York, was taped
during June's 25th anniversary of the Stonewall riots and includes celebrity interviews
and live-to-tape coverage of the march, rally,
and Gay Games IV activities hosted at the
site of the original Stonewall Inn.
John Scagliotti, creator and co-executive
producer of "In the Life," says, "We've been
trying to get into Atlanta for two years. It's
been very difficult. We've been on many stations around the country but not anywhere in
the South, except for North Carolina for two
episodes before we got pulled."
The "Stonewall 25" episode, co-hosted
by Garrett Glaser and Katherine Linton, features segments presented by guest correspondents on a range of subjects. Author Eric
Marcus hosts the segment "Making History,"
which reports on how gay men and lesbians
have documented their own history over the
past 25 years. Marcus interviews historians
Martin Duberman and Joan Nestle.

Other segments in the special include
profiles of notable people in lesbian and gay
history—Harvey Milk, Martina Navratilova,
Harvey Fierstein, and Audre Lorde—and interviews with Sir Ian McKellen and choreographer Bill T. Jones, two high-profile participants in the Gay Games IV Cultural Festival. Additional celebrity segments offer
looks at Joan Rivers, Chita Rivera and David
Marshall Grant.
Covering the athletic activities of Gay
Games IV is Judy Nelson, onetime paramour
of Navratilova, and Kris Montgomery and
Allan Tulin present coverage of the June 26
march and rally at Central Park.
If all goes well, Scagliotti says, "In the
Life" will continue to be seen in Atlanta
during its upcoming season—one-hour episodes in November, February, April and
June. The question remains, though: How
will "In the Life" play in Atlanta?
According to Scagliotti, that depends on
a collaborative effort between "In the Life"
officials, local programmers, and viewers who
respond. The show's producers work closely
with local program directors to "create a dialogue," Scagliotti explains.
"We understand that for many stations,
it's difficult to program 'In the Life,'" he
says. "Especially these days, when certain
elements are working so hard to prevent this
type of show. We work with them so they
know that our show is not in any way going
to be frightening to their viewers. Everyone
can watch and get something out of it. We're
a family show."

REMEMBER..

makes everyone comfortable."
Clearly, attempting to appeal to a wide cross-section of
viewers has its pitfalls. "We
make mistakes sometimes,"
Scagliotti admits, "and we find
out about it. We get over 1,000
calls per episode aired. There's
a tremendous amount of input
■coming in."
A key strategy employed by
"In the Life" is the show's
membership system. The show
currently has over 15,000
members who, in exchange for
financial support, receive regular mailings and information
about programming in their local market—who to call with a
Author Eric Marcus hosts the segment "Making His- complaint or a suggestion about
improving gay-friendly covertory" in "Stonewall 25."
age.
"In the markets where we are, we're there
"They feel invested in the show,"
because the viewers can support it and the Scagliotti explains. "It's an exchange, and
programming director wants it," he adds.
helps to start a dialogue. Program directors
Scagliotti, who also served as executive need support from their communities to see
producer of the acclaimed documentary "Be- that it's worth their while to show 'In the
fore Stonewall," says "In the Life" walks a Life.'"
fine line between sophistication and accessiDEVON CLAYTON
bility to all viewers. "Until you've educated
the whole audience, you can't get into what I
Viewers may express their thoughts to
call 'inside information.' We stay away from WPBA Channel 30 about "In the Life" by
in-your-face programming. It's not that we calling 827-8900. An expanded home-video
won't show certain things, but if someone version of "Stonewall 25" is available by
doesn't understand what drag is about, we calling (800) 438-9653.
show the historical elements in a way that
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Has R*E*M* created a monster?
The Athens band's latest CD
may frighten some fans
Michael Stipe is pissed off. "I'm not your
magazine," he growls in "King of Comedy,"
one of 12 tracks making up R.E.M.'s new CD,
"Monster" (Warner Bros.). "I'm not your television. I'm not commodity." Thus he sets out
to prove to us all that rather than the nice,
blissfully nasal tree-hugger we've come to love,
Stipe is a big, bad, grungy alternative artist
who can rock along with the likes of Pearl
Jam, Nirvana, and Stone Temple Pilots. And
therein lies the disc's problem.
Okay, maybe R.E.M. did start out as a
scruffy college band with heavy guitar riffs
and garbled lyrics. But over the past 15 years,
in which they produced 10 albums, R.E.M.
evolved into a classy, acoustically centered
group who were truly "alternative" in the sense
that no one else sounded like them. So fans
who have grown up with R.E.M. will be disappointed by these murky, overamplified
clunkers that seem tailor-made for 99X's
playlist.
The first single to released, "What's the
Frequency, Kenneth?" is a perfect example.
The anti-media diatribe takes its title from the
words of a deranged man who attacked Dan
Rather in New York in 1986, yet what could
be fodder for a fascinating song is terribly
obscured by the too-heavy guitar riff and the
fact that Stipe's vocals are all but buried.
The same is true of "Star 69," in which the
clever (but muddled) lyrics "I know you called/
Star 69" and hyperactive pace will remind you
of Document's "It's The End of the World...",
except there you could sing along. Just about
every other track offers the same mid-tempo,

£wF^

echoic grunge guitar and uninspired percussion, even the potentially intriguing "Crush
With Eyeliner," which may just be R.E.M.'s
first tribute to cross-dressing.
Sure, there's nothing wrong with R.E.M.'s
trying to update its sound, and some songs are
happy experiments worth hearing, like
"Tongue," in which Stipe's weird falsetto and
the over-the-top organ suggest a fusion of
Motown and psychedelia, and "Bang and
Blame," a sort of "Losing My Religion" gone
grunge. But R.E.M. seems determined to sound
like Pearl Jam, which they can't and shouldn't.
And besides, even when Eddie Vedder-'s words
are cryptic, you can usually hear them.
Doubtless, "Monster" will be a huge commercial success, receiving alternative radio play
up the wazoo. But those who love R.E.M.
because of Stipe's stirring, lovably whiny voice
and intriguing lyrics will long for past records
in which the band didn't sound so monstrous.
ADAM J. SANK
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Small town inhospitality
New book tells of doctor's
experience treating AIDS in
rural Tennessee
How could one of the best nonfiction
books about AIDS have been written by a
straight man? Gay men—a pretty artistic lot—
are the ones who have borne the brunt of this
disease in this country; wouldn't they, therefore, be the ones to most effectively translate
that experience to the printed page?
Maybe not. Abraham Verghese's "My
Own Country: A Doctor's Story of a Town
and Its People in the Age of AIDS" (Simon &
Schuster) tells of Ver-ghese's experiences as
an infectious disease specialist in Johnson
City, a small town in upper east Tennessee, in
the years 1985 through 1989. In terms of
quality, Verghese's book is matched only by
"And the Band Played On," Randy Shilts'
meticulous chron-icle of the first apathetic
years of the epidemic.
Though at the time of Verghese's story
AIDS was considered by most to be not just a
"gay" disease but also a "big city" one, the
doctor inexplicably finds himself treating an
increasing number of people with HIV. And
before long, just as it had done in the big
cities before it, the disease begins to slowly
pare away at Johnson City's placid mien to
reveal a countenance of fear, hypocrisy, courage, and shame. Mostly, however, the disease
reveals homosexuality—and the town's per-

vasive, unremitting, and unquestioned prejudice toward it.
Though it concentrates on just one small
town, "My Own Country" is—as the title
implies—about all of America, and the
country's past and present response to AIDS.
Verghese, one of the only doctors in his
area who was willing to have anything to do
with people with AIDS, writes in detail about
his eventual total of 80 patients—the deeply
closeted gay couple who had lived their whole
lives in Johnson City, the heterosexual Christian couple determined to keep their HIV infections secret, the female factory worker
whose unfaithful husband not only infects
her but also her sister, with whom he is carrying on an affair. Each is a vivid, poignant
portrait.
One of the reasons why the book is so
successful is Verghese's willingness to write
about negative or unflattering traits and qualities, and his reluctance to make judgments
about them. Verghese may frustrate gay readers, at least at first, because his uncritical eye
extends not only to his diverse patients but
also to the town of Johnson City and its many
subtle and not-so-subtle bigotries.
Still, the choice of this deceptively dispassionate tone is an adroit one. Because he
doesn't shake off moral judgments like loose
dandruff, when Verghese does decide to make
them, they're extremely powerful. When he
quietly criticizes his own hospital's
profit-oriented administrator, the town's
loose-lipped pharmacist, or then-president

own complicated feelings
toward homosexuality to
discover that he identifies
strongly with gay men; like
them, he is a foreigner in
an oftentimes callous sociIF T JL. JR*
ety. The difference, he decides, is that while he wants
d/P***\
to be here, gay men are
deeply ambivalent about
their presence in a country
that is so openly hostile to
them—an ambivalence that
strikes to the heart of their
relationships with each
other and with the heterosexual world. Frankly, I
found his empathy refreshing, and his insight keen.
In other words, one of
the reasons why "My Own
Country" is so good may
be because it was written
by a straight man. Despite
working intimately with
people with AIDS—and although he is deeply moved
by their suffering and eventual deaths—Verghese is
never directly affected by
the disease. He has just
enough distance to hoist his
book from being a volume
of mere commiseration to
Reagan, the effect is withering. The book is a the level of a story that taps into universal
perfect example of the notion of "less is more." themes of nonconformity and identity, com"My Own Country" is as much Verghese's passion and tolerance.
own story as it is the story of his patients or
BRENT HART1NGER
the town in which they live. Verghese, an
Ethiopian-born Indian, gradually unravels his
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Great
Two
Steppin
Fun!

Malepak
MIDTOWN OUTLET
549-3 Amsterdam Ave
Just Off Monroe Dr.

I

GIANNI
VERSACE
PHIPPS PLAZA - ATLANTA - (404) 814-0664
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EXPERIENCE
THE PURE
PLEASURE
OF SHOPPING
IN OUR
ALL NEW
ALL DIFFERENT
STORE!

1,100 Sq. Ft.
Dance
Floor
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Any Season. Any Reason.

NBh

No matter what the season. Key West is America's premiere year-round gay resort. Our perfect weather may be
the main attraction during winter months, but our off-season summer and fali provide great value with smaller
crowds, less traffic and iower rates. En]oy our comfortable accommodations, fine dining, shopping, historic charm
and meet new friends. Whatever the reason, Key West is waiting for you - any season.
Make reservations now! For a free color brochure, cail or write:
Key West, PO Box 4640-V, Key West Ft 33041 or coll 1 -800-833-2299.

PRIVATE

FRIENDLY

CypREss HOUSE

FUN

;LIMEI

Indulge yourself
Enjoy pure luxury in Old Key West
What are you waitingfor?
,
Call today!
1-800-525-2488
1-305-294-6969

HOUSED

INN

A Guesthouse for Men.
Beautiful Gardens. Beautiful Rooms. Beautiful Men.
Pool & Spa, Nude Sunning, Private Baths, Kitchens,
Phones, TV & A/C. 2 Blocks to Duval St.

V^

800-374-4242 • 305-296-2978
FAX 305-294-5858
219 Elizabeth St., Key West, FL 33040

perience .^^ (

601 Caroline St.
West, FL 33040

Call or write for a free brochure

Discover "ey
A Man's Resort"

u

LIGHTHOUSE

COURT

At Historic Key West Lighthouse, an
exquisitely relaxed compound of cottages,
rooms, suites and apartments, nestled in
over a half-acre of sundecks and tropical
gardens. Just a block from Duval Street
Bars, Restaurants and Shops. Heated
Pool, Jacuzzi, Health Club, Cafe and Bar,
across from Hemingway's house.

ISLANDliiHOUSE
Enclosed Compound, 34 Units with Pool,
Gym, Sauna, Jacuzzi, Pool Table, Cafe &
24 Hour Desk, Clothing Optional, Men Only

(800) 890-6284
1129 Fleming St. Key West, FL 33040
(305) 294-6284 • FAX (305) 292-0051

902 Whitehead, Key West, FL 33040
(305) 294-9588

KEY

WEST

j

Key Lodge Motel in Key West
V_^DESTINATI0l\IS

RUBYS

GUEST

..|\|ot jurt a place, but a rtate of rnincJ.
The Guest ResidenceSan Jose, Costa Rica

:-.■:■■;,-..■....

-.

The Guest MansionKey West, Florida
Now With Destinations in South
Miami Beach, New York City, Paris
and More.
|| • Reservations • Travel Services •
I Special Airline Ticketing
m Call tor a FREE guide of our locations

It's like staying with a friend... l •80O458* 12%
Key Lodge is a little different. Were in the heart of old
town. The environment is friendly and private ... the
company mixed. Our accommodations are first rate.
Individually decorated rooms, each with color TV, AC.
refrigerator, phone and ceiling fan. Heated pool.-

1-800-93-GLOBAL (1-800-934-5622)
1-305-532-9341 • Fax 1-305-534-0362

1004-A DUVAtlf KEY WEST, FL 33040
(305)296-9915/296-9750

COMING TO OUTWRITE
Saturday, Oct. 8,8:00pm

Brenda & Wanda Henson
of Camp Sister Spirit
Sunday, Oct. 9, 7:30pm

Andy Rose

READING & SIGNING

Twice Blessed

BOOKS ■ MAGAZINES ■ CARDS ■ ART ■ GIFTS
DESSERTS ■ PASTRIES ■ COFFEE ■ ESPRESSO

MIDTOWN PROMENADE
931 MONROE at VIRGINIA
(404) 607-0082
The South's Source for Information on Our Lives

At the heart of everything
. So many pleasures come together: Quiet &
seclusion Just half a block from Duval St. Luxury touches sumptuous beds, superthick towels. A full breakfast served
poolside each morning. The charm of the house,
the lushness of the pool - you'll feel right at home.
(All rooms with A/C. ceiling fans, refrigerator-bars, color TV.
Complimentary breakfast, cocktail hours.)
409 Appelrouth Lane, • Key West, FL 33040
305-296-2323 -1-800-477-RUBY

CURRY HOUSE
:

KEY WEST'S PREMIER GUESTHOUSE FOR MEN
Key West's original bed & breakfast exclusively
serving men tor more than 20 years. Friendly.
Elegant. Affordable. Large Pool & Jacuzzi
(305) 294-6777 • (800) 633-7439
806 Fleming St., Key West, FL 33040
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Restaurant Listings

/y/d Coffee ^J4ou6 e
ofDecatur

American Roadhouse - From breakfast
to blue plates, burgers to fresh vegetables, old fashioned milk shakes to
wine. We've got it all! '90s food at '50s
prices. 7-11 Sun-Thu, 7-12 Fri & Sat, 11-4
Brunch Sat & Sun.
842 N. Highland Ave • 872-2822

Come with a group, come with a
friend or just come by yourself. But
come and enjoy a variety of coffees,
cappuccinos and espresso with salads,
sandwiches and excellent desserts.

Anis - Food from the sunny South of
France at reasonable prices. Closed
Mon.
2974 GrandviewAve • 233-9889

Hours: Sun-Thur: 7am-10pm,
Fri-Sat: 7am-12am

Aroon - A Thai restaurant specializing in
dishes from the vast alluvial plain
surrounding Bangkok known as the "Low
Country." Sun-Thur 11:30-10. Fri/Sat 11:3011
4825 Buford Hwy Chblee • 936-9030

373-3423
250 W. Ponce de Leon Ave., Decatur - Next to Maud Baker Flower Shoppe
Coming Soon—Saturday/Sunday—Gourmet Brunch

Atkins Park - Atlanta's oldest restaurant
and bar serves the best in continental
cuisine. llam-3am Daily.
794 North Highland Ave. • 876-7249

(Ait
MYIH
9L9GY

Specializing in
Massive Salads,
Pastas, Sandwiches
& More!
Featuring Atlanta's
Largest Patio

COWTIPPERS
, ntMt x fPiaiTt =

INTERNATIONAL
COFFEE HOUSE

SPECIALIZING IN
CHAR/GRILLED
• STEAKS • CHICKEN
• SEAFOOD • BBQ

ELEGANT COURTYARD
SPECIALIZING IN
FABULOUS DESSERTS
COCKTAILS & COFFEES

FULL MENU
FRI./SAT. TO 3 AM

LIVE JAZZ!
FRI. & SAT. NITES

TEXAS SIZE PATIO

1140 CRESCENT AVE • ATLANTA, GA
873-0794

1600 PIEDMONT RD • ATLANTA, GA
874-3751

•
1077 JUNIPER* ATLANTA, GA
876-7925

Babette's - Country European informal
fine dining. Cassoulet to Coaauvin.
Entrees $8-16. Tue-Thur 6-10, Fri-Sat 6-11,
Sun 11:30-9.
471 North Highland Ave • 523-9121

I

\>

Sponsor your waiter in
the AIDS WALK for
complimentary appetizer

li

Casual Atmosphere

(ioDRMET (^RILL

STEAKS, SEAFOOD
VEGETARIAN ENTREES
PASTA, PIZZA, SOUPS & SALADS

B II R
OPEN:

MON-THUR
FRI & SAT

IIAM-IOPM
11AM-11PM

LOCATED IN PEACHTREE BATTLE SHOPPING CENTER

•

NEXT TO OXFORD BOOK STORE

•

BUCKHEAD

OT

and

restaurant

Book early for your holiday
parties and commitment ceremonies.
Lunch: T-Sat 11:00-2:30,
Dinner: Fr-Sat 5:30-9:30,
Sunday Brunch: 11:00-2:30

498-63O4,
5459 E. Mountain St., Stone Mtn., GA
Reservations Accepted

Bacchanalia - Country European cuisine
served in the casually elegant atmosphere of an old house. Extensive wine
list and select beers available. Menu
changes weekly. 27.50 prix fixe. Tue-Sat
6 until, AE, VISA, MC accepted. No dress
restrictions. Reservations accepted. Free
parking, wheelchair access.
3125 Piedmont Rd • 365-0410
Basta - Basta offers an informal cozy
atmosphere. Creative pasta dishes,
gourmet pizza and salads. Microbrewed
draft beer & several wines by the glass.
Closed Sundays.
Across from the Fox inside the Georgian
Terrace • 874-8980
Beans - A casual and lively sidewalk
cafe in the heart of Atlanta. Serving
original fare for breakfast, lunch and
dinner. Full service bar and late night
music. Beans, the uptown place to be
for duality food, great service and fine
music.
303 Peachtree Center Avenue • 6140210
Bertolini's - Offering authentic Italian '
cuisine at affordable prices. Fresh pasta,
gourmet pizzas and fabulous desserts.
Sun-Wed til 10pm, Thurs til 11 pm, Fri-Sat til
Midnight.
3500 Peachtree Rd. (Phipps Plaza)
• 233-2333
Bistango - Chef Tom Coohill and his staff
serve creative Mediterranean cuisine in
a cozy, fun decor. Lunch: Mon-Fri 11:302:30, Dinner: Mon-Sat 5:30-11:00.
/ 700 Peachtree Street • 724-0901
Brasserie au Bar - A new, reasonably
priced French Bistro restaurant in the
heart of Midtown Atlanta. Come in and
enjoy our great food and atmosphere.
Live piano music nightly. Sun-Thur 11-12
Mid, Fri-Sat 11 am-2am.
7049 Juniper St (corner of 11th) • 8755976
Brasserie Le Coze - Owners of Le
Bernadin in NY give you a casual French
brasserie. Mussels, cassoulet, onion tarts,
pan roasted snapper. Mon-Th: 11:3010:30, Fri-Sat: 11:30-11:30.
3393 Peachtree Rd. • 266-1440
Bridgetown Grill - Creative cuisine from
hot and spicy climates. Mon-Thur: 11:3010:30, Weekends: ll:30-Mid.
7156 Euclid Avenue • 653-0110

Cafe Diem - Local international coffee
house serving lunch, dinner, Sunday
brunch and a wide variety of desserts,
espressos, and cappuccinos.
640 N. Highland • 607-7008
Cafe Mythology - An international
coffee house serving desserts, coffees
and your favorite cocktails from our fully
stocked bar. Hours: 5pm-2am. 7 days.
7 740 Crescent Ave. • 873-0794
Camille's - The closest Atlanta has to
Little Italy. Hearty platters of pastas,
seafood (fried calamari our specialty),
veal & chicken in rich red sauces.
Extensive wine list by the glass.
7186 N. Highland Ave • 872-7203
Capo's Cafe - VA Highlands favorite
dinner restaurant since '77. Seafood,
pasta, chicken, etc. Now serving lunch
Tues-Fri. Sunday Brunch.
992 Virginia Ave. N.E. • 876-5655
Caramba Cafe - Traditional Mexican
cuisine. Mia's famous margaritas a must!
Lunch Mon-Fri 11:30-2:30, Dinner Sun-Th
5:30-10:30, Fri & Sat til 11:30.
1409-D TV. Highland • 874-1343
Chef's Cafe - A San Francisco style bistro
in Atlanta's elite "Top Ten." Serving
American cuisine with a California
influence. Nightly specials. Wines by the
glass. Mon-Sun: til 6, Sun Brunch: 11-2:30.
2115 Piedmont Rd • 872-2284
Chef's Grill - Creative American cuisine.
Perfect for pre-theatre dining. More
intimate dining after 8:00. "Sweetest
deal in town "-Christine Lauderbach.
7250 Peachtree St • 881-0652
Chopsticks - This authentic Chinese
restaurant has moved so you can now
dine in or pickup. Mon-Fri: 11-2:30,
Everyday: 5-11.
1529D Piedmont Avenue • 874-7373
Chow - The epitome of Va-Hi dining.
Pastas, chicken, seafood for lunch,
brunch or dinner.
303 Peachtree Center Ave, Downtown •
222-0210
10261/2 N. Highland Ave, Va-Highland •
872-0869
Ciboulette - Enjoy a warm dining
atmosphere while viewing the chefs in
our open kitchen preparing savory
modern French dishes. Mon-Thurs: 6-10,
Fri-Sat: 5:30-10.
1529 Piedmont Road NE • 874-7600
Ciboulette To Go - Now your favorite
menu items are available to take home
or stay in the cafe. Takeout: Mon-Thurs
10-10, Fri-Sat 10-11, Dine-In: Mon-Th 6-10,
Fri-Sat 5:30-11.
7529 Piedmont Road NE • 874-7600
Coco-Loco - Serving the best Cuban/
Caribbean food in Atlanta for the past 5
years, in a great tropical atmosphere.
2525 Piedmont Rd B'head Crsg • 3640212
Cooley's Cafe - Great Southern cooking. Catfish, fresh vegetables and daily
specials. Dine-in, take-out. Open at
11 am Mon-Fri, open at 12 Sat. & Sun.
607-7736.
3rd & Peachtree • 607-7736
Cowtippers - Specializing in chargrilled
steaks, BBQ, chicken and seafood.
Midtown's Texas-style roadhouse. Mon
5-11. Tues, Th and Sun 11:30-l 1. Fri/Sat
ll:30-3am.
7500 Piedmont Rd • 874-3469
Crab House - Full fresh seafood menu
featuring world famous garlic &
steamed crabs & our fabulous All-UCan-Eat seafood salad bar. Entrees
$9.95-17.95. Lunch: Mon-Fri 11:30-4,
Dinner: Mon-Th 5:30-10, Fri-Sat 5:30-11,
Sun 3-9.
Piedmont at North Ave., Rio • 872-0011
Marietta: 2225 Cobb Pkwy • 955-2722
CONTINUED ON PAGE 40
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A FOOD COLUMN BY GARY KAUPMAN
It's been ages since I've been to the
Ansley Kroger, or any Kroger for that
matter. So when I cruised along the back wall
past the cool cases that used to hold acres of
cello wrapped red meat, I was surprised to
find all sorts of made-in-store prepared
foods—from meatloaf dinners to spicy Thai
nooodles and black bean soup garnished with
a dollop of sour cream.
(FYI, grocery stores are arranged as they
are for a reason: the items on the perimeter
aisles [bakery, meat, seafood, deli, and produce] bring in far higher profit margins than
the stuff that's buried in the middle [flour,
latex gloves, and Grey Poupon]. And have
you ever wondered why bread and dairy products are so damn far from the front door—or
why milk is at one of the dairy cases and
butter is at the other, with dips, yogurt, and
50 other ways to clog your arteries in between? It's so you can't run in the door and
grab a quart of skim and a loaf of wheat
without being exposed to about one zillion
other iterns that you probably don't need, but
might just buy if the package is pretty enough.)
Back to the bean soup.
The array of prepared goodies looked a
lot like Harry's in a Hurry, and a nice man in
a white coat was standing proudly by the case
explaining to all who would listen that this
stuff was "fresh and made right here in the
store." Indeed the labels bear the name of the
person who prepared the dish (I've always
thought this would be a great idea in restaurants; if the veggie soup tastes great when it
bears Ozma's signature and rotten when her
brother Ozmo does the duty, you would eventually know to ask "who's cooking?" before
you subjected your tummy to their gastronomic terrorism).
But I was in too much of a rush to ponder
all this at the time, and simply grabbed a pack
of the noodles and a bowl of soup, negotiated
my way through a bevy of buffed young men
pondering the Campbell's collection, gave the
lady at the register my money and headed
back to work.
The fun starts when you realize that
microwaving the soup in its clear plastic container is clearly a bad idea—melted sour cream
isn't exactly a suitable garnish, but liquid
plastic is far less fun. There's continued joy
trying to figure out how to open that container without scattering black beans all over
the kitchen and your best silk shirt. Once
deposited in a bowl and heated, the soup itself is pretty dismal stuff—better than canned,
but strangely spiced, not very fresh tasting
and no bargain at $1.75 for an eight-ounce
serving.
Initially almost as disappointing, the Thai
noodles in a spicy peanut sauce garnished
with chicken, water chestnuts(l), and diced
red pepper, get better as you eat them. That's
because the spicy goo that surrounds the pasta
has drained to the bottom of the bowl. At
about $2.75 for a decent serving, they're OK.
Clearly the best part of this somewhat
misbegotten meal was the sample bottle of

Closed on Monday

CONTINUED ON PAGE 41

FRENCH

Capo's
Cafe

setting witn a spaciouspatio

^fforcfaofe, delicious dining.
lowepiano music.
■/~~>..

Our New Management
and Culinary Team Invite You
To Come and Experience the
Magic of Capo's
Old Favs:
Chicken Diable, Fettuccine Alfredo

Open:
ejetnoao-UnursoatJ • 6pm--'JlCioniynf

New Favs:
Sunday Brunch & Special Events Catering

A Supporter of AD) Walk Atlanta
Tu-Th & Sun 5:30-10:45
Fri & Sa 5:30-11:00
Brunch Sun. 11-2:30
876-5655
992 Virginia Ave., NE

iJriJau £ Saturday • 6pjn-2am
(Dinner ancf/3a/e DCignt

1049 {funzper cSZree/
\
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I
Cuban & CariSBean Caft
I
Ike 'Best in Atlanta
I
364-0212
I
2625 Piedmont Rd. Buckhead Crossing I
fNear Cub FoodsJ
I

404/S7J-J976

Qcojofo
Buy One Lunch/Dinner
Get One Free
Sunday- Thursday
($6.°° Limit)
Offer good through 10/31/94

COPLEYS
o^caf e^o
The Finest in
Southern Cuisine
• Fresh Vegetables
• Rotisserie Chicken
• Catfish/Hush Puppies
and more...
Starting Oct. 2nd
Brunch: Sat-Sun 11-3

#&

jg 3rd & Peachtree Street
607-7736

m

BISTRO

^an authentic casual

2974 Grandview Avenue
233-9889

Black Sheep Light Lager that I
quaffed with it.
Black Sheep, the brainchild of two gay
men, David Verzello and Mark Goodwin, was
introduced to the Atlanta market at a preview
performance of "Angels in America." It should
be available in some Atlanta bars and restaurants soon after you read this.
I'm not much of a beer drinker, but given

TRADITIONAL

GuiUne, o^ Ptauence
In Buckhead

'm
m

mi

Marquis De Sade
Halloween Dinner
Offering Authentic
Chinese Cuisine
Mahjong is a gourmet
Chinese restaurant with
contemporary flair. We
are not just another
Chinese restaurant—
for our distinctive
flavors set
them apart
from all the
rest. Specializing
in Hong Kong
style Chinese
cooking by
Chef
Han Wang.
For to go delivery
Call Buckhead Gourmet
261-6325
2140 Peachtree Road
Brookwood Sq. (behind Houston's)
Atlanta, GA • 352-8339

Monday, October 31, 1994 ' 7:30 pm
Black Death Vodka
Smoked Chicken Ravioli
Jail Break, Big House Red,
Casa del Solo Rhone
Fillet of Salmon
with Black Sesame Seeds
Black Cat Riesling,
Mosel-Saar Ruwer, Zeller Scwarze Katz
Filet Mignon
with Black Trumpet Mushrooms
Bull's Blood Cabernet,
Torres Sangre de Tora
Sundried Cherry Tart
Witch's Cat Muscadet,
Moscato del Solo
$60 per person with wine
$40 per person without wine
50% nonrefundable deposit required
Tax and Gratuity not included
RSVP 523-9121

471 North Highland Avenue
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The T?A5rAe>iLiri£5 begin Restaurant Listings
with your first step...
Show You Care.
Walk for AIDS

pASrA&itiries eesrAueAwr
Gourmet Pastas, Salads, Desserts and Cappuccino
Featuring Low Fat and Vegetarian Specialties
Take Home / Dine In
Lunch: Tuesday - Friday, Dinner: Tuesday - Sunday, Closed Mondays
Located behind Parkside Center next to General Cinemas in Sandy Springs
5920 Roswell Road * Phone: 847-9393 * Pax: 303-0900

Id BMLNMIM ITJ
COMMUNITY OWNED NATURAL FOODS MARKET

^

C^M

At Sevananda, we're proud to carry
delicious, natural dairy products
such as Chrome Dairy milk &
Bunker Hill cheese - dairy
products that come from family
farms who still believe in doing
things the old-fashioned way.
EUCLID AVE.

r^~

^>

Dairy with a
difference.

<

T&^

*b£>$\V Best dairy
under the sun

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK UNTIL 9 PM

Vmjjp Kenny Rogers Roasters is proud to
™ have been selected a member of Heart
Smart Restaurants International®. Before any
item earns the Heart Smart™ seal, it must
meet these guidelines: 30% or less calories
from fat; 10% or less calories from saturated
fat; 150mg or less cholesterol; 1100mg or sodium. Imagine that. The incomparable taste
of Kenny Rogers Roasters is not only delicious, it's Heart Smart™. No wonder so many
people love it.

A Fondue Restaurant
Reservations requested
351-1811»857ColUerRoad V{
(1 mile west of
Piedmont Hospital)

tu.

AUTHENTIC

i
THAI

CUISINE

Featuring the Culinary Vision of

Robert S. Khankiew

The Flying Biscuit Cafe - Eclectic,
healthy, hearty cuisine. From virtuous
vegan to downright decadent. Breakfast all day. Lunch and dinner specials.
Rich coffee, cappucinos, espresso
shakes. Closed Mondays. Cash only.
Right in the heart of CanOler Park.
Takeout welcomed.
1655 McLendon Ave. • 687-8888
Franco's - Family owned and operated
for 25 years. Pasta dishes, salads,
sandwiches, hoagies & calzones. Wide
selection of beer on tap. Open 7 days
'til late.
Piedmont at Cheshire Bridge • 873-1577

Galletto Espress-oh! - European coffee
cafe with cozy seating and delectables.
Coffees from around the world. Gift
Baskets.
985 Monroe Dr. at 10th St. • 724-0204

Hot Pepper Thai Cuisine - Outstanding
and authentic flavors, friendly service,
casual atmosphere, moderate prices,
Hot Pepper Thai has it all waiting for you.
Open 7 days.
2257 Lenox Rd. '634-1784
Johnny Harris Restaurant - Established in
Savannah, Georgia in 1924. Seafood,
chicken, BBQ and vegetarian light fare.
Dinner 5:30-10. Entertainment Wed-Sun.
7545 N. DecaturRd • 370-0029
Kenny Rodgers Roasters - Woodfire
roasted chicken. Voted "Best New
Restaurant" 1994 Taste of Atlanta.
2916 N. Druid Hills Rd. Toco Hills • 3158555
Lettuce Souprise You - The best salad bar
in Atlanta. Try our new rotisserie chicken
(Pharr Rd. Location Only). 7 locations in
metro Atlanta.
Mahjong - Enjoy gourmet Hong Kong
style Chinese cuisine with a contemporary flair. Not just another Chinese
restaurant. Lunch: Mon-Fri 11:30-2:30,
Dinner: Sun-Thurs 5:30-1 Opm, Fri-Sat 5:3011pm.
2140 Peachtree Road • 352-8339

■

Best New Restaurant/1994 Taste of Atlanta
Eat In • Take Out • Cater Parties

Elena's - From crawfish enchiladas to
baked grouper, we've got something for
everyone.
469 N. Highland Ave • 522-9211

Harry & Sons - Harry & Sons puts the fun
back in dining in Virginia-Highland.
"Good Bites," elegant entrees, great
desserts and Atlanta's only Satay Bar.
Mon-thur 11:30-10:30. Fri til 2am. Sat/Sun
open at 10.
820 N. Highland • 873-2009

mb

2916 N. DRUID HILLS ROAD
TOCO HILLS • 315-8555

Einstein's - Featuring massive salads,
pastas, sandwiches & more. Located 1
block from Piedmont Park. Free Parking.
Sun-Thur 11:30am-lam, Fri & Sat
11:3uam-2:00 am.
1077 Juniper St • 876-7925

Gourmet Grill - Original wood-fired
grilled pizza, steaks, seafood, vegitarian
entrees, pasta soups and salads.
Gourmet dining in a casual atmosphere.
Peachtree Battle Shopping Ctr, Next to
Oxford Books • 266-8477

-THE-

NOW OPEN

6400 ROSWELL ROAD
SANDY SPRINGS « 252-9490

Dusty's - Winner of Taste of Atlanta '91,
'92. North Carolina-style pork, brunswick
stew, chicken, beef and ribs. Lunch and
dinner 7 days. Catering any occasion.
Prices $2.75 & up.
1815 Briarcliff Rd • 320-6264

The Freight Room - Great food and late
night entertainment.
307 £ Howard Ave. Decatur* 378-5365

NE • IN LITTLE FIVE POINTS • 681-2831

When you choose
Kenny Rogers Roasters
your heart's
in the right Place.

Continued from page 38

M:
325-6750
2169 Briarcliff Road
Briarvista Shopping Center

Mambo - Voted "Best Cuban Restaurant" by Atlanta Magazine for '92, '93.
Specializing in seafood with a Cuban
accent.
7402 N. Highland • 876-2626

6/1994

Marra's Seafood Grill - Serving Atlanta's
finest seafood for 14 years. This "Best of
Atlanta" restaurant offers only the
freshest fish and shellfish—grilled to
perfection or prepared with eclectic
creativity. Lunch M-F 11:30-2:00, Dinner 7
days a wk. Lunch $3.-10, Dinner $8-14
1782 Cheshire Bridge Rd • 874-7363
Mary Mac's - Featuring traOitional
southern cooking. Atlanta's best fried
chicken and fresh vegetables. Don't
miss the GA peach cobbler or the
Carter custard. Mon-Fri 11-3, 5-10, Sat 59, Sunl 1-3.
224 Ponce de Leon Ave • 876-1800
The Melting Pot - Atlanta's one and only
fondue restaurant. Come enjoy a
memorable evening of fruity wines and
delectable entrees in a friendly relaxed
atmosphere. Sun-Th: 5:30-1 Opm, Fri-Sat:
til Mid.
857 Collier Road '351-1811
Mick's - Mick's restaurants have been
serving our community for 20 years.
Check the hours and menu of the Mick's
nearest you. Lunch & Dinner, and don't
forget those decadent desserts.
Milano's Pizza & Subs - Complete menu,
salads to desserts. Common Market
Place.
736 Ponce de Leon • 874 CALL (2255)
Palisades - Intimate dining in a European atmosphere. The finest meats,
seafood, pastas and desserts make this
a satisfying and romantic interlude. SunThur 6-10. Fri/Sat 6-10.
7829 Peachtree Rd N.E. B'head- 3506755
Partners - The intimate bistro with
Mediterranean and cross-cultural fare.
Tues-Sat open at 5:30 pm.
1399 N. Highland Ave. • 876-8104
Pastabilities - Design your own perfect
pasta dish. Gourmet pastas, low fat and
vegetarian specialties; Oine in or take
home. Lunch Tu-Fri, dinner Tu-Sun. Open
'til midnight Fri & Sat. Parkside Center
next to General Cinemas.
5920 Roswell Rd, Sandy Springs • 847- .
9393
Peasant Restaurant & Bar - Casually
elegant dining in the heart of Buckhead,
The Peasant Restaurant & Bar is the
perfect place for a relaxed Sunday
Brunch.
■3402 Piedmont Rd. NE • 231-8740
RJ's Uptown Kitchen and Wine Bar Enjoy Chef Scott's creative menu while
dining on the patio or in the cozy dining
room. Largest selection of wines by the
glass in Atlanta. Great vegetarian
selection. Dinner 7 nights. Brunch
Sunday.
870 N. Highland Ave • 875-7775
San Gennaro - The home of award
winning fried calamari and hearty Italian
cooking. Two patios allow dining "al
fresco." Full service bar. Seperate
banguet facilities available.
2196 Cheshire Br Rd • 636-9447
Surin of Thailand - Chef Surin brings to
VA-Highland the cuisine for which his
native country is famous in his own
superb style. Mon-Th: 11:30-10:30. Fri:
11:30-l 1:30. Sat/Sun: open at 12.
810 N Highland Ave • 892-7789
Thai Chilli - Robert S. Khankiew presents
Thai Chilli, offering the finest in Thai
cuisine. Mon-Fri 11-2:30, 5-10, Fri-Sat 5-11,
Sun 5-10.
2769 Briarcliff Rd, Briarvista Shopping
Center • 315-6750
Vassura - Casual dining featuring foods
from Mediterranean countries.
7789 Cheshire Bridge Rd. • 872-1254
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A FOOD COLUMN BY GARY KAUPMAN
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Continued from page 39

Before You Go to the

that Black Sheep is a "light" and packs less
than 100 calories in its 12 ounce longnecks,
I'd give it two thumbs up. The taste is very
clean and refreshing (excellent with those
spicy noodles) but there is also a distinct flavor of hops. It's not Samuel Adams or
Guinness, but if you're tired of drinking what
tastes like carbonated water in order to conserve calories, check this stuff out (Look for
a feature story about David, Mark, and Black
Sheep in next week's issue of SoVo).

AIDS WALK
OKTOBERFEST is Coming!
Open Daily: at 10am,
SUNDAY BRUNCH 10am-3pm

^M

© 404/876-4570 ©>
1365 Peachtree Street
(between 16th and 17th)
Ample Free Parking Daily After 4pm

te^

Not Even Close
Regular readers know that I'm hooked on
Ben & Jerry's frozen yogurts. Given that
most of them get less than 30 percent of their
calories from fat, they are incredibly rich and
flavorful.
But all that yumminess doesn't come
cheap—$2.75-$3 a pint is not my idea of an
economy confection.
Thus I was pleased to find (at just more
than $2 a pint) a new line of Pure Indulgence
frozen yogurts from Dannon at Publix a few
weeks ago. The flavors (I tried Cherry Chocolate Cherry, Heath Toffee Crunch, and something chocolate) are clearly knock-offs of
B&J. And if anyone should know how to
make yogurt it should be Dannon, right?
Wrong! ,
Not all cherries and chocolate are created
equal, and despite a slightly higher fat content, Dannon's combinations of these naturally cozy flavors feels like it was created by
a junior high home-ec class rather than the
post-grad guys at B&J.
Still in search of a $2 pint of low-fat
cream, I tried Healthy Choice's Bordeaux
(cherry) Chocolate Chip low-fat ice cream.
Its calorie count is lower than either of the
yogurts', but the percentage of calories from
fat is slightly higher.
The verdict?
A college sophomore, maybe even a junior, but not a candidate for the GRE.

Delights
of
the

S

MARFVVS
seafood grill

VEGETARIAN
COOKED ONLY BY THE SUN

E&

Private Dining Rooms Available

Sun-Thurs: 11am-1lpm
Frl-Sat: 11am-4am

1782 Cheshire Bridge Road, Atlanta
OPEN 7 DA YS.

874-7347

12th & Juniper Street
376-4307
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Try Our
Wide
Selection
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Nutrition Action
If you're concerned about the food you
eat—how it's labeled, how it affects your
health, and how to eat better without sacrificing flavor—then check out the Nutrition

@
C/?

Action Health Letter (10 issues yearly)

@

from the Center for Science in the Public
Interest.
The September '94 issue tells you all you
ever wanted to know about dietary fiber (A
bowl of Kellogg's All Bran With Extra Fiber
for breakfast, a bowl of Health Valley Real
Italian Minestrone Soup for lunch, and three
slices of Arnold Branola Original bread for
dinner will get you all you need. So will lots
of veggies, beans and barley. But even tons
of white rice, white bread, and corn flakes
won't do the trick).
There's also a rating of "frozen treats"
with complete nutrional info (One Weight
Watchers Caramel Nut Bar contains 20% of
your daily saturated fat intake, which sounds
pretty grim until you compare it to a HaagenDazs bar, which will get you 80% of all the
artery clogging goo you need in one day).
And all sorts of other useful edible information.
Subscriptions are $24 per year. To subscribe, send a check to Suite 300, 1875 Connecticut Ave. N.W., Washington, DC 200095728, or call (202) 332-9110 ext. 391 for
VISA and Mastercard orders.

v 687-8888 o

<3 BREAKFAST ALL DAY! V
HEARTY, HEALTHY LUNCH &
PINNER SPECIALS!

TUE5-SUN 9AM-10PM
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1655 MCLENDON AVE.
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IN THE HEART OF CANDLER PARK
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Wake

s

lil' Piggy,
wake UP... 4
UP

fome meet Fred and Pave, two "stratghif but not narrow guys
who are the new owners of the Mid City Fish Company, with the
"we shuck 'em you suck 'emH oyster bar and serious seafood!
Micro Brewed and Premium Beers on Draft
Hew Beer and Wine List
Beautiful Patio Pining

A

i£F2QMID-CITY
WW^*

320-6264

1815 Briarcliff Road

COMPANY

96\ Amsterdam Avenue, Atlanta •372-0114
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of Little 5 Points!
FOOQ and Music

L&&®>

688-4878

EYV/Eat Your Vegetables
438 Moreland Ave.
523-2671

Futons

Shoes.

Outback Outfitters & Bikes
1125 Euclid Ave.

**$
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AIDS Organizations

Spiritual

AID Atlanta— 872-0600
AIDS Education/Svcs for Minorities—POB 87277, AU, 30337, 753-2900
AID Gwinnetl—POB 884 Lawrenceville, GA 30246, (404) 962-8396
AIDS Hotline for Women—888-9991
AIDS Info Line—876-9944 (Atlanta); 1-800-551-2728
AIDS Legal Project—688-5433
AIDS Outreach Sewing Guild—325-4143
AIDS Research Consortium of Atlanta (ARCA>—876-2317
AIDS and Substance Abuse Speakers Network—977-7797
AIDS SUPPORT—Jewisb Family Services—888-6400, #76
AIDS Survival Project (formerly Atlanta NAPWA)—874-7926
Atlanta Buyers Club— 874-4845, or POB 77003, AU, 30357
Atlanta Interfaith AIDS Network—874-8686
Atlanta Lesbian AIDS Project—250-8177
Childkind—936-9655
Common Ground—874-6425
First MCC AIDS Ministry—3254143
Georgia AIDS Therapy Information Network—1-800-551-2728
Good Samaritan Project—873-4589
Grady Mem. Hospital Infectious Disease Program—341 Ponce dc Leon
Ave., All. 30308, (404) 616-2440
lerusalem House—527-7627
The Living AIDS Memorial Park Project—«76-0105
The Names ProjectVAtlanla—605-7386
Outreach, Inc.—(404) 346-3922
Pets Are Loving Support (P.A.LS.)—876-PALS
Positive Impact—S85-9040
Positive Outlook On Health—872-9954
Project Open Hand Atlanta—525-4620
Sister Love—753-7733

All Saints Metropolitan Community Church —622-1154
Atlanta Church of Religious Science—636-4567
Catholic Gay and Lesbian Outreach—310-1529
The Catholic Group—POB 243, Austell, GA 30O01, 310-1529
Christ Covenant MCC. Stone Mountain—297-0350
Circle of Grace Community Church—(404) 624-9570
Clifton Presbyterian Church—(404) 373-3253
Congregation Bet Haverim (Jewish)—642-3467
Emergence/Atlanta (Christian Scientists)—565-2126
Fellowship or Love Christian Church—(706)660-0101
First Existentialist Congregation of Atlanta—378-5570
First Metropolitan Community Church of AU—325-4143
Friends for Lesbian & Gay Concerns (Quakers)—370-1340
Gay & Lesbian Mormons—570-2561 (dig. page)
Gay Spirit Visions—292-8567
Grant Park Aldersgate United Methodist Church—627-6221;
575 Boulevard SE
Home Free Ministry—POB 668 Atlanta, GA 30301, 758-4034
Integrity (Episcopal)—642-3183
Lutherans Concerned/Atlanta—636-7109
New Age Gays—434-7338
Oakhurst Presbyterian Church—378-6284
Presbyterians for Lesbian and Gay Concerns—373-5830
Redefined Faith Worship Center—388-4624
Unitarian Universalists—634-5134, George at 688-2242

Ants Entertainment Culture
Atlanta Diversity Chorale—739-5607
Atlanta Feminist Women's Chorus—438-5823
Atlanta Freedom Marching Band—£72-9763
Atlanta Gay Men's Chorus—POB 771144, Atlanta 30357
Atlanta Lesbian and Gay History Thing—POB 7032, Atl 30357,876-1060
Atlanta Rainbow Ensemble—872-3135
"Funny...That Way"—875-2275
Pen-draggin' Poets—523-3639
Stiver Fingers Productions—388-4624
Southeastern Arts, Media & Education Project, Inc—609-9590
Southern Country Atlanta—908-7480
Young Lesbian Art & Craft Exchange—Decatur, GA; 378-3367

Bars

%v
Futon Gallery
1154 Euclid Ave.
586-9547

= *=

ORGANIZATIONS

The (Best
Bikes.

Abbadabba's
421-B Moreland Ave.
588-9577

Little 5 Points - Just the center of the Universe

Cars, Trucks and Vans

The Armory—836 Juniper. 881-9280
Axys—(Sundays) 1150 Peacgtree St. NE 607-0922
Backstreet—845 Peachtree St. 873-1986
Blake's—227 10th St. 892-5786
Buddies Cheshire Square—2345 Cheshire Br. Rd. 634-5895
Buddies Midtown— 239 Ponce de Leon. 872-2655
Bulldog & Co—893 Peachtree. 872-3025
Burkhart's—Ansley Square. 872-4403
Club Fetish—(Weds.) 695 North Ave.-577-8I78
The Core—917 Peachtree St.
Crazy Ray'z—1492 Piedmont. 873-4655
The Eagle—308 Ponce De Leon. 87EAGLE
The Heretic—2069 Cheshire Bridge. 325-3061
LoreUa's—708 Spring St. 874-8125
The Metro—18 6th Street, 874-9869
Model T—699 Ponce de Leon, 872-2209
Moreland Tavern—1196 Moreland Ave. S.E. 622-4650
New Order—1544 Piedmont. 874-8247
Opus—1086 Alco St 634-6478
The Otherside—1924 Piedmont Rd. 875-5238
Phoenix—567 Ponce De Leon. 892-7871
Revolution—293 Pharr Rd. 816-5455
Scandals—Ansley Square. 875-5957
Velvet-89 Park PL, NE 681-9936
Waterworks—107 Luckie St. 577-7059

Direct Action/Political

Banner Ford Scott Blvd., Decatur

ACLU of Georgia—523-5398
ACLU/Lesbian &Gay Chapter— 523-6201
ACT UP—14 12th St. NE, Atlanta 30309-3979,874-6782 (O)
Atlanta Greens, Green Party USA, Lesbian-Gay-Bi-Queer Caucus
—368-7137
Catalyst—(404)776-1478
Cobb Citizens Coalition—POB 965336, Marietta 30066, 256-8690
Dykes & Faggots Bash Back—POB 14531, AU 30324, voice mail 908-5369
Gay/Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation—876-1398
Georgia Advocates for Battered Women & Children/Lesbian Task Force—
524-3847; 250 Georgia Ave. SE, Rm. 365, AU. 30312
GAPAC-Georgia Political Action Committee—872-8095, FAX 874-8628
Human Rights Campaign Fund—Federal Advocacy Network, 231-5751
HRCF Event HoUine—840-6969
LEGAL—605-7476
Lesbian Avengers—798-7742
National Association of People with AIDS Hotline—874-7926
National Orginization for Women—875-0176
National Org. for Women, Gay & Lesbian Rights Task Force—636-7435
Neighbors Network—316-8348
Olympics Out of Cobb Coalition—POB 77341 Atlanta, GA 30357-1341—
798-7822
Out Front—PO Box 12369, AUanta 30355
Republicans for Individual Freedoms—PO 13162, AU, GA 30324, 2391679
Straight But Not Narrow—242-2256 (voice mail)
STOP Bias Crimes Hot Line—605-STOP

National
Human Rights Campaign Fund—1012 14th St. NW, Suite 607, Washington.
DC. 20005,(202)6284160
Lambda Legal Defense Fund—666 Broadway, 12th floor. New York, NY
10012,(212)995-8585
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force—1517 U. Street, NW, Washington,
D.C. 20009, (202) 332-6483
Old Lesbians Organizing for Change—OLOC, PO Box 980422, Houston,
TX 77098
Stonewall 25/Intemat'l March—662-6753

Professional

State

Zip.

Amount Enclosed $
□

$40 for 26 issues (2-4 days for delivery)

]] $28 for 26 issues (5-9 days for delivery)

Make checks payable to Southern Voice.
Majj to:
P.O. Box 18215
Atlanta, GA 30316

□PWA-Free
Credit Card #
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ANGLE (BellSouth Gay/Lesbian Employee Group) — (404) 723-6540
Atlanta Entrepreneurs' Club—Dr. Bravy 457-6347
Bar Owner's Assn—POB 15114, AUanta 30333-0114
Community Network for Counseling Psychology and Social Work
—315-8945
Fourth Tuesday—662-4353
Gay/Lesbian Postal Employees Network (G/L PEN)—POB 580397,
Minneapolis, MN 55458-0397
GA Assoc. of Physicians for Human Rights (GAPHR)—231-2251
LEAGUE ATLANTA, Inc. (Employees of AT&T)—404/351-8322
Nat'l Gay Pilots Assoc—PO Box 27542, Washington, DC. 20038-7542.
(703) 660-3852
Nat'l Lesbian and Gay Journalists Assoc.—634-7429
Nat'l Federation of Career Women—(404) 659-0315
OUTstaff (Emory)—727-2787 (Donna)
Turner Broadcasting Employess for Lesbian. Gay and Bisexual Concerns223-5226 or 872-9678
Voices Out Front (Media Networking Assoc)—2103 N. Decatur Rd. Ste.
185, Decatur 30033

Sports/Outdoor/Hobbies
AUanta Team Tennis Assn—621-2699
Atlanta Venture Sports—242-4899
Atlanta Women's Lacrosse Club—303-1160, 888-6738
Front Runners/Atlanta—621-5007
Greater Atlanta Naturist Group—851-2882 (voice mail)
HoUanta Softball League—POB 14582, AU. 30324, 873-4061
Hotianta Volleyball-621-5062
Lambda Car Club—POB 11705, Atlanta 30355
Mountain Catalyst—POB 199, Demorest, GA 30535
OUT in Nature—619-9185
S.E. Gay Rodeo Assn—POB 7881, AU., 30357. 760-8126
Wilderness Network of GA—SASE, POB 55156, Atlanta 30308
Women's Outdoor Network—624-3418
Women's Rugby—237-2752
TRICKS/Bridge Club— 1202 Summit North Atlanta, GA 30324

Service/Support/Social
Adoption Options-Rainbow Kids—(404) 633-6021
African American Lesbian/Gay Alliance—239-8184 (voice mail)
Amazon Salon Young Feminist Network—321-5678
American Educational Gender Info Service
—POB 33724, Decatur 30033. (404) 939-0244 (eve)
Asians & Friends-Atlanta—876-0090(fax)
Athens Lesbian Information—LSG, POB 7864, Athens, 30604
AUanta Corporal Punishment Club—Box 11863, Atlanta 30355
Atlanta Couples Together—365-2455
AUanta Entrepreneurs' Club—457-6347
Atlanta Gay Center—876-5372
Atlanta Gender Exploration—435-4203
Atlanta Lambda Community Ctr—POB 15180, Atl 30333. 662-9010
Atlanta Lesbian and Gay Pride Comm—662-4533
Atlanta Prime Timers—For Information Call 734-2490
Atlanta Pro-Choice Action Committee—239-8016
BiAUanta—256-8992
Bisexuals of Atlanta Resource Network—908-3413
Black and White Men Together—892-BWMT
Black Lesbians with Children 498-3815
Caregivers to PWAs Support Group—874-1109 or 875-6109
Carrollton Gay Community Newsletter—POB 2416, Carrolllon, GA 30117
Codependents Anonymous—239-1657
Consciousness Raising and Support Group for Women in Politics and
Grassroots Organizing—636-7435
Delphi—POB 14591, AUanta, G 30324
Emergence International—876-3997
Emotions Anonymous—925-4825
GAPHR's Support Group for HIV+ Dentists-Physicians —634-0672
Gainesville, Georgia Gay Men's Support Grp—(404)535-5445
Gay Fathers of AUanta—342-6451
Gay Help Line—6pm-11pm 892-0661
Gay/Lesbian AA & Al-Anon—881-9188
Gay/Lesbian/Bi Teen Group—378-5570
Gay/Lesbian/Bi Vets of America—627-6981 Iv. msg.
Gay/Lesbian Task Force to the Public Safety Comm. of City Council
—330-6504
Georgia Girth & Mirth—POB 9678, AU. 30319. (404) 621-5710
Georgia Lesbian Ecofeminists—525-9085
Hospitality AUanta—627-1630, 708-6866
Interact of Atlanta—633-9466
John Howell Park Project—876-0105
Lambda Group/Narcotics Anonymous—237-6262
Latinos En Accion—621-5743
Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous—378-6935
Lesbian Narcotics Anonymous—703-3897
Lesbian Support Group—627-7387
Lesbians Considering Parenthood-767-6173
Lesbians Over 50— 908-6119
Lesbians With Children—641-0870
Men of Little 5 Points—POB 5425, Atlanta 31107, 523-5804
Name the Violence Support Group for Battered Lesbians
—822-9570; Crisis Hotline—688-9436
Overeaters Anonymous (gay/lesbian group)—892-5868
Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays—296-0830 or 8759440
Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays/Chattanooga—
(615)875-5750,(615)622-3813
Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays/Southside—
(691-4729 or 981-5310
Positive Black Lesbians United (PBLU)—(404) 250-7950
Sexual Compulsives Anonymous—239-8048
Southern Bears, Inc.—PO Box 13964, Atlanta, GA 30324 (404) 908-3381
Support Group for Battered Gay Partners—(404) 350-0456
Survivors of Incest Anonymous—POB 2502, Decatur. GA 30031; 239-8018
Trikone-South Asian Gay and Lesbian Org.—607-1766
Uniformed Svcs Activity—Box 6057, Arlington. VA 22206
Women In Kahoots—(WINK) 438-1421
Young Adult Support Group—876-5372
Zami—370-1392

Students/Alumni
Agnes Scott Lesbian & Bisexual Alliance—Box 501. Decatur 30030;
373-1632
Alliance of Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Students of GA State—605-7681
Bi, Lesbian & Gay Student Union of West Ga. College—706-834-3569
Delta Lambda Phi—All Campuses, 365-5357
Emory Lesbian & Gay Organization—727-6692
Gays & Lesbians United for Equality—Kennesaw Comm. College 4236246
Georgia Tech Gay Alumni Group—POB 50291. GA Tech Sla.. All 30332
Georgia Tech Gay & Lesbian Alliance—197-0684
Lambda Society of Clemson University—POB 5795 Clemson. SC 29632—
1-803-882-1374
Lcsbian/Gay/Bisexual Student Union of the I niv. of Ga—404/549-9368
Spelman College Lesbian/Bisexual Alliance—681-2161
Univ. of AU. Lesbian/Gay Alumni Assoc—284-3479
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Travel Affair Invites
You to Amsterdam
for Thanksgiving

WENDI O'NEAL
Age: 20
How long in Atlanta: 4 Years
Relationship Status: Very involved

Last Book Read: "Quicksand in
Passing" by Nella Larson
Pet peeve: Too many to name

Wendi O'Neal is from New Orleans: "Born
and raised, tried and true," she says with a
laugh. "That's my home. I've been trying to
get back, but it's more difficult than it should
be."
Difficult because O'Neal, a fourth year student at Spelman College, suffers from that
age-old student problem—she's short on time
and short on money. But that doesn't keep
those memories of home away.
"It was great," she says. "I went to school
in the French Quarter, and grew up in
Tremaine, where all those famous jazz musicians come from."
Jazz was O'Neal's earliest passion—she
played in a jazz band in her elementary school
and spent every Sunday with a friend on their
rounds in the Quarter.
"One of my favorite things to do was to
listen to the street musicians," she says. "It's a
tradition, and down there people are serious
about passing that on."
In her elementary band, O'Neal played
flute—"I thought all the cute girls played the
flute," she explains—but she's since moved
from the performing arts to the visual arts,
despite her performing father—playwright
John O'Neal, perhaps best known for his
"Junebug Jabbo Jones" character.
O'Neal came to Atlanta after high school
to attend Spelman College. "It was subliminal
messages from my mother," she explains. "She
always wanted her child to go to a historically
black institution, at least for undergrad."
Originally intending to cross-register at the
Atlanta College of Art, O'Neal never did.
"Spelman has kind of sucked me in," she says.
But she was surprised when she got here.
"It's the most conservative place I've ever
been to," she explains. "It was the first time I
ever felt isolated and alone around other black
people."
The reason, she says, "had a lot to do with
homophobia on campus."
"We all go, whether we think it consciously
or not, with the idea that since we're all black
women we're going to all be the same," she
says. "We don't expect to have our value systems challenged. Instead what happens is all
of our differences get magnified."

That's changing now, she says, crediting
Spelman president Dr. Johnnetta Cole with
much of the positive shift. Spelman's new Lesbian/Bisexual Alliance is now in its second
chartered year, and O'Neal says that 21 women
came to the group's first meeting this fall.
"We'll see who shows up regularly," she
says, adding that about half of that first meeting was supportive straight women, "but it
looks like we've got a pretty good group."
O'Neal herself didn't come out until she
got to Spelman, although she says she "started
to come out my senior year in high school,
when I was 16."
In Atlanta, she found herself roomed with
"the only white woman on campus," who happened to be bisexual. When that woman pulled
out a Sweet Honey in the Rock record, O'Neal
says "it was like, all right, we're friends."
"I do not take it as a coincidence that [Sweet
Honey was] founded the year of my birth,"
she says seriously.
"That's when I started my coming out process officially," she says. "Can't keep me back
in the closet ever since."
O'Neal dreams of combining all of her
interests when she finishes school. "I am really a child of the movement," she says. "I'm
interested in gay and lesbian activist work
around homophobia, particularly in the black
community."
From that, she says, she wants to start or
"continue the work" of a community based
arts organization that does "anti-racist, sexist,
homophobia work. I want to tie all these things
together.
"I'll eventually go back to New Orleans,"
she adds. "I kinda have to be away for a little
while. It can be stifling. Nobody ever leaves.
Moving out of your mamma's house means
moving around the corner."

TONY OLIVAS
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TATTOOS

• 404/222-8385

483 MORELAND AVE. NE STE. 5
ATLANTA

STUART McPHERSON

PIERCINGS

GA 30307

• 404/222-0393

2150 Cobb Parkway

Smyrna

PONTIAC—GMC—SUBARU

This package price includes:
Round trip air on KLM
Transfer from airport to hotel
by private deluxe motor coach
Porterage at the airport and the hotel
Three nights accommodations at the Tulip Inn
Three full American breakfasts
Half day Amsterdam city sight-seeing tour inclusive of
entrance fees and English speaking guide in a private
deluxe motor coach
Canal Cruise
Hotel service charges and taxes
Total package price per person based on double occupancy $795.
Package price based on a minimum of 20 passengers.
Extensions and single supplements are available, call for details.
Space is limited so don't delay, make your reservations today.

GARY POTTS
SCOTT MANUS

Affair

977-6824,1-800-332-3417

Tell everyone

God's final
Word Is Love

...God so loved the world
whoever believeth in him
should have eternal life.
JOHN 3.16

Family Values, P.O. Box 556
Acworth, GA 30101-0556
Black Shirt/ White Text
w/ Love in Rainbow Colors
Grey Shirt/Black Text
w/ Love in Rainbow Colors
Name
Address
State.

City
Zip_
Specify: S M

Serving the community for 15 years.

618-7227
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L XL

PitLKCINGElXm&IEAICE.

Include check or money order
for $12" and $175 shipping and
handling for each shirt ordered.

BRIAN SKELLIE

Family Values shirts still available.

SOUTHERN

Ion't like those nasty labels: Within a week's
time, two different pop music stars in two different
nationally-circulated publications gave interviews in
which they let us know that they can (or could hypothetically) fall in love with either their own or the
opposite sex. Oddly, the attitude in both articles was
that the stars feel, well, okay about it—either way. Dish supposes this is their own choice (or their business manager's),
and we can hardly criticize them for at least talking about the
subject, which neither of them has ever deigned to do before,
but we think that one of the publications was being more than
a little deceptive when they ran a cover story claiming that the
musician in question had "come out." All flash and no substance, if you ask us.
Very civil disobedience: The August 28 rally in
Marietta against the Cobb County resolution was held in an
orderly and peaceful fashion, which doesn't surprise Dish in
the least, since we've always known that gays and lesbians are
more civilized than most people. Anyway, City of Marietta
officials were expecting the total bill for security and cleanup
to be about $28,000, when in fact it was only half that. Still,
Mayor Ansley Meaders is planning on asking the Cobb County
Commissioners to help pay part of the fees, since it was their
unconscionable action that caused all the trouble in the first
place. Commission Chairman Bill Byrne says he will consider
the reimbursement, but that "he doesn't appreciate her turning
it into a political situation in the media." Gosh, Bill, after a
year of enduring the aftershocks of your odious resolution, we
thought you would be used to paying for it by now.
Fashion Victims: "Lesbian Amazon Queen" is how
Camille Paglia describes herself in the latest issue of Movieline
magazine, and Dish is not about to dispute her. Paglia finds a
way to trash every hot actress in Hollywood in the article,
from Meg Ryan ("she's just vapid") to Julia Roberts ("She's

October 6 - October 12, 1994
This could be a very busy week, with Mercury and Venus
both going retrograde in that somewhat intense water sign,
Scorpio. Uranus and Neptune are moving forward in Capricorn, and John Lennon's birthday is on the 9th. An excellent
time for cleaning out closets, garages and other forms of
storage, emotional as well.
ARIES, Mars is activating your 5th house of passion, play
and creativity, so you could find yourself going in too many
directions at once or feeling you can take on the world. Try to
be realistic about time and space and set your own priorities.
TAURUS, With Mercury and Venus going direct in your
7th house of intimate relationships and partnerships, it is so
important to communicate clearly what you are feeling. We
are more transparent that we think, so be as open as possible.
GEMINI, Let's talk about your health. Are you really taking
good care of yourself, physically, emotionally and spiritually?
You're right, it all takes time, but not that much if you can
simplify your life. Clarity will bring you peace.
CANCER, Mercury and Venus are going retrograde in your
5th house of creativity, play and passion. Have you overlooked something in your inventory of talents and abilities?
Create confidence by doing things you've never tried to do

©
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created fashion, and now these little red ribbons are ruining
the lines, ruining the look. So I' say, for the sake of gay men
everywhere, please stop wearing these things."
Going Hollywood: Gay writer Paul Rudnick, whose play
"Jeffrey" is currently being made into a feature film, seems to
be taking his "co-producer" title in stride. When he was asked
what a co-producer does, Rudnick replied, "Mostly I just hang
out. It also means I can become a nuisance on the set and
annoy anyone I choose." The movie, which Rudnick hesitantly calls "a comedy about AIDS," is scheduled for release
next April and has a stellar cast including Sigourney Weaver,
Olympia Dukakis and Patrick Stewart, all of whom are working for scale, about $431 per day (hey, Dish would work for
that, too). The question remains, will straight moviegoers take
to the film? "Gay audiences are an enormous source of revenue for straight films and have had no problem identifying
with and enjoying straight people on screen. I would hope
there's starting to be a return on that investment," says Rudnick.
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Camille Paglia, never one to mince words, has some
strong ones when it comes to red ribbons.
perky. I hate perky"). But it's Paglia's distaste for AIDS
awareness ribbons that Dish finds most amusing. Noting that
while Hollywood has yet to make a film that deals honestly
with AIDS, Paglia bemoans the fact that nearly everyone in
the movie industry sports red ribbons on their clothes in
public. Paglia says about the fad: "It's obscene. Gay men
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before. LEO, If the tension levels at home or with family just
head off the chart, then give yourself (and others) some comic
relief or a time-out evening with a very funny movie. Laughing at ourselves can often clear the air and provide a new
view. VIRGO, "Love is where you find it, so don't go looking in all the wrong places." If the romance in your life has too
many thorns and not enough blossoms, then check to see
exactly how you treat yourself. Be you own best friend and
see what happens.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, LIBRA, What fun things are you
doing this week? If your life has become so complex that you
can't find time for fun, then it is definitely time to clear the
decks, unclutter your life and set your own priorities. Just do
it! SCORPIO, It's still very busy in your 1st house of selfawareness, so be very careful about the ways you think about
yourself and talk to yourself. If you are feeling wounded or
vulnerable, then be compassionate and gentle with you. Dear

All in the family? The other day, a friend called Dish to
say he pulled up alongside a shiny new BMW that was sporting both gay stickers and a Guy Millner bumper sticker. Our
friend—while recognizing that some people do not see the
contradiction as he does—asked the woman behind the wheel
how she could support Millner and be gay at the same time.
"I'm his stepdaughter," she replied. Now, Dish has a theory
that some of our most noted homophobes are people unwilling
or unable to handle a family member's differing sexual orientation. (Not that we are calling Mr. Millner a homophobe,
mind you. But seeing the gubernatorial candidate campaigning hand-in-hand with Nancy Schaefer does give us considerable pause.) We are still confused as to why the offending
family member in these cases—Shannon Byrne being a notable exception—generally remain so supportive of their family homophobe. Are blood family ties really that strong?
SAGITTARIUS, With Mars activating your 9th house of
planetary exploration and metaphysical studies, you may be
dreaming of a romantic vacation in faraway and exotic places.
At the very least, take a fun trip this fall. Plan an adventure.
CAPRICORN, Your career plans may be very precise, but
something new and unexpected could be on its way to spice up
your life a little bit. Expect a few delays in getting community
or social projects off the ground for the next 3 to 4 weeks,
AQUARIUS, Are you able to rest and relax when you go
home, or do you bring too much work or the world through
your front door? The solution is not to stay later at work. Are
you carrying more than your share of the load? Time for
change. PISCES, Are we having fun yet? If not, then it's
time for an afternoon at the park, hanging out with your
favorite animal friends. If you are seriously into worrying, you
are heading for the swamp and there are much better things to
do. Pull yourself out!
Mary Bailey Rule is a professional astrologer who specializes
in personal and relationship chart interpretation as well as
crisis management. She can be reached in Santa Fe at (505)
473-0095 to order charts or arrange a chart interpretation.
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ACCOUNTING
Do you know the difference between
cash flow and a P&L ?
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ATTORNEY

)

We can
help small

HARVEY N.
GOLDBERG

financial Dy
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businesses
overcome

ATTORNEY AND
COUNSELOR AT LAW

Hazel Edlineer
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Many
Happy
Returns.
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Guyl. NOTTS & Assoaares
Attorneys at Law

C

• Premises Liability

to Southern Voice
Directory for services
and professionals
876-1819

404-414-1188

Federal and State Courts
404/373-6010
Serving the Adanta Area for Over 26 Years

i €

ATTORNEY
Campbell & Hoin, P.C

Child Custody
DUI
Wills
Personal Injury

FULL service/repair
ALL models foreign/domestic

Family Law
Debt Relief

1

ATTORNEY
11EAL PEOPLE • REAL SOLUTIONS
LAW OFFICES OF

BARBARA JO CAUL

Tell 'em
you saw it here.

• PERSONAL INJURY
• CONTRACT DISPUTES
• DOMESTIC RELATIONS

£7/2 QJ>ouf/ie/*n Lso/ce

}

ATTORNEY
Attorneys at Law

Carpet Cleaning

Barbara E. Katz

Law in the Service of Human Needs
Divorce Custody ▼

Employment Discrimination ▼

^f r-

.^||

MIDTOWN LEGAL
SERVICES, P.C.

• Carpet

Bankruptcy

• Upholstery

Mediation

Voice/TDD

J

ATTORNEY
Bankruptcy • Insurance • Contracts
wills and Trusts • Real Estate
Incorporations and Business Affairs

Weekend and Evening Appointments Available.

Gary S. Hand
Attorney at Law

(CARPET CLEANING) (

JCM

MACKINSON & KATZ

c

325-5771

if0***C
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DENTIST
Dr. Richard Hooker, DDS

Comprehensive Dental Services
Phobia Reduction • Flexible Scheduling • Insurance Filing

"Insuring Your Comfort While Providing Quality Care"

350-9656

371-1255

The difference is one woman with 21 years
experience. She is Rosie Hallam, President of
Hallam Construction Services. Inc.
Rosie's customers will tell you she is fair,
honest, and produces a crisp, clean renovation. Call Rosie personally at 325-5771.
We have the best references in the community. Let Rosie help you with your design and
renovation...big or small.

371-9912

394-6353

Gail A. Mackinson

WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE
IN RENOVATION CONTRACTORS?

1618DeKalbAve.

A quality service at a reasonable price.

• WILLS & PROBATE
• BANKRUPTCY
• CRIMINAL LAW

J

AUTOMOTIVE

MY FAVORITE MECHANIC, INC.
IS "FAMILY"

JOANNA M.
PATRICIA A.
CAMPBELLAttorneys At Law
HOIN

Wills ▼

3

CONTRACTOR

• Wrongful Death

I C O U N T I N G

DUI Criminal ▼

J

100% Financing Available
Free Estimates
Licensed/Insured

• Divorce/Family Law

BRODIE

€

CONTRACTOR

gene cloud • 371-0398

• Criminal Defense

Tax preparation for
individuals and business.

c

622-4922

^_

Emmeti Construction

• Personal Injury

8c

Specializing in
Quality Work

A Full Service Company • 22 Years Experience
Gay Owned & Operated

• DUI/Drugs-Alcohol

IT A X

478-5561
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ATTORNEY

Experienced
professional accountant
trims taxes merrily.

Dependable
Remodeling

TRADE
MASTER
CONSTRUCTION

V

ACCOUNTING-)

C.J. Clark

From Mew Roofs
to Old Roofs
100% Guarantee

Call today for
Directory rates
876-1819

Midtown Location,
175. 15th St.
Atlanta, GA 30309
(404) 892-7782

Serving Individuals & Small Businesses

Licensed/References
874-1144

Best Roof Expert

3400 Peachrree Rd.. NE
Suite 1701
Atlanta, GA 30326
(404)231-5995

• Masters Degree in Taxation
• Member of American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants
• Over 9 Years Experience

(

"It's not clean, until
it's All-Clean."

( CONTRACTOR"") ( CONTRACTOR"")

Evening/Weekend
Appointments Available

Daniel Ross, CPA,
875-TAXS (8297)

j

Owner Operated Residential Commercial.
and Turn-Key Cleaning
Serving our Community's Cleaning Needs
for over Five Years

obstacles

DUI/Criminal Cases
Auto Accidents
Traffic Violations

636-8800

r
CLEANING
r,
ALL CLEAN

BIG

Accounting & Business Advisory Services

6/1994

1316 N. Highland Ave. N.E.

876-7612

• Wet/Dry Clean
• Truck Mounted or
Portable
• Special Services
• Draperies

CLEANING ^>

455-9275
342-7832 PAGER

cr

CORBET
BROWN

Professional
Residential
Cleaning

• Oriental Rugs

• Pet Odor Removal
• Water Damage
• Carpet Repair &
Reinstallation
Certified & Bonded

In the Heart of Virginia Highland
1187 Virginia Ave NE
Atlanta. Georgia 30306

Weekly & Biweekly
Rates Only
Call for Free Estimates
& References

633-1751

873-2957

3 (■■ ELECTROLYSIS )

DUI

Classes, Assessments
& Defensive Driving

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL

ATLANTA'S LARGEST

MIDTOWN

BUCKHEAD
ELECTROLYSIS
CLINIC

with 14 Other Lootiom

A-1 DUI & Defensive
Driving School
Gay Friendly A Gay Staffed

c

Cheshire Bridge
876-0002

404»233»9510

GA Cert. #1478

^375 PHARR RD., NE » SUITE 303y

HEALTH

Donor Insemination
for Lesbians
Feminist Women's Health Center
580 14th St. N.W.

874-7551

3
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HOME IMPROVEMENT

sm

• Yard work
• Pressure Washing

• Internal Medicine
• Comprehensive Care for HIV Patients

Zan's Productions

495

577-6581 • Digital Beeper 652-6169 )

DECATUR, GA

€

}

HOME IMPROVEMENT

WINN WAY SUITE

C

296-8383

MOVER

1-75 at Windy Hill • 955-9417 • 955-9411

~)

AAA RESIDENTIAL
HOME IMPROVEMENT

MOVING!!!

HIKE the HOVER

AS LOW AS

11 Years Experience

Pressure Washing
Whole House $99

Packing Available
FAST SERVICE
352-1189
JAMES

C

(PSYCHOTHERAPIST) (PSYCHOTHERAPIST)
Stella Eller. M.ED., MA

ww mm
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HOME IMPROVEMENT
FREE DESIGN CONSULTATION
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Call for Estimate.

416.0211
See you at the

HHW
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1994 Business Exposition

HMODBLING

Georgia World Congress Center
Saturday, October 15,10:00-6:30

i

SERVICES

■£jlass cArt

THE BEST EUROPEAN EYEWEAR
THINNEST LENSES
NO-LINE BIFOCALS
f
& MUCH MORE!

FAMILY

299-2813

i c

L&H OPTICAL

YOU are
more than
a customer
...you are

Locations in Stone
Mountain, Atlanta. & Duluth

sliding scale

save on fine designer eyeglasses from

r

Individual, Couples, &
Group Therapy

874-2373

404-184-8093

OPTICAL

Janice Canon, LCSW

Counseling
• Recovery issues
• Abuse survivors
• 12 step focus

00

5501 Glenridge Dr. Suite #103 ♦ 843-9269

Women's Therapy Groups
Individual Psychotherapy
Survivors of Abuse, Experiential Techniques,
Dream Work, Codependency Issues

~) (

$92-

Beverly Davidson, MSW
Frances L. Somerville, MSW

B-210

30030

MOVERS

J

PSYCHOTHERAPIST

m

M.D,

ED GIL DE RUBIO,

Odd Jobs:
• Painting
• Cleaning

J G

MEDICAL
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Stained Glass Studio & Gallery
Doors (Custom & Instock)
Windows A Classes/Supplies

Ofietl 7 DcWS
Outlet Square Mall
Buford Hwy near Clairmont

^"^? £ *} ^/l/l
UJ """ ff €i' \J\J

If you need a fresh
eye exam, an
Ophthalmologist in
our store will be
happy to see you
by appointment.
THE SOUTH'S LEADING GAY AND LESBIAN WEEKLY

ANSLEY MALL
1544 piedmont avenue
atlanta, ga 30324
404.888.0330

Directory Advertising (404) 876-1819

100% Financing with Approved Credit

c

INSURANCE

D

DAN R. EASTON

(PSYCHOTHERAPIST)
Ken Carter, Ph.D.

Financial Service Specialist

Individual, Couples and
Group Psychotherapy

• Insurance • Financial Consulting
Estate Planning • Investments • IRA's

INSURANCE

1

2

3

12

Sliding Scale Available
15

1925 Century Blvd. Ste #4. Atlanta, Georgia 30345
Phone: (404)315-8898

C

WOSD) GAYMEs

16

404-248-1159
18

(PSYCHOTHERAPIST)

)

20

21

■

26

CARRIE JAFFE, M.A.

An TYPES OF INSURANCE
GET MET-IT PAYS

• Women's Therapy Groups
• Individual Therapy
• Abuse & Bartering Issues
•Codependency
• Adults Dealing with
Childhood Issues
Sliding Scale
Windy Hill Road

m

)DY

IBECKEKMAN
594-0028 • 876-1907

c

953-6401, 952-0893

MASSAGE

J

(PSYCHOTHERAPIST)

29

35

• Deep Tissue
• Stress Reduction
2^ • Sports Massage
In & Out Calls • 7 Days a Week
By Appointment 892-2290
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ACROSS

42
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47
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ACROSS (Cont'd)

31. Raggedy doll
32. Maharishi Yogi technique
(abbr)
33. Walks back and fonh
34. Pornography
35. Designer
27. Designer Vuitton
38 Ancient three
39. Lug
40. Designer
46.
. zwei. drei,.. .
47.
of Dreams

Birth Regression

27. Sly

Inner Child/Imagery

28. On envelopes from Omaha
29. Boneless fish
30. Shoe bottoms

49. Existed
50. William Butler
51. Lesbian singers.

r

r

D
A
V
I
!VI/\<:E>t>iN/M.i>

M.

S. W. , C. A. C.

Survivors of Abuse
Addictive Diseases

I.
4.
9.
12.
13.
14.
15.
18.
19.

44

43

Baby boxer
Male servant
Bikini lop
Eastern lord
Muse of poetry
Orchid necklace
Designer
Fast planes
Nielsen/Presley flick. The
Naked
20. Designer Perry
22. Designer Jean-Paul
26. Stouts

Traditional/Experiential

AIDS AWARENESS
MONTH

7

36

Q^Cichad (S&runscm
Certified Massage Therapist

6

sT^

32

49

(October is

1

5

MESEGMMS MEM

HRCF or the Victory Fund,
e.g.
Bleeech!!!
Taboule herb
Waistcoats
Liberal
My
massacre
Right info
Marlon Riggs film,
Untied
9. Buckwheat pancake
10.
Speedwagon
11. Oxygen
16. Egyptian princess
17. Responsibility
20. Between Mars and Venus
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
27.
30.
31.
33.
34.
36.
37.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

Ancient Greek physician
Gets older
Boredom
Leases
Designing woman Chanel
Fulfill

Magic charms
Greek letters
Not sweet
Legal holds
Praises

Stop
Evergreen
By way of
Bind
Pasture

44. Japanese drama
45. Ball holder

48. Ingrown nail site

Is

541 Edgewood Avenue S.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30312
404.S24.500S

Andes animal

Answers to last week's puzzle on next page
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Custom
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THE RIVER'S EDGE

(404) 325-5302
FAX 325-9917
2064 BriarcliffRd. #103

housing, financial assistance, social assistance,
someone to talk to, or just in need of a friend,
call us. We're here for you. AIDS Education/
Services for Minorities, 753-2900,24 hours a
day.

AIDS Services &
Education
The next AIDS 101 Awareness and Action
Seminar, sponsored by AID Atlanta, will be
held Saturday, October 1,1994, at the Cathedral of Holy Spirit, Chapel Hill Harvester
Church, 4650 Flat Shoals Parkway, Decatur.
The AIDS 101 Seminar is an all day workshop, beginning with registration at 8:00 a.m.
andendingat5:00p.m.The AIDS 101 Awareness and Action Seminar costs $15 to attend,
lunch is provided. A limited number of scholarships are available. For registration informationabout the upcoming AIDS 101 Awareness and Action Seminar, or future Seminar
dates call the AID Atlanta office at (404) 8856800, ext. 280.

Good Samaritan Project offers support for
persons with HIV/AIDS. Buddy program,
support group, food/clothing, practical support. 873-4589. (7.40)
AIDS Survival Project offers free services for
people living with HIV, by people living with
HIV. Peer counseling (by HIV+volunteers),
advocacy, HIV education, the best HIV treatment library in the South. Mon-Fri, 874-7926.
For 24hr. recorded info 874-0384.
AIDS SUPPORT: Jewish Family Services
sponsors a support group for Jewish people
affected by HIV/AIDS, their families or lovers. 2nd and 4th Sundays, 7:30 p.m. in Buckbead. For information: 888-6400, voice mailbox 76.

Finally, a suppot group for PWAs in North
Fulton County (Roswell). Therapist in North
Fulton County looking for participants to be-.
gin a support group for PWAs. No charge,
non-hospital setting! Refreshments and loving support will be on-going. Will offer Tuesday evenings, 6:30-8:00 p.m. weekly. If interested, please call Sherry Meltz, M.S. at (404)
642-6646. (7.34)

AID Atlanta-Services include education, case
management, transportation, housing, buddy
program, practical support, homeless services,
pediatric services, support groups, AIDS Information Line. Call 872-0600 for more information.

Alternative treatment therapy for HIV affected people. Improve the quality of your
life. For information call David (404) 4964384. (7.29)

AIDS HOTLINE FOR WOMEN- 888-9991
- a project of the Feminist Women's Health
Ctr. 5:30-9:30pm Mon-Fri, 10:30am-2pm
Saturdays. Caller anonymity assured.

Atlanta Unity AIDS Outreach is a group of
people willing to share unconditional love
and support, with confidentiality and respect,
with anyone who has been affected by HIV/
AIDS. For more in formation contact the church
on Chamblee- Dun woody Road at (404) 4558920.

HIV+ Narcotics Anonymous (NA) for African Am. FREE ANONYMOUS HIV TESTS,
counselling, referral (minority cultural sensitivity). For confidential info call OUTREACH,
INC. 346-3922.
P.O.O.H. - Positive Outlook On Health is a
supportive network of HIV+ persons who
share positive health attitudes and want to
meet similarly oriented people for social and
emotional interaction. Call 872-9954.

Social/Discussion Group—16 to 24 year old
HIV positive Gay, Bisexual, Lesbian social/
discussion group now forming!! Safe nonthreatening environment. For more information, call Kris at 616-9759. (7-35)

THE ATLANTA BUYERS CLUB-ABC provides access to optional treatments for the
HIV community in the Southeast. Hours are
12-5 PM, Tuesday through Friday. We are
located at 44 Twelfth St., NE, with parking in
the rear. For more information phone (404)

What You Don'tKnow Will Kill You-Anonymous HIV Screening Available at Dekalb
County Health Department, Atlanta Gay Center, Southside Healthcare, Fulton County
Health Department, Outreach, Inc. If you've
tested positive for HIV and are in need of

ANSWERS TO LAST WEEK'S CROSSWORD:
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Dr. House Cat
M.G. McReynolds, DVM

PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCED
GAY-OWNED

2311 Pulliam Mill Road
Dewy Rose, GA 30634
1 (706)213-8081

Office 522-1001
Pager 342-9418

)
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Directory for services
and professionals
876-1819
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DAY CAMPERS WELCOME

TRAVEL

J

CarisonlbawriNetNwafk9

A private campground/retreat for
men. Membership is not a big deal.

(

TRAVEL

6/1994

F—\ LESS!

WHEN YOU TRAVEL
DON'T SETTLE FOR
LESS!

Last minute Caribbean

872-8747

travel specials

1004 VIRGINIA AVE NE

unbeatable prices!!

870-1648

INT'L TRIPS UNLIMITED INC.

874-4845, fax (404) 874-9320, or write P.O.
Box 77003, Atlanta, GA 30357-7003.
Atlanta Gay Center—Plus groups for HIVaffected people. Fridays, 8:00pm and Sundays, 6:00pm. 63 12th Street. Call 876-5372
for more info. Helpline, 892-0661, for info,
counseling and referral.
AIDS Information Line / GA Toll-Free
AIDS Hotline Free, anonymous information
and referral services. In Atlanta: 876-9944;
Toll-free: 1-800-551-2728 (voice/TTY)

Announcements

PSYCHIC FAIR

Holiday Inn at 1810 Howell Mill Road, Atlanta. October 22 & 23 from Noon til 7pm.

Business
OPPORTUNITY
Entrepreneurs and Opportunists with a great
attitude. Totally unbelievable. If you dare $ $
$$(800)861-8968.(7.33)
Boomi ng antique business on Cheshire Bridge
Road. Dealer space available. (404) 733-5599
or (404) 282-6422 (pager). (7.33)

Atlanta Womyn artist, Blumese Art Center
wants your support. Call (404) 373-0484 for
more information. (7.36)
Afro-American Lesbians Together. If you are
interested in promoting monogamous lesbian
couple relatinoships through social outings
and conversations with other lesbian couples,
call (404) 724-0169. (7.34)
Free air fare for two to Acapulco. Join Hotel
Express International to save 50% on hotels,
air fares and cruises. (404) 816-9353. (7.38)
Want to learn more about overcoming homophobia in the workplace?Checkout "GAY
ISSUES IN THE WORKPLACE" presented
by Brian McNaught on October 7th. Call
(404) 516-1917 for details. Hosted by
LEAGUE Atlanta. (7.33)
The Atlanta Freedom Marching Band is back
in rehearsal! Join now to participate in upcoming performances. All instruments needed.
All interested persons call/leave message at
(404) 872-9763. (7.34)
The Atlanta Freedom Marching Band is looking for Auxiliary Corps personnel. Batons,
flags and rifles. All interested persons call/
leave message at (404) 872-9763. (7.34)
ATLANTA LAMBDA CENTER - Get Involved! Volunteer with the ALC and theopening of Atlanta's Center for the Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual and Transgendered Community.
Huge Halloween Bash coming soon. Call
today! 662-9010. (7-34)
Attention BellSouth employees. Did you
know there is now an organized group of your
gay/lesbian/bisexual coworkers? Associates
Networking for Gay & Lesbian Equality
(ANGLE) meets monthly and is open to all
active and retired employees of BellSouth
Corporation, its subsidiaries and affiliates.
For more information, call the ANGLE Hotline
at (404) 723-6540. We have or wUl start
chapters throughout the BellSouth region.
(7.34)

Castro Street, Suite SV, San Francisco. CA
94114. Send ck, MO, or VI/MC. 1-800-8454617. (7.45)

ENTREPRENEURS

Real Estate

Hyper-growth company islookingfor LEADERS. Our lop 120 people average $63K per
month. No investment. Call (800) 326-4908
(24 hours). (7.38)

FINANCING

MASSAGE

SEEKING TO RENT

1DT0WN THERAPIST

Responsible, personable male seeks garage
apt./guest house i n exchange for yard work or
housekeeping. Some rent possible. (404) 8928354. (7.34)

Feel the stress leave your body. Relaxing
atmosphere. Call Marc Sanchez, C.M.T. at
(404)733-6300.(7.37)

PART TIME

Gale Massey, M.S., C.M.T. Relieve cronic
pain and stress in a safe and supportive environment. Located in Highlnds Chiropractic.
(404) 874-4448. (7.34)

Restaurant Delivery Service in the Emory/
Decatur and Toco Hill areas needs FT and PT
operators and drivers. Days and evenings.
Call (404)633-0276and leave message. (7.35)

Enjoy an hour and a half of full body Swedish
massage, Ammaand Accupressure followed
by the warm relaxation of a spa. Please call
Dave Fisher, M.S., C.M.T. at (404) 987-1890.
(7-37)

FULL TIME
Bulkhead Kroger is currently seeking
friendly, energetic, people for our front-end,
deli, and seafood operations. Cashier/Customer Service experience a plus! On MART A
route #5. Apply in person 3330 Piedmont
Avenue, N.E., (404) 237-8022. (7.33)

PERSONAL GROWTH

Desperately seeking Hairstylist! We need
you now!! Preferably yesterday! Call (404)
321-5775. Hairanoia. (7.33)
Attention Hairstylists! Exciting opportunity! Booth available for rent at gorgeous
Midtown salon in the fabulous Georgia Terrace across from the Fox Theatre. All inquiries welcome. Call Christopher at Epic Hair
Design (404) 872-6487. (7-35)
Stained Glass company needs an installer.
Must have experience hanging doors and handling glass. Ask for T.J. (404) 320-6613.
(7.33)

SEEKING
PERSONAL ASSISTANT. Male for Gentleman. Multi-talented/caring. Nutritional cook,
licensed masseur, computer secretary, references, reliable, drug/smoke free. Travel possible. (404) 624-3302 Leave message. (7.37)

Have you been charged or convicted of sodomy or solicitation of sodomy? Please contact
the Sodomy Reform Task Force. Join in the
fight to reform Georgia's oppressive sodomy
statute. Call 523-5398.

Mtsos
FITNESS

Furnished office, with waiting room, staff
room and restrooms to share on North Druid
Hills and 1-85. (404) 717-4146. (7.36)
Efficiency apartment in Decatur, 2 blocks
from Agnes Scott. Large backyard, pets okay.
$400/mo. $400 deposit. Includes utilities.
References required. Michelle (404) 370-1824.
(7-35)

DECATUR CITY

Spacious I BR apt 40 min. north west of
Atlanta. (404) 974-8585. (7.35)

MIDTOWN

Merchandise

FUTON

Unstained pine queen size futon with sofa
frame. $175. Call Joe (404) 874-2481. (7.33)

330 McGill Place. 2 large bedrooms/baths
new paint/carpet, fireplace, security system,
W/D, French doors to private patio, pool.
$950/mo. (404) 525-9435. (7.33)

FOR SALE
6.7 acre secluded retreat, excellenl3,000 sq.ft.
cedar & brick 4 BR, 3 BA. Less than 5 miles
east of Decatur. $210,000. (404) 299-1468.
(7.34)

There aren't enough homes for them
all.. .PREVENT ALITTER.SPAYORNEUTER YOUR PET. The Humane Society of the
United States. Washington. DC 20037.

Psychic
ATLANTA ADVISOR. Psychic reading,
spiritual channeling, body work and metaphysical healing. (800) 239-9796 ext.
5176061.(734)
SERVING PROFESSIONALLY 27
YEARS—Natural Psychic Certified Medium.
Humanist Parapsychologist. Psychic Readings. Past Life Regressions, Reiki, Ro-Hun
Therapy. Jack Bernard Moon. (404) 333-0166.
(7.34)

Publications
Health

FOR RENT

4 blocks from Agnes Scott. Efficiency newly
renovated w/access to large fenced backyard.
Animals OK. Utilities incl. $400/mo. 1st &
last months rent. References required. (404)
370-1824. Oct. 1st. (7.33)

CHEF

Dynamic professional ready to meet the challenge of providing tasty nutritious meals for
people living with AIDS in ahectic, volunteer
driven kitchen. Choice opportunity for individual with5 yearsexp. in commercial kitchen
to join Chicken Soup Brigage team. Cover,
resume", 3 prof, refs to, job description avail at:
1002 East Seneca Street, Seattle, WA 98122;
ATTN: Stebbo Hill, FT w/benefits, EOE,
closes 10-20-94. No calls. (7.33)

An affordable house call
practice catering to cats.

Boost your immune system. Users report increase in T-cell count, improved energy, mental clarity and attitude. Call (40) 377-8894 for
free tape. (7.34)

Employment

WE OTC focusing on Animal Rescue and our

Spay and neuter projects. This year we are
featuring some of Atlanta's best Psychic's
and New Age vendors. Admission is $6 and
readings are S10 per 15 minutes. Bring this ad
and a friend and receive half off second admission. For more information call Phelan at
(404) 636-6486. (7.35)

AIDS
AWARE If ESS
JNTn

ON OUR BACKS. The most intelligent sen
magazine just happens to be lesbian. Offers
you bimonthly award-winning fiction, sexy
pictorials, sassy columns, humorous reviews,
and thought provoking features. S34.95/yr. (6
issues). SASE Catalog. On Our Backs, 526

Condo for sale. 330 McGill Place, #394. Top
level, vaulted ceilings. 2BR. 2BA. All appliances, security system. $98,900. Contact J.W.
Nay, (404) 552-0330. (7.35)
Midtown Siena II Renaissance Park new 1 BR
w/den,fireplace.$95.0O0.CallJim(4O4)2222876. (7.34)

DECATUR/
AVONDALE

Charming 3 BR, 2 BA. Upscale neighborhood. Cathedral Ceiling. Fireplace. Low 100's.
Belinda (404) 626-9737. PAUL RICE REALTY (7.34)
Foreclosed government homes and properties! HUD, VA, RTC, etc. Listings for your
area. Financingavailable. Call toll free! (800)
436-6867 ext. R-2516. (7.33)
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ties. (404) 501-9348. (7.33)

Roommates
GWM seeks male roommate for 2BR, 1BA
apt on Buford Highway. Fully equipped
kitchen, nice private patio. Laundry facility
on property. Could stand living room furniture if you have any. S350/mo includes utilities except long distance. Deposit and references required. No smoking. No drugs. No
pets. Leave message for appointment (404)
325-7600. (7.34)

GF to share 2 BR, 2 B A apt. W/D. pool, walkin closet. 1-75 & Tara $320/mo or $80/wk.
(404) 907-4932. (7-35)
Come to my window. Professional lesbian
seeks responsible roommate to share 2 BR
beautiful Decatur duplex. Spacious, wood
floors, backyard. $320/mo. (404) 292-7900,
cxt 229. (7-35)

Peachtrec Corners: GWM seeks M/F to share
2 BR.2.5 B A home. $300/mo + utilities. (404)
729-9253. (7.34)

GWF-Emory seeks housemate. 3 BR, 2 BA
space. $425 +phone. Professional, no smoke.
Great house: fireplace, screen porch, W/D, H/
A. (404)728-8896. (7.33)

Lesbian in recovery seeking roommate for
townhouse near 185/Ji mmy Carter Blvd. $375
including utilities. No smoking. Pet lover.
(404)931-9162.(735)

Lesbian housemate wanted. Semi-furnished
room. Air, washer/dryer, private phone line.
Convenient to Emory, GSU, and Agnes Scott.
(404) 373-3619. (7-33)

GWF seeking housemate in Pine Lake $300
plus 1/2 utilities. Pels okay. Chris (404) 2946450. (7.34)

WOODLAND HILLS/
EMORY

GF desires roommate for a 3 BR Emory/
Decatur home. $325 plus 1/2 utilities. (404)
377-1349.(7.34)
GWM student seeks M/F to share 2 BR, 2 BA
house in Candler Park/L5P, $300/mo + 1/2
utilities. No smoking. Call John at (404)9150607. (7.34)
GWM Healthy HIV+ 38, cats, smoker seeks
roommate for spacious 2 BR apt in Candler
Park. $270/mo + util. Fred (404) 653-0321.
(7-35)
Decatur-Private bedroom/bath in large
townhouse near Emory & Agnes Scott. Cable
access in BR, private phone line, W/D. Share
with lesbian mother/daughter for $350/mo.
No smoking, drugs, or pets. Deposit required.
Message (404) 726-2766. (7.33)

Lesbian seeks same to share home. Avail.
OcUNov. 3BR, A/C, W/D, Greal Rm, private
deck, on bus route, safe, prefer non-smoker,
no kids/pets. $450/mo. inch utilities. Call
Dennie 325-2630 home, or (404) 252-4843
work. (7.33)
GF to share 2 BR, 2 BA, walkin closets, W/D,
pool. $320/80wk, 100 dep. Available 10-94.
1-75 & Tara. (404) 907-4932. (7.34)

WANTED FEMALE
ROOMMATE

Share 3 bedroom, 2.5 bath house Southern
End of Clayton County. More information,
call Michelle (404) 603-9297. $375 includes
utilities. (7.33)

3rd roommate. GWM to share furnished apt.
$300/mo + 1/3 utilities. No pets, non smoker.
Gay complex. Call (404) 321-5791. (7.33)
Decatur/Garkston Lesbian professional seeks
non-smoking GM/F to share 3 BR, 2 BA
house. Will have 2 private rooms and baths.
Must like pets. $350 plus 1/2 utilities. (404)
296-7375. (7.35)

VCRs, etc. Some large enough for group
retreats. Weekend, weekly, monthly rentals.
(706) 276-4592. (7-35)

SWIFTWATERSWOMANSPACEWooded,
riverfront Campground/Bed&Breakfast with
in-room HOT TUB in mountain foothills near
Appalachian Trail an hour north of Atlanta.
(706) 864-3229. (7.28)
THE OLD MILL - Bat Cave, NC. B&B on
banks of rushing mountain stream near
Asheville. Call (704) 625-4256. (7.40)
Stillwell House B&B, Hendersonville, NC.
(704) 693-6475. Queen size bed. Private baths,
mixed, European style home architecturally,
built 1920. MC& Visa welcomed. (7.34)

GET ONLINE!...

... with Graffiti Online, Atlanta's Hottest chat
board! 24 lines, gay news, E-Mail! Call now
with PC and modem. (404) 972-4999. (7.34)

GWF seeks NS roommate. 2 BR, 1 BA duplex. Lilbum/Stn Mtn area $250 + 1/5 utilities. (404) 985-9456. Leave message. (7.33)

Travel

Decatur GWM seeks roommate to share 2
BR, 2 BA apartment. $270/mo plus 1/2 utili-

Secluded, privately-owned cabins in North
Georgia Mountains. Riverfronls, hot tubs.

(404) 876-1819

GWF, 28, red hair, blue eyed loves dancing,
music, etc. Seeks GWF 24-30 for friendship,
possible relationship. ^* 2191

WOMEN

GWF, 29: attractive, androgenous, fun-loving and professional. Dare to reach in and
touch my soul, it's thoughtful of life, honest
and open. Seek same for friendship/more."
2194

SoVo Pick of the Week

GWF ISO GWF with wacky sense of humor
and gentle spirit! I'm sort of butch, 5'7\ bind/
blue mimal lover. ** 2197

GBF, NYC, political,
spiritual, caring, seeks
mature, non-role playing, sincere, unpretentious woman of color for
conversation, romance
and more, s.2213

GWF, 25, too shy to speak jto you! Natural,
professional, together. Seeking down toearth,
confident, fern. ** 2207
GWF submissive wannage seeks fit, 5*7" or
taller dominant GWF late 20s-30s for "training" some SM.v 2202

Volunteers

Intelligent, attractive Levi's semi-femme
GWF 23, into Girls, Melissa, k.d.. Rain, movies, books; raising 2 mini-feminists seeks GFs
for friends, lover. All answered. ^ 2214

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED to participate in
GSU Psychology Research on childhood experiences of gay and bisexual men. Involves
completing questionairre by mail. All responses kept strictly confidential. Study resultsavailableto participants. (404)288-6821
for information or to participate.

GWF, 23, cute, feminine, psychology major.
Loves animals,, music, tennis. ISO SANE,
feminine, GWF, 21-33 for friendship and
dating. tt 2209

Project Open Hand/Atlanta is actively recruiting volunteers to walkon the Open Hand
teamin this year's AIDS Walk/Atlanta taking
place on October 16 in Piedmont Park. Each
person registered to walk on the Project Open
Hand team will receive a commemorative
Project Open Hand/AIDS Walk Atlanta bandana the morning of the walk. Call (404) 5254620 to register. (7.34)

WE NEED YOU! Good Samaritan Project
provides support & community for persons
with AIDS. 873-4589. This includes all Disability Divas. (7.40)
AIDS Survival Project is a volunteer-driven
agency for people living with HIV/AIDS, and
we need YOU as a driver. Office/clerical,
special events, peer counselors are special
needs. No experience needed - just come
ready to make a difference! Find out how to
offer your time and talents by calling 8747926.

CLASSIFIED
ORDER FORM
TAKING PRIDE IN OUR CULTURE

L^«2^^u«

Voice Connection

OCEAN VIEW !Condo, sleeps four, poolside
patio. Seagrove, Florida (near Panama City).
Clean, peaceful, secluded. $55/daily. Affordable weekly specials. (404) 923-6442. (7.33)

Volunteers needed for sponsor sign-up on 5K
Walk and Run against domestic violence.
Help get your friends in gear. Call now at
Crisis Resource Center (404) 221-0252.

Service

s=

6/1994
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SEND ME AN ANGEL, myserious, pretty,
gorgrous fernme fatale—GWF, 32 who is
passionate, romantic; sensual, and creative,
seeks similar sincere woman for friendship/
romanceAelationsbip. ** 2210
GWF, 28 attractive, undercover nerd. Chess,
movies, theatre and music. Seeks same 28-35.
Cobb metro area. ** 2211
Semi-closeted GWF 28 of Latin descent, attractive, petite, quasi-conservative, spiritual,
sensitive, freedom-loving ISO classic feminine for music, outdoors and honesty. Friendship first. ** 2212
Seeking Someone: sensitive, sensual, conscious, loving. I love unintimidated friends,
Victorian Lace, big hats, champagne brunch
(STOP) Leather miniskirts, 4-inch heels, 4-star
hotels (STOP) Rivers, meadows, horses, the
arts, Europe and you? 2221 Peachtree Road,
Mailbox #217, Atlanta, GA 30309.
Wanted. Attractive GWF, 35-43 for attractive
professional. Stressed out. Qualifications include humor, stress management, sensuality
& great lips. w 2188

Reply if not frightened to GWF: 27, Psy.
Graduate student, blonde, eyes: 1 green, 1
brown, 5'4", wanting friends. Tame lookingsurprise wild child. Fin. secure, cat-person,
garlic lover, eclectic music, cappuccino addict, lives to blow bubbles in the woods under
moon, warms toe rings by fireplace, reads
lots, no white drugs, smokes only on WEAK
days, plays with beads & drinks fine wine.
Travelled, spiritually creative, Rush hater,
failed debutante. w 2152
GWF, 30, petitie, br/blue, professional. I
smoke & drink! (Just thought I'd warn you.)
Seek fun loving woman for friendship, maybe
more. Enjoy dining out, reading, movies,
walks, and love animals. I'm new to area &
would love to meet woman with similar interests. « 2151
An Honest Ad. I love romance, but my passion is for good sex, intelligent conversation
and laughter. Is anything else important? ^
2149
GWF professional. ISO feminine 30s who
advocates mental and physical health-who
wants to live life to its fullest. Nonsmoker. ^
2146
GWF, 42, professional, adventurous heart,
searching soul, personal/spiritual growth is
priority. ISO committed relationship with likeminded mature women. * 2155
Intelligent, feminine, cultured woman, 35,
desires fun and frolic with affectionate, witty,
feminine, stable professional GWF 30+, into
motorcycles, travel, the arts. Smokers welcome, drinkers not. ^2125

TO PLACE AN AD:
In PERSON: Bring completed order form with payment to Southern
Voice offices (M-F, 9-5pm) 1189 Virginia Ave., NE, Atlanta.
By MAIL: Mail completed order form with payment to Southern
Voice Classifieds, P.O. Box 18215, Adanta. GA 30316.
By PHONE: Call in with completed order form to (404) 876-1819.
By FAX: Fax completed order form and credit card information to
Classifieds (404) 876-2709.

GWF. 29, looking for GWF26-35 (feminine)
for companionship and more if opportunity
presents itself. I work in the sports field and
love sports. Very family/goal oriented looking for same. Professionalism, stability, and
honesty a must. No smokers or drugs please.
Live in Cobb Co. Write & tell me about
yourself. Picture optional. Box 421, 4983
Austell Road, Austell, GA 30001. "* 2126
ISO GWF. Highly manipulative, addictive
personality to be the next woman in my life,
matching all the others. I'll understand if you
can't respond. 2101 or write to SoVo Box
6521, 1189 Virginia Ave., N.E. Atlanta, GA
30306

I SAW YOU AT

the Cobb/Mariettarally. You: shl. blonde hair
& glasses/jeans. Would love to hear from
you! Me: blonde, black shirt/shorts hair wraps
& captivated by you! You were next to a lady
selling bumper stickers. " 2102
GWF, 38, feminine, attractive, fun-loving
professional seeks same. Enjoys conversation, golf, tennis, beach, adventure, cuddling,
romance and more. No dykes, bis, druggies.
35+. * 2103
GWF. 40, hopeless romantic. ISO GWF 3550 with intelligence, humor and romantic
nature. Looks are immaterial. Personality is
the key. Smokersokay. Write Box6513,1189
Virginia Ave., N.E., Atlanta, GA 30306
GWF, 34, 5'4\ 130, br/br, attractive, feminine, professional. Enjoys watersports, walking, reading, good times, with friends. ISO
feminine GWF 28-40. « 2018
GWF, 25, short brown hair, blue eyes, seeks
GBF24-30for dinners, movies and long talks,
etc... No drugs/smoking. " 2019
Insightful, sensual, humorous, sweet, aesthetic,
passionate, spiritual GWF, 43, ISO mutuality.
good conversation, quiet fun. NS, please. **
2020
GWF, 28, professional 5'3", 110, blonde/
blue, feminine, attractive, nonsmoker, spiritual, affectionate, passionate. Loves animals,
music, quiet romantic evenings. ISO feminine woman 25-35 for friendship, hopefully
more. ** 2021

MORE ON PAGE 50

AD POLICY: Southern Voice reserves
the right to edit, reclassify or reject ads
not meeting Ryan Publications' standards.
No refunds for early cancellation.
MISPRINTS: Southern Voice is not
responsible for misprints appearing after
first week. Check ads promptly.

ADS MUST BE SUBMITTED by Tuesday, 5pm to appear in the following week's issue.

PICK YOUR
CATEGORY
INDIVIDUAL
AIDS Services
Announcements
Employment-Seeking
Pets-Free or Lost & Found
Roommates
Volunteers

0

WRITE YOUR AO

Category

# of Issues

Giant Headline (optional)-not to exceed 14 characters/spaces

Text

EJ

TOTAL YOUR COST

INDIVIDUAL RATES

Up to 20 words for $3.00 per week. Additional words at 500 each per week.
Up to 20 words
$3.00
additional words x 500
Giant headline @ $3.00/wk.
SUBTOTAL
x
# issues
TOTAL =

BUSINESS
Autos
Employment-Part Time
Employment-Full Time
Finance
Health-Fitness
Health-Massage
Health-Personal Growth
Insurance
Legal
Merchandise
Pets (For Sale/Training)
Publications
Real Estate-Financing
Real Estate-For Rent
Real Estate-For Sale
Services
Travel

VOICE CONNECTION
VOICEbox
Written Response

BUSINESS RATES
Up to 20 words for $ 12.00 per week. Additional words at $ 1.00 each per week.
Up to 20 words
$12.00
additional words x $ 1.00
Giant headline @ $3.00/wk.
SUBTOTAL
x
# issues
TOTAL=

VOICE CONNECTION

Name
Address
City/State
Phone

Zip

Up to 20 words & VOICEbox
additional words x 500
Giant headline @ $3.00/wk.
SV forwarding box $10.00/wk.
Other P.O. Box $5.00/wk.
SUBTOTAL
TOTAL =
CHECK ENCLOSED
#

FREE

# issues

CHARGE MY MC/VISA
exp.
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Serving
our community
for over
ten years.

If You're Not Dealing With

-

LEE
SMITH
You're only getting
'/? the attention you
desewel
Totally renovated
urban pioneer cottage.
High Ceilings, big
rooms, hardwood
floors & bright white
kitchen. Perfect for
single person. $ 57,500

JIM HILUARD
RE/MAX in TOWN
THE CONDO STORE IS THE FASTEST WAY TO GO
FROM "FOR SALE" TO "SOLD"! CALL OUR SUCCESSFUL,
KNOWLEDGEABLE AND DEDICATED TEAM OF SALES EXPERTS
SPECIALIZING IN CONDOMINIUMS, TOWNHOMES AND
CLUSTERHOMES. OUR TEAM WILL GET THE JOB DONE!

622-2127/609-9898

tondo
STORE

[404] 26-CONDO
Fax: [404] 355 5341

LEE SMITH

Chris
Carroll

f=j*

For All Your
Real Estate Needs...
Million Dollar Circle
Million Dollar Club

^\ Office: 840-9933
tf*>\ Pager: 837-1149
1%P6| Home: 284-4090

Serving the Community
for 10 Years
• A Wide Spectrum of
Mortgage Products
• Competitive Rates
• Free Consultation

Dugard...
To guard you in buying
or selling your home.
Mary Swinford, President

Shea Smbry
Lifetime Member Million Dollar Club ^

I will donate 10% of"my take home
commission to an AIMSResearch or
support group of your choice when you
mention this ad at closing.

321-3123

Each office independently owned and operated.

2609 Apple Valley Drive, NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30319

GA Res. Mortgage Licensee

RE/MAX Metro Atlanta
Inman Park for under $100K—Two Bedroom, One Bath brick
Tudor Bungalow, systems updated, needs finishing touches.
Call Paula for appointment

321-3123

A Home for You and the Kids.
When it comes to selling
or buying your home,
Andy gets the results
you're looking for.

ANDYPHILHOWER
Re/Max of Buckhead

233-4633

MORTGAGE SHOPPING?

WHY??

Call JEFFREY HALEY

•
•
•
•
•

Lowest Rates
FHA & VA Loans
No Income Verification
Cash Out Refinances
2nd Mortgages

Fixed & Adjustable
Condo & Investor
Commercial Loans
Rehab Money
Jumbo Loans

When choosing a REALTOR to market
your home, why should you call
Charlene?
SHE' S THE EXPERT !

Variety S Convenience

Exceptional Service
AMERICAN

Charlene Cothran

ORTGAGE, CORP.

378-9069

RE/MAX Metro Atlanta

RAINBOW
FINANCIAL SERVICES

233-9901
(0) 394-9170 (H) 634-4360

Paula Needle, GRI

321-3123
933-4707

RJ^MKcv metro atlanta

l»l*»\ICI»

Expect the best.™

&L

VIRGINIA HIGHLANDS-Best neighborhood and
Best investment! Call me now to see this solid brick
home with huge welcoming spaces, 3 full baths, all
new kitchen and 2 car garage.

Each office Independently owned and operated.

BANKER □

COLDUieU.
BAJNKeRQ

Residential Real Estate Services

Residential Marketing Realty

coLDtueu.

Associate liroker, (iRI
(office phone) X74-2262
\ (24 hr. phone) 453-1945

The perfect home fits
your taste, budget
and lifestyle.
Call me to
help you
find it.

DannaGodsey;

• Buyer Agency Specialist
• Decatur/Intown Properties
• New Homes

t

Each office independently owned and operated.

2140 Peachtree Road, NW
Brookwood Square, Suite 325
Atlanta, Georgia 30309

/"I THE 1

6/1994

Vintage Home Sales

JEFFREY HALEY
Office:

After Hours:

Homo:

404/475-3984

ext. 134

872-JEFF

(404)673-6099
couxueu.
BAWVeRQ

EXPERIENCED.
DEPENDABLE.
EFFECTIVE.

STEVE BLAND
RE/MAX ACHIEVERS
847-0808
Each office is independently owned and operated

Chuck Daily

RF/MRK
of Buckhead

(O) 233-4633
(H) 873-9999

Carey Lokey

Expect
the I test!
Office: 1 Z4-2262
Home: 32-8692

SOUTHERN

OCTOBER

VOICE

Sincere, caring. GBF 28 seeking GBF for
good times friendship or relationship. Must
be drug free over EX. No Bi's. ** 2022

fit/ new age/non-drinker seeks similar GWFem for companionship. No alkies/druggies.
** 1501

Passionate romantic GWM 39, 6'3". 210,
uncut smooth seeks athletic GWM 30-40 for
loving relationship. Hairy chest major plus?

GWF-very gloodlooking, alternative, petite,
professional, fun and physically fit. Seeks:
same or a gorgeous hippie-chick. ** 1993

Curious gdlkg5*5", 114#, bl/br, 36, feminine
seeks same for friendship. D/D-free. New to
lifestyle. No butcbes. ** 1502

Motivated GWM, 36,5'10", 155 seeks similar for workout partner. Experience level unimportant. Holiday membership Cobb or
Smyra Desirable. * 2096

Gorgeous and outrageously daring GWF ISO
androgenous and sensual GWF. 35-45 in relationship but seeking quality time with discreet
partner. • 1994

Attractive GBF educated, career oriented,
feminine. Enjoys jazz, dining out, weekend
rendezvous, and more. Seeks GBFfor friendship/more. • 1503

Our life is dull! GBF (couple) seeks other
couples to befriend. Nothing sexual. Just lunch
- movies or 2 hang-out with. Give us a call Let's do lunch! ** 1980

BiWF, 27, 5*4", 119#, married, seeks single,
attractive BiF's 18-35. Live-in lover relationship possible. No Men/Couples. ** 1593

Stable, professional, GWF, 37, who enjoys
movies, reading, walks in the mountains and
along the beach, eating out, travel and romance. Seeking somewhat feminine, nonsmoke with similar interests. 35-45 yrs. **
1981
GWF, 43, feminine, educated, professional,
passionate, affectionate, honest and adventurous. Seeks warm heart, intelligent mind,
playful spirit for quality relationship. ** 1982
GWF, 29, attractive, fit, non-smoker, settled,
honest, caring, affectionate. Seeking spiritual
growth. Loves music, sports, animals. Desires mature relationship. *** 1983
Attractive, feminine, GBFartisan, 30's (laidback, nature-loving, spiritually-expressive)
sks GF for conversation, friendship & intimacy. ** 1984
GWF, 40's, trim, petite, shy, mature, stable,
just coming out. Seeking serious relationship
with butch woman. " 1985

KEY TO MY HEART

Cute GWF, 29, semi-butch, open minded,
brn/grn, fin. secure, loves to laugh, dance &
romance. ISO: similar semi-fern, 26 and up
GWF, "over Ex." Come try your key! ""
1986
Relationship oriented, professional GBFseeks
same. Must be emotionally stable, disease
free, and over your X lover. ** 1712
GWF, 25, blonde, blue-eyed, slim, addicted
to coffee and music, enjoys traveling, writing,
movies, psychology, seeks attractive, intelligent, creative woman. Let's talk. ^ 1713
Quiet GWF, 42 seeking warm, healthy, stable
GWF over 35 who likes sports. I like sunbathing in summer and fireside talks in winter. No
smokers/druggies. ** 1714
SEE THE HUMOR in Newt Gingrich donating snake to zoo? GWF, 31, professional,
politically aware, physically fit seeks selfassured GWF, 27-37, with eclectic musical
tastes, diverse interests, liberal philosophies.
Must possess passion for life, sense of humor.
No smokers, emotional vampires, additions.
Write Les Bian, P.O. Box 2554, Beaufort, SC
29901.
WF wants serious relationship with tall, slim,
feminine woman. Prefer long hair. Must love
animals, and fun. Outgoing, trustworthy and
honesty a must. No butcbes or Bi's. Age 2335.1* 1619
GWF, 25, attractive professional. Love golf,
all sports,quiet evenings. ISO feminine women
age 30-38 w/similar interest for dating. "
1620
GWF, 37, tall, attractive, blonde/blue, fit,
feminine, professional. Appreciate: humor,
honesty, spirituality. Interest: music, sports,
movies. ISO similar traits, appreciation/interests. Age 32-42. for friendship/dating. No
smoking/drugs. *" 1621
38 y/o GWF in committed relationship seeking Butch Buddy for friendship/pal. 1' m honest, hardworking, nature lover, in recovery.
Alcohol/drug-free. ** 1622
Lesbian artist, 31, attractive, professional,
ISO woman with similar interests between 29
and 35 for friendship possibly more. Nosmokers. » 1614
GF Any Age. All fun! No games. Happy
Shiny People seek same. LET'S DO LUNCH.
** 1616
N/E Coast GWF-28 intelligent, very good
looking, great sense of humor, well-travelled,
studying law. ISO similar friends, but would
enjoy dating if mutual attraction. Tell me
about yourself. ** 1497
GWF, attractive, blue-eyed, long-maned guitar goddess looking for GWF, hippy-type,
26+ for friendship, possible relationship. No
drugs. Nosmokers. Call now... ** 1498
NE Ga. GWF 35, wks nights/weekends,
smoker seeks sincere, monogamous relationship-oriented GWF. No drugs, bar scenes,
games, hutches. I am seeking soulmate.
P.O.Box 1115. Flowery Branch, GA 30542
GWF seeks "Better-Half", petite, femme,
GWF 35-45. Be center of my amorous attention/sexual energy. Let's talk. No drugs/bisexuals/aicoholics. ** 1500
GWF-fenVattractive/35 educated/physically

Angela Lansbury lookalike seeks Linda Evans
lookalike 40-50 something. I: cat lover,
smoker, buxom, blonde/blue. U: similar. **
1549
GBF, 36, attractive, professional, searching
GF (35-40) sensitive, good conversation, adventurous, love good food, jazz. Over ex. **
1567
GWF, Buckhead- loo king—not politically
correct—desire attractive, intelligent, travelled, spiritual, communicative, affectionate
GWF, 28+. No Yankee-haters, hutches, smokers, drugs. " 1554

VOICE CONNECTION
TO PLACE FREE AD

Catholic, black, HI V+, hard-body Ramantique
seeks GM (any race) with good body/mind
into clean living and serious dating." 2204
GWM, 39, masculine, healthy HIV+, nonsmoker/drinker. Seeking monogamous relationship with room to grow. Friends first and
foremost. All answered. ** 2208
Decatur GWM, 36, seeks bottom GWM under 45 for friendship/monogamous relationship. Weekend travel, movies. No barflies/
smokers/drugs. ^ 2206
GWM, 5'8", 165 bottom seeks Top 35-50 for
daytime action. ** 2205

MESSAGE FREE. An SV forwarding mailbox costs

which interest you. Choose ad(s) with the
symbol H and call 1-900-370-4099. The

for $5.00 per week. Mail or drop off your
completed order for with payment. A simple

system will guide you to the recorded message of
your choice. Listen to the spoken ad and then leave

instruction sheet will be mailed to you which

your response. Cost to you will be $1.50 per minute

will enable you to record your spoken

CALL NOW

1 -900-370-4099
$1.50 per minute. Must be 18 or over. Touch tone phones only.
Southern Voice, P0 Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316

D I R E CTIO

SoVo Pick of the Week

TRIPLE PLAY: single GWM seeks 2 guys or
couple for bedroom acrobatics. Me: 39, safe
top, boy-next-door looks, brown hair, blue
eyes. Call!** 2189

Goodlooking, stocky GWM, 26, seeks proud
owner of rotund, over-the-belt, expanding
potbelly. Masculine, humorous, under 35 preferred. * 2143

27 year old GWM (bearish) ISO young (2231) free-spirited, long haired, Bohemian,
hunkish, imaginative, intelligent, interesting,
exotic, curing, relationship oriented individual.
**2190

Lake Lanier professional GM couple, both 35
socks single/couples for boating, cookouts
fun and friendship. No fats, ferns, drugs. ^
2142

ME: Middle GA GWM 20/130/5-10"/br-b1/
HIV/student. YOU: GWM 20-30/smoolh/
HIV-/heavy (180-250) versatile. US: L5P,
Trek, Stone Mtn, fun, relationship? No ferns/
lsts/barflies. • 2216

Versatile GWM 30, 5' 11", 225 seeks GWM
or Hispanic for friendship or possible relationship. Sincere replies only. ** 2193

BM seeks masculine. Ruff neck BM for good
times. ** 2217

GWM, 42,5*8", 160 ISO GWMs 35+, 5* 10"
and under for friendship. Possible relationship. Prefer North Fulton area. ** 2198

ASIAN FLAME

Mystic experiences. WM, 54. Will consider
live-in. Can relocate. Bearded. Smoker. **
2199

Wanted by sincere GWM, 51, 6'3", masculine businessman. Prefer GAM: younger, intelligent, affectionate, lean; seeking friendship, possible relationship. Student welcome.
"2085
I am a serious minded, GBM 30, seeking to
meet GWM/GBM 30-40 to establish great
friendship. No ferns. W 2086
East Tennessee Incurable Romantic. Handsome overeducated, young 38, 5*7", br/haz.
Passionate/affectionate HIV- bottom seeking
metro area bl/bl top for weekends? Relationship minded. Will move Heaven/Earth for
Mr. Lucky.» 2087
GWM, 34, 5'9", 180, attractive, masculine,
sincere into tennis, outdoors, massage, feet
seeks similar GWM 21-39. ** 2088

Goodlooking, athletic, GWM, 25, bottomversatile, seeks nonsmoker, handsome, athletic-muscular, GWM, top-versatile for fun,
friendship. HIV neg. Threesome possible. W
2200
GM couple, 34 and 27, masculine, attractive,
sincere enjoys outdoors, exercise, beach seeks
similar GM couple for fun friendship. **"
2203
Cherokee/Irish GWM, 35, gdlkg, muscular,
5'9", Baptist. Seeks 30-40, GAY Christian to
make home with. ** 2147
GBM, boyishly attractive and acting, 30s,
5'9", 155, healthy, educated, positive minded
nonsmoker seeks similar who is fit and fun.
**2148

Attention wrestlers, experienced or novices,
GWM, 6', 185, blonde/blue, 45, good shape,
tan, hairy chest, seeks others with similar
interests. w 2089

GWM, 31, HIV+, very healthy and fit I'm
nice looking and interested in meeting another sane guy. ** 2154

GWM, 32, 6"P, 190, bra/hazel somewhat
feminine seeking man who's comfortable with
himself for fun/relationship. * 2090

AAA Hottest Ass. HIV-, FIT, 145, br/br.
Can't find Well Hung stallion. Want it, love
it, gotta have it. ** 2137

Man in uniform—police officer, fire fighter,
EMT, etc. Is being sought by BM. Come
rescue me!!!** 2091

Three's Company. GWM professional, masculine, 40s. No drugs, safe, amateur photographer. ISO slender/athletic young guys. Fun.
Possibleta»vd.Note>rjrjoto(s).P.O.Box5416,
Atlanta, GA 30307.

Handsome, rugged GWM, 35,5'10", 165, bl/
bl, slight receeding moustache, hairy, extremely healthy H1V+. Non-stereotype, educated, fit Hardworking, fun, relaxed, romantic. Seeks Sane-Adventurous humorous stable
boyfriend/younger-fil-smooth-A+." 2092

BUTCHTOPWANTED

WM-23, 125, feminine, seeks athletic type,
butch top, 25-35 WM, hairy chest preferred
for dating/relationship. Write SoVo Box 6527,
1189 Virginia Ave., N.E, Atlanta, GA 30306.
Are there any healthy, attractive GWMs in
Atlanta capable of monogamous relationships'?
I can't seem to find you. Call me! ** 2093
Seeking WMs, 30ish, attractive, masculine
and discreet to orally service. Me: 33, prof,
masc, attrac (really) & talented. Roswell RdV
285 area, your place, no strings. " 2094

WET PANTS BOY

Iam27,5'7", 120, smooth body and very cute
boyish face. Love WS, especially to soak my
underwear, shorts, jeans, etc. Love J/O and
am very oral too. I am healthy and a nice kid.
There are lots of us—I know. So let's meet.
Definitely prefer young, smooth, thin, cute
boyish guys. Leave message or write me, P.O.
Box 7332, Atlanta, GA 30357-0332. Your
photo gets mine. ** 2097

Nice guy, GWM, 30, 5*9", 155, masculine
goodlooking, toned hardbody. Seeks similar
cleancut inshape guy for lasting good times.
Do It!** 2153
Attractive GBM, 24 seeks open-minded intelligent masculine men of any race for unique
romantic encounters.» 2136

BEER BELLY?

Young 35 yearold GWM seeking 35 or older
GWM for friendship and companionship.
Lilbura area.w 2141

FATHERSONUNCLE

MUSCULAR bodybuilder or jock sought by
GWM 24,6*, 185 brn/grn student for appreciation. Will service. Call forfun! NO strings!
1*2108
New to Auburn, AL area and wanting to make
friends. 35 yr. old, 6' 1", etc. Please call! 2004
Horny in Huntsville. GWM Professional,
30ish, 107, blond. Needs a Huntsville Sweetheart. Where are you hiding? You: intelligent,
in shape, fun loving, stable GWM 30/40,
relationship minded.** 1515
INTELLIGENT Professional GWM 5'10" I
love bodybuilding, long walks, swimming &
cuddling. "NO Games", Iseeksame for friendship/possible relationship. "TOP" 2006

BIGGER'S BETTER

WNC Teddy Bear looking for another teddy
bear to kick up his heels with or get into
mischief with. ** 2007

GWM, 32,57", 148, blk/br, attractive, work
out regularly, New to Atlanta. Would like to
meet other attractive GWM, 30-36 for friendship or dating. Prefer nonsmokers and non or
light drinkers. ** 2138

GWM, 40s, well-educated. Traditional values, noDsmoking/dnigs. Enjoy outdoors, boats,
quality conversation. Seeking clean-cut WM
student or young professional, 18-28. NOVICE FINE. Write to Box 6510,1189 Virginia
Ave., N.E., Atlanta, GA 30306.

Bottom GWM 29 slim, smooth. ISO GWM
TOP Endowed only. Up to 35, in shape, smooth
chest. Safe only. ** 2139

Though the early bird may catch the worm,
the shaved, wise, white owl will definitely
catch the young black cobra. " 2127
GWM, 45, 160,5*9", moustache into music,
sports, outdoors, dogs, seeks masculine romantic country boy 35-45, uncut a + for lifetime. ** 2128
GWM successful professional 40s, masculine. Non-smoking/drugs. ISO slender/athletic WM college boy. Fun, travel, mutually
beneficial discrete relationship. * 2129
Successful GWM wishes to establish fun experiment involving two intelligent attractive,
imaginative college WMs. Discrete & safe.
No drugs. Interested? w 2130

DOMINANT DAD

GWM 40, 6', 175, HIV-, seeking masculine
GWM bottom into B/D, TT, CBT leather.
Inexperinced OK. HIV-. Relationship possible. • 2131
Tall, incredibly handsome, muscular, bi-racial GM, 22, seeking masculine, fit attractive
GM top 30+ for wild, uninhibited encounters.
Hairy+.« 2132
GWM, 32,170,5' 11", vgdlking, HIV-, seeks
attractive WM who enjoys lunchtime oral
service. No relationship desired. ** 2133
Shiny Vinyl. Black leather fashion GWM, 36
slim masculine. ISO wannabe. 27-29 waist.
No smoke. Southsider. Box 90357, Atlanta,
GA 30364-0357.

GWM 26,5'11 ",155, brown hair, hazel eyes.
Starving student seeks professional man 3555 for discreet mutually beneficial liaison.
Athens, GA.* 2150

Hairy GWM sought by 40s hirsute GWM
medium, trim build. Prefer warm bear of
professional nature. ^ 2104

COLOR OF NIGHT

CRUISE BUDDIES

SGWM, 27, 6'2\ Seeking SGWM, 30ish,
successful mentor.attractive.relaiionshiporienled. Show me successful career, exploring
life long monogamous relationship. ** 2144

GWM, 26, skinny, tall, boyish, clean-cut,
funny, somewhat quiet and homebodyish,
HI V-, seeks simitar for possible relationship.
^2135

GWM 35, hot BB, wants to hear from those
guys who have had real experiences with their
Dads, Sons or Uncles, 3-way possible. Write
A.P., P. O. Box 531033, Miami, FL 33153 or
1*2140

GWM 62, 190, 6'2", attractive seeks 35-45,
HIV-, slender, educated with appreciation of
arts. ** 2157

Ambitious, attractive, healthy, masculine,
sexy, articulate, caramel coaled male, 36,
UCLA, budding screenwriter seeks a genuine, masculine, greying, healthy. Southern
beau, Scott Bakula type, muscular, hairy top,
great legs, thirtysomething into writing, film
and romance. Photo. Michael. • 2145

charged to your phone bill.

message AT NO COST.

MEN

BEAR HUNT! GWM 40s, looks 30s, ISO
hairy GWM versatile Fr/Gr, smart, fit,
workaholic who enjoys hibernation. ** 2192

Check each week's paper for ads

$10.00 per week or you may use your own PO Box

Christian GWM, 35, tall, dar, athletic and
handsome. Looking for the same, for life.
Living in Phily, moving to Atlanta. Write
SoVo Box 6526, 1189 Virginia Ave., N.E.,
Atlanta, GA 30306

College football buddy
sought by GWM to
watch/go to games. You
21-30, SEC or ACC fans
a plus, -a 2215

TO RESPOND

Fill out the classified order form in this section. 20 WORD
Right pink hankie, GWM, masculine, HIV
neg., smooth, nice looking, leather bottom
seeks masculine, HIVneg. leftpinkhankie for
safe fun. P.O. Box 208, Atlanta, GA 30079.

6/1994

Anyone going on RSVP Mardi Gras Cruise
February '95? Going alone? MeetAalk before? Why not? » 2105
GWM,36,185(workout).goodlooking, man's
man. Loo kingforj/opartner(s), single, group?
Large? Yes. You? Let's Talk! « 2106
GWM-35 masculine, sincere, attr. seeks
heavyset mature cuddly GWM for sharing
life's pleasures, enjoy seasons & outdoors. ^
2107

FIRST CLASS MENTOR

BLUE EYED TOP

GWM, 39, moustache, 5' 11", 165, enjoy tennis, movies, safe sex. Seeking cute passive
boyfriend. ** 2008
Home Depot employee, former Boot Camper
about 5'9", receding hairline, handsome. If
this is you, please call! ** 2009
Tall Dark Handsome GWM 28, 6'4", 195,
artistic, romantic, healthy, happy but still
searching for that special man. ™ 2010
Think family planning/future kids? GWM,
28, thinking similar <35 commits "joint daddies". Enjoys sharing memories, travel, rising
our future generations. Write Box 6511,1189
Virginia Ave., N.E., Atlanta, GA 30306
WM, 36, 5'11", 165, seeks dominant, wellequipped, older BM for oral and FF action. W
2012
GWM, 41. Let's do country! Work downtown, will commute within 1 hour. Healthy,
masculine, nonsmoker seeking nurturing
monogamy. All answered. ■■ 2013
Masculine GWM, 27,5' 10", 155, hairy, with
B/D interests seeks dominant daddy/coach
(30-40) to show me the ropes. ** 2014
Good looking, muscular, HIV-, 34 yrold. ISO
same between 30 and 40. Must enjoy life,
affection, and quiet time. I'm looking for
magic. Write Box 6512, 1189 Virginia Ave.,
N.E., Atlanta, GA 30306
Sincere GWM, HIV+, bid/blue, 5*11", 140,
30, endowed and versatile. Seeks WM, teens
thru twenties for fun, friendship, possibly
more. ** 2015
GWM couple 38, 40, good looking, masculine professionals, in shape. Seek similar for
no strings weekend sex. ** 2016
Black male seeks masculine black male for
uninhibited adventurous mouth watering fun.
1995
BM, 30s, 155 lbs, 5'8". masculine, trim, hung,
versatile, seeks butch brother with same qualities. No fats or ferns. ** 1996
Boy-next-door, shy, masculine suburbanite,
clean-cut handsome, healthy, horny, good
body and endowment seeking sugardad with

good skills.« 1997
BOY! NEED DISCIPLINE? gwm, 37 masculine, top. Romantic, HIV negative, into safe,
sane S/M, B/D, seeks boyish but mature comrade. ** 1999
GWM, 34,5'9", 165, br/grn, smoker, masculine seeks masculine Latino or Black 25-35 to
share time. ** 2000
Handsome North Georgia Mountains WM,
38, 5'8" 148, healthy, fit, HIV-, endowed,
seeks eager French active WM for regular
service. ** 2001
HOT TOP seeks hot bottom. Me: 30s, 5'11",
165, moustache, HIV-, dominant. You: submissive, attractive, safe, 20s-30s. Afternoons
or evenings. ** 2002
GWM-Looking for real soldier boy(s). Men
in uniform. Let's create our own maneuvers.
Fulfill our fantasies. Write first Then...
P.O.Box 18875, Atlanta, GA 31126
COMPLETE THE FANTASY...Hot, masculine blue-collar/lealher top wanted to discipline exotic, muscular bottom boy while hairy
Italian lover watches. *t 1987
HIVt-Brains, eyes, heart, tan, 5'10", 155#,
healthy, ready for love maybe." 1988
GWM, 34,6', 190, hairy, hot, versatile, looking for GBM for private parties. Age/looks
unimportant Discretion assured. * 1989
GWM, 29, bm/blu, very attractive seeks similar in West Metro Area. * 1990
GWM, 32, affectionate, professional, nonsmoker/drinker, non-stereotypical,seeks similar eclectic partner, f 1991
Attractive GWM, 30, blk/bl, 5*10", 155#,
healthy HIV+, seeks friendship for hiking,
scuba diving, motorcycling, boating, movies,
and fun times. W 1715
Hairy, short, stocky, 40something teddy bear
workaholic tired of looking in all the wrong
places for quality companion. " 1716
GWM, 24, 6'3", 250#, brown/green. You
GWM under 40 masculine NO ATTITUDE
for friendship/relationship NO drugs, NO
ferns. » 1717
GWM 30something 6', 155#, bl/bl, sensitive,
good conversation, professional, relationship
oriented. ISO younger, 25-35, easygoing slender guy who's not into games. ** 1718
Personable, witty GWM, 6'4\ 37. ISO a
mature GWM who never fears spontaneity
and enjoys the art of conversation. ** 1719
GWM student seeking a generous male to
satisfy my wants. I will satisfy his needs. **
1720
Gay BM 38, HIV+, seeks GBM sincere, honest, masculine top, for friendship/possibly
more, reocvering addict. ** 1721
WM, 50, slim. Loves pets, motorcycles,
beaches seeks very masculine life mate. TLC,
P.O. Box 2095, Atlanta, GA 30301
GWM. 23, tall, fit, into 99X, outdoors. ISO
same 21-30. Dark hair, blue/green eyes a +!
Real people only! ** 1722
Dominant GWM 47,6', 165, seeking masculine GWM bottom with muscular sensitive
pecs into B/D, TT. CBT. ** 1723
Versatile leather man 41.5'7", 140, into being
serviced and submissive, cock and butt play
of all kinds. Safe action seeking same. **
1724
Sharp GWM 56 into writing music, movies,
psychology, gardening, self growth, slight
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kinks seeks partner any age. ** 1387
Any hot-looking Queer Nation leftovers out
there wanna have some fun??? Kickass/move
society and laugh. ** 1702
Cute, BM, athlete, 22, 5*8", smooth body,
great personality. Seeks interesting WM 2535 for fun Friendship/Relationship. * 1624
GWM.47, responsible, attractive, masculine,
professional, no smoke/drugs/drink seeks
GWM son, under 30, for long-lasting
monagomous relationship. ** 1700
Hairy? Horny? 34 year old cub seeks aggressive nonsmoking sexy kinky Dad (30-45) for
intense relationship. ** 1701
Hot GWM wants hot OUT friend. No cowards. Sex maybe. Fun. Adventure. Any race.
Change world. No fats/ferns. ** 1703
Hunting for bear! Attractive, hairy, athletic,
GWM, 31 looking for abeefy, stable WMinto
sports, movies and travel. ** 1704
Two attractive, HIV-, discreet, GWM, versatile tops, 37-40 seeking mutually satisfying
ongoing sexplorations. Anything S AFE/kinky.
Bottoms preferred, versatile okay. ^ 1705
GWM 30,5'8\ brn/bzl, I701bs. Bottom. Enjoys books movies and adventurous sex. Seeks
top for good times possible relationship. **
1706
WM, 23,5*7", 138, seeks W/B/Muscular males
18-30 for honest friendship and adventures.
Endowed and tanned are plus! » 1707
GBM, 34,5'7", 135 healthy, interesting. Seeks
tall, heavyset, country type Dominant Top 4050, 200-300 lbs. » 1708
Attractive, masculine, caramel Southern Virginian male, 36, healthy, screenwriter desires
good looking, muscular, blonde beau, hairy,
creative professional into romance. ** 1710
GWM seeks GBM professional, mature and
sincere wanting to improve the Quality of his
Life with massage. Erotic and Safe. ** 1711
GBM 38, professional. Dislike club scene.
Very masculine seeking same. Financially
independent. Would like to enjoy life. HIV+.
1*1600
GWM, 34, preppy, professional, curious, always up, ready for adventure. Seeks discreel
GWM, 20-40 Adonis for stimulating sensual
seduction. ** 1519

Genuine, masculine, GBM. 24 seeks sincere
romantic, masculine, open-minded GMs of
any race for exploring stimulating new friendship/relationship. ** 1609

ferns. Buckhead Roswell area. ^ 1511

GWM, early 30s, 180, 5*11", brown hair
seeks daytime fun. Box D-498, 2221 Peachtree Road. Atlanta, GA 30309

Romantic North Georgia bottom, chubby,
seeks average top with above average endowment. Like movies, music, sci-fi, ethnic men.
Ready for Mr. Right. Hi-tops/workboots A+.
Box 1512, 1189 Virginia Ave. Atlanta, GA
30306.^ 1512

Buff jock 18-35? WM football player 6*1",
230, muscular goodlooking 40 gives rubdown
and service after workout. ** 1610

Oriental male fit/safe cleancut seeks quality
full body massage once a week. Please nonsmoker. W 1513

Landscaper, 30s, 5*10", 155, 30" waist, masculine, muscular, hot, handsome. Similar in
Smyrna, Vinings, Austell? Discreet! Regular
buddy for shower days. T 1611

GWM, approaching 40, OK looks, HIV neg,
seeks similar for movies, walks, home life,
some going out " 1514

GoodlookingmaculineWMseeksONLYvery
masculine BM for safe, discreet encounters.
No fats/terns. Discretion assured. ** 1612
Muscular GWM, 40, 6ft, 1801bs, HIV+,
vgdlkg, in relationship, needs more. Seeking
submissive boy, 25-30, for role playing, B/D.
Discreet. ** 1504
GWM, 36,6*3", 195, blue collar professional,
OK bod, avg looks, hard working, stable, w/
varied interests. Would like, to meet similar
guy 28-38, establish friendship. Goal: monogamous. Write Box 6501, 1189 Virginia
Ave., Atlanta, GA 30306
GWPM, 44, new in Atlanta, seeks GWM 1830 for friendship, fun. Prefer slim swimmer's
build, active top, endowed, cleanshaven, nonsmoker w/discretion assured. No fats, ferns,
bears, barflies please! ** 1506
GWM young 48, 5*11", 158, I want it all!
Passion, romance, sex—all is possible in a
committed relationship. I am a sales executive with an outgoing personality, in shape,
healthy, non-smoker/drinker. Lookingforfun,
adventure, and quiet times. " 1507
Attractive BM sought by tall, slim WM. Safe,
discreet, good times only. Nostrings.** 1508

BUTCH BOTTOM

GWM 33, 6T, 152, blue eyes, dark brown
hair, moustache. Seeks romantic GWM 3040s with moustache, into lots of cuddling,
kissing, dating, quiet times, maybe more. No
fats or ferns. Box 77, 1544 Piedmont Ave,
Atlanta, GA 30324

. CUTE 28 GWM

HIV- brn/haz 160. Not N-2 bars. ISO GWM
25-35 N-2 gym, movies. No drugs/alcohol/

GWM, 34, gentle, kind professional seeks
same. Handsome, articulate, creative. Likes
classic films, theatre, dining and soft music.
HIV+. ** 1516
BM, 30, sexy, attractive, 5'8", bottom seeks a
hung masculine, aggressive, BM top for fun
sessions. Any age okay. ** 1517
ISO Peter Brady. GWM seeking average
GWM. Prefer stable Plymouth-Rock-type
person (not financially but Spiritually) for
breezy relationship. ** 1518
Writer seeks correspondence with male prison
inmates, gay or non-gay, reference gay sponsors, pen-pals. Gaddis, P.O.Box 40,
MarblehUl.GA 30148
WM with 300+ videos, looking for others
wanting to trade; possibly more with right
person. Midtown area. • 1488
GWM, 24, 5'10", 165, bl/bl, likes biking,
camping, mountain biking, movies. Sincere,
honest, ISO same. No fat/fems. W 1482
GWM, 37,5'11", 150, MASCULINE, dominate, aggressive, Romantic, H1V-, into light
S/M, B/D. Seeking younger counterpart, long
term. * 1483
Hairy Italian extremely goodlooking, exmodel, 29,6*3", 188, sexy, dark skin, masculine, seeks Black or Latin masculine top in
great shape w/9" or more. ** 1443
Are you HIV+, horny and in need of sexual
fun? Me 20*s slim submissive bottom. Large
endowments get an A+. No one over 35 or out
of shape. * 1484
GWM, above average looks, trim, hung, seeks
similar for safe oral encounters. * 1485
Elder GWM Mystic (60's) in Western NC
seeks younger man (30 's) with psychic aware-

EXSOLDIERBOY

Attractive, hot, cleanshaven BM 24y/o, 5' 10",
155, seeks versatile, attractive GWM 18-30.
**1602
Classical musician, GWM 24, 6', 150, br/br,
educated, attractive, romantic non-smoker
seeks similar WM 22-32 to "make our garden
grow". ** 1603
GWM thirtysomething from Northwest S.C.
Honest, drug-free. ISO similar 28-38possible
relationship. " 1604
BM, attractive, sexy, seek dominant BM top
who's into FF. Remeber the song "I'm looking for a two-fisted love". ** 1605
Dig this. Landscapes 36,5' 10", 155 all muscle,
30" waist. Handsome, overeducated corporate drop out. Similar? Call for stress reduction. ** 1606
WNC Teddy Bear looking for another teddy
bear to get into some mischief in the afternoon
or early evening. " 1607
Healthy Wealthy Wise MBiWM 45, burly,
hairy, ISO young smooth, endowed submissive GBiWM available daytime for It
mentoring loving. ** 1608

976-4MEN
976-4MEN
Atlanta's Exclusive Gay
24-Hr. Introduction Service.
Messages Change Often.

$3.00 PER CALL
Plus tolls, if any, to appear on phone bilL

Leave your own message for FREE by calling 365-8158.
Must be 18 years or older.

365-8127
OFFERED BY INTRODUCTIONS. P.O. BOX 52883. ATLANTA, GA 30355
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ness to explore live-together relationship. **
1486
WM Masculine 6*4", 150. looking for masculine Black male top. Discretion assured. Can
handle business. " 1487
Race unimportant. Early 40s, nice looking,
5*10", solid 180, dedicated, professional,
HIV+, GBM, seeks sincere GM for dating/
relationship. ** 1489

Kim

SOUTHERN

5

Harley adventures. Sun/Stars. ** 1992

LONELY-ONE

BM-Top; mid 40s, HIV-, seeking feminine,
pleasant, H1V-, TV/TS bottom for fulfilling
relationship. It has been a very long time.
Please respond. ** 2011

GM couple, 27 and 33, down to earth, masculine, likes outdoors, seeks similar GM couple
for fun and friendship. ** 1490

CROSS-DRESSER'S GUIDE! A complete
information resource. Wonderful Fantasies,
InfoGuide, Personals, Catalogs, True Experiences. More! Newest Fantasy: "Pampered In
Panties!" Hear full details (recorded, 24
Hours). Call 333-6455.

Sexy, passionate, Italian, GWM, 32,
swimmer's build. 6*0", 160, seekinghot,gymboy couples for mutual satisfaction. ** 1491

BISEXUAL

BOTTOM WANTED by attractive playful
safe top, late 30's, Australian heritage for safe
discreet fun-day/night. W 1492

SPREAD & SMILE!

Love your butt played with? 39, hairy HIVtop.5'10", 170, seeks healthy bottoms, 20-45
for rear action. NO MARRIEDS! ** 1495
GWM, 40, 6', 210, br/blu, into 99X, sports,
travel, poetry, seeks GWM 35-55 for dating
and possible relationship. " 1578

RU SHORT&LONG?

GWM, 5'7", 165, br/br, mod. hairy, seeks
GMs under 5 '6" w/equipment over 8.5. Uncut
a plus. Also into body worship for bodybuilders under 5'6" w/same equipment requirements. Let's play! ** 1580
GWM submissive seeks leather Master or
dominant, 25-45, for daytime discipline and
service. ** 1470
GWM, 33, 5'9", 180, masculine, attractive
seeks GWM 21-39 for giving and receiving
massages and/or playing tennis. ^ 1357

TV/TS
A feminine male or TWTS sought by BM 43
for first experience, w 2156

male is straight, athletic (6-1, 180), international entrepreneur; fern is bi-curious, fit (5-7.
125). adventuresome, into native American
spirituality. Let's meet, talk, then proceed if
there's mutual interest. ** 2003
BiBM, 6*2". Carl Weathers look alike seeks
young men for no strings attached fun. 1613
GBiS WF sought by fun safe gdlk w/$ WM for
marriage of convenience w/o strings. 1544
Piedmont Ave, Ste 37, Atlanta, Ga 30324
WM 48 slightly submissive oral devotee and
enthusiast ISO G/Bi/S female attractive requiring daytime stress relief, reciprication not
required.** 1615
BM, 42,5'8", 175#, seeks feminine BiM for
ongoing relationship. ** 1630

SoVo Pick of the Week
Sexy BiWSFISO dominant
and submissive playmate to
party and hangout with. I
need some adveture. Send
SASEwithphototoP.O.Box
14548. Atlanta, GA 30329

SLIDE IT IN

Vdglking smooth curious shy 32/1/175 WM
bottom ISO younger diseaseless tender understanding boy-next-door. Discreet sensual
pleasurable sexplorations." 2196
BM, 42 seeks feminine male or very aggressive female for a "first experience". Couples
also welcomed. P.O. Box 77365, Atlanta, GA
30357—or Voice Connection * 2201
Wanted: BiWF 18-30 for inexperienced
couple. Me: green eyes long blonde hair 21
yrs old. Him: salt/pepper grey hair very sexy.
Experience preferred. ** 2134
BiBM, 35, stocky build seeks BiBM for safe
encounters. No pain. ** 2109

TV/TS 28, 5'7", very passable, white, 200+
lbs., seeks BM for friendship/relationship."
2195

WFsought by gdlkg. WM. Safe, adventurous,
marriage of convenience. No strings. Write
Box 37, 1544 Piedmont Ave., Atlanta, GA
30324

Smallish, easily passable TS - pre or post sought by healthy, well-endowed WM for

Bi- Female: Sensual, health conscious, responsible, youthful, playful companion for couple:

BiWF, 20,5'5", br/gr, feminine, sexy, intelligent, seeks taller feminine woman for exciting companionship. Long hair preferred. No
hutches. * 1631
I'm a fun guy, 30, into sci-fi, classical rock
and roll, seeking male or bi female. 20-40, any
race. ** 1577
BiWM, 25, student, hot looks, body, endowment, seeks man for discreet, no-strings visits. All answered. * 1551
CURIOUS VIRGIN-VGDLKING,shy,quiet,
kind, smooth, diseaseless 32 6' 175, WM, ISO
younger smooth patient understanding tender
top for discreet sensual pleasureable
sexplorations. ^ 1452
BM, married, 55, in great shape. Seeks mature
Bi female for safe discreet encounters. **
1304

GLANCES
TO FIND THAT PERSON
YOU SAW BUT DIDN'T
SPEAK TO...

U SAT NEXT 2ME

at Priscilla Queen of the Desert, Sunday 9-18
at Phipps Plaza. Regret not introducing myself. Want to sec the movie again? David, P.O.
Box 99791, Pittsburgh, PA 15233-4791.

A FREE Musical Open House
Saturday, October 8, 1994
Woodruff Arts Center, All day
Beginning at lO a.m.

Fun, Fabulous & FREE!
It's tlie entertainment event of the year —
a hands-on, no-holds-barred, get-to-know-the ASO day!
This FREE-for-all has something for
. music lovers of all ages:
• Meet ASO musicians!
• Learn how to play, fix, and fiddle around with musical
instruments
• Discover cool, state-of-the-art computer technology in music
• Learn how to conduct — or compose your own music!
• Enjoy mini-concerts by the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra &
Youth Orchestra
• Join the ASO Chorus in a gigantic sing-along, beginning
at 7:30 p.m.
• Plus lectures, exhibits, chamber music, and much, much more!

And

of all, this festival of fun is
ABSOLUTELY FREE!!!

Call the Symphony Celebration Hotline at
(404) 733-4898 for more information.

ATLANTA SYMPHONY SALUTES ATLANTA

FREE Thank-You Concert!
Sunday, October 9, 1994 at 3 p.m.
Lakewood Amphitheatre
It's a birthday bash for all of Atlanta! The ASO extends our heartfelt thanks for
50 years of support in the way we know best — with a joyous concert of musical favorites!
This FREE concert features Music Director Yoel Levi conducting the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra
in popular and spirited works by Gershwin, Bernstein, Tchaikovsky, and others.
PLUS: • Principal Clarinet Laura Ardan performs Artie Shaw's jazzy Clarinet Concerto
• Guest pianist Gustavo Romero plays Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue

Bring your friends & family and enjoy the music for FREE!
Call (404) 733-4900 for more information
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